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Foreword 

It gives me particular pleasure to write the foreword to this book; this is largely 
due to the fact that I have devoted a substantial part of my life to the improve
ment of the methods used in ophthalmic research. Rarely has one of my 
students taken the opportunity of dealing systematically with the possibilities 
of these methods. Dr. Eisner is, however, one of these exceptions. First, he has 
substantially improved the indentation contact glass; secondly, he has, with 
untiring enthusiasm, made a systematic collection of the normal and pathologic 
findings, which, with the help of the indentation contact glass and the slit 
lamp, can be observed in the outermost periphery of the fundus and the ciliary 
body. He has compared them to findings obtained with slight magnification in 
autopsy eyes and to histological sections. Owing to a fortunate circumstance, 
W. Hess, who is both an excellent draughts man and a master of the special 
examination technique, was able to reproduce the visual phenomena faithfully. 
The reader who tries to interpret these illustrations spatially will discover that 
this was often not easy. It is a process which requires a certain effort of imagi
nation of space, but which is very rewarding. Dr. Eisner's monograph is an 
introduction to a little-known branch of biomicroscopy which broadens our 
means of diagnosis and promises further interesting aspects for the future. 
I wish him well-earned success. 

Berne, August 1973 HANS GOLDMANN 
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Preface 

This book is intended as an introduction to a new method of examination. 
To make it easier to use, we have chosen a smaller size than is usual for an 
atlas and kept the illustrations separate from the text. It is thus easier to find 
the pictures referred to more than once, and the illustrations can be used 
independently. 

The drawings showing biomicroscopic findings are accurate reproductions 
of actual eyes seen with the contact glass. Had we illustrated the atlas with 
semi-schematic drawings, interpretation would no doubt have been much 
easier for the reader. We felt, however, that if the illustrations were presented 
like photographs the reader would become familiar with the difficulties he was 
likely to see in living eyes. 

Indentation biomicroscopy is a relatively new method of examination. 
No doubt new knowledge confirming or negating the findings described in 
this atlas will come to light as the technique becomes more widely used. The 
author would appreciate any reports of observations obtained with this 
method, and especially any reports of findings that contradict the concepts 
explained here. 

With a view to later editions, we should be grateful for any constructive 
criticism. 

Berne, August 1973 GEORG EISNER 
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Introduction 

One of the most fascinating features in ophthalmology is the facility with which the 
living eye can be examined microscopically. Only the most peripheral portions of the 
fundus in the normal eye could not, until recently, be visualized. This fact is of 
distinct disadvantage in clinical practice, since so many pathological conditions 
originate in the periphery of the fundus. Early detection could lead to early prophyl
axis or therapy. However, these peripheral changes situated beyond the limits of the 
visual field produce no symptoms. If they are to be detected early, it is only by 
a routine examination of this region. Proper peripheral fundus examination demon
strates where and when therapeutic measures are necessary, as well as when these 
measures should be discontinued. This is of special importance today, since, 
while modern treatments are more effective, their side effects are also more dangerous. 
In order to estimate the therapeutic risks, however, a reliable prognosis of the disease 
must be established. As experience has shown, the examination of the peripheral 
vitreous, the so-called vitreous base, can yield important information in this respect. 
All painstaking efforts to perfect the visualization of the most peripheral parts of the 
fundus are, therefore, justified. 

Why are the most peripheral parts of the fundus invisible? At first thought, the 
iris might be made responsible for impeding the view. However, even in coloboma
tous and aniridic eyes the fundus periphery remains invisible. In fact, the lens edge 
with its poor optical properties is responsible for the invisibility of the peripheral 
fundus. The most peripheral parts of the fundus can, therefore, be examined only if 
the lens border either has a rounder shape or if it does not interfere at all with the 
observation beam. The latter condition is fulfilled either when the observation beam 
passes outside the lens (aphakia, ectopia lentis posterior), or when it passes through 
sectors of the lens nearer to the optical axis, i. e. sectors with better optical properties 
(in ectopia lentis anterior, or in the displacement of the peripheral sectors of the 
fundus towards the optical axis, e. g. in choroidal detachment). Consequently, the 
most peripheral parts of the fundus have long remained unexplored. Biomicroscopic
ally, only scanty reports are available concerning abnormal, predominantly aphakic 
eyes [20,21,92,190,191]. 

In a normal eye with a normal position of the lens, the periphery of the fundus 
can be seen only by producing an artificial choroidal detachment, i. e. by deforming 
the eyeball through indentation, thus displacing the peripheral sectors of the fundus 
centripetally (Fig. 2). As early as 1900, A. Trantas [220] proceeded in just this 
fashion in order to examine the ciliary processes. While indenting the sclera with 
his fingernail he viewed the fundus with the direct ophthalmoscope. This form of 
examination with scleral depression became popular after Schepens [180] had intro
duced a method which provides a more comfortable working distance, a larger 
visual field, better illumination, and stereoscopic observation. By means of a special 
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depressor and the binocular indirect ophthalmoscope of Schepens, the peripheral 
fundus has become accessible for routine examination [100, 101, 108]. Many reports, 
principally by Schepens and his co-workers, emphasize the significance of indirect 
indentation ophthalmoscopy. 

Via the ophthalmoscope, however, the normal vitreous is poorly seen or com
pletely invisible. Only conspicuous opacifications can be observed clearly, but even 
then their exact localization is not demonstrable. A detailed examination of the vitreous 
base, one of the most important indications for an indentation examination, is quite 
impossible. 

The vitreous, like other transparent structures (such as the lens or the zonule), 
can be rendered visible by focal illumination; this is based on the separation of the 
beam of observation from the beam of illumination. This is the principle of the 
slit lamp. Furthermore, in the slit lamp, the optical section permits an exact spatial 
localization. The high magnification is an additional advantage which, however, 
causes a decrease in the visual field. This disadvantage can be overcome by an 
appropriate examination technique. 

The intermediate and posterior parts of the fundus have long been accessible to 
the slitlamp with the help of various accessory lenses [21,74,110,219,126], primarily 
Goldmann's mirror contact glass. In order to examine the most peripheral parts of 
the fundus, these must be combined with scleral depressors (indenters). As a result, 
all interior parts of the eye (the reverse side of the iris, admittedly, only diaphanoscop
ically) are now open to biomicroscopic examination. 

The purpose of the present book is to acquaint the reader with the use of these 
indentation contact glasses, thus helping to overcome the initial difficulties, and to 
give instructions on making full use of the technical possibilities of the method. 
This includes not only the mastery of the examination technique, but also a knowl
edge of the anatomy and pathology of the area concerned. It is not the purpose of 
this book to repeat generally well-known facts. The chapter on anatomy, therefore, 
is merely a brief survey, and details are included only if they are necessary for the 
understanding of the biomicroscopic findings. The description of the biomicroscopic 
findings is limited topographically to the region which is visible only by indentation. 
For additional information about all the remaining areas the reader is referred to the 
well-known textbooks ofVogt [224], Berliner [11], Busacca [20], and to the report of 
the French Ophthalmological Society by Busacca, Goldmann and Schiff-Wert
heimer [21]. 
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I. The Principles of Indentation 

1. The Optical Phenomena of Indentation 

The methodical difficulties facing the beginner may be overcome through a better 
understanding of the fundamentals of the method; thus the novice will learn to 
minimize the ever-present, unavoidable disadvantages. 

In biomicroscopy, a major drawback is the limited visual field. Those proficient 
in indirect ophthalmoscopy will quickJy become aware of this disadvantage when 
using an indentation contact glass for the first time. The usual, extended movements 
of the depressor must be avoided, otherwise the indented area immediately dis
appears from view. Because the interpretation of many findings is substantially 
improved by these movements, this decreased mobility seems initially to be of a 
definite disadvantage. But, as a closer analysis shows, more extensive movements are 
unnecessary, and slight displacements (readily possible with a contact glass) are quite 
sufficient. The analysis of the physical and geometrical principles of indentation is 
therefore essential in order to establish an appropriate technique of examination, 
providing optimal information and avoiding misinterpretations. In addition, impor
tant knowledge about the construction of indentation contact glasses is provided by 
this analysis. 

The optical effect created by indentation may be attributed to two angular 
changes [58] (Fig. 1): 

1. A change in the angle of eccentriciry, i. e. the angle between the observation beam 
and the optical axis; 

2. A change in the angle of acceptance, i. e. the angle between the observation beam 
and the object observed (more precisely, between the observation beam and the 
tangent at the curvature of the wall of the eye at the site of the object observed). 

Let us first examine the change in the angle of eccentricity. This angle is reduced 
by displacement towards the optical axis of the fundus area to be examined. The condi
tions of observation are affected in three ways: 

(a) Lens sectors which are nearer to the axis, hence opticallY more favourable, are 
now used for observation [43]. The peripheral areas to be examined emerge from 
the shadow of the "opaque" border of the lens and thereby become visible (Fig. 2). 

(b) The visual field becomes larger (Fig. 4). The perspective deformation of the 
pupil (through the contact-glass mirror) is reduced because of the smaller angle of 
eccentricity [58]. The aperture for the observation of the peripheral fundus thereby 
becomes enlarged, the visual field widens, and viewing conditions improve [95]. In 
addition, the stereoscopic field becomes larger in the lateral parts. 
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(c) The magnification changes. When the angle of eccentricity becomes smaller, 
the magnification decreases (Fig. 3). According to Lotmar [132], with a Goldmann's 
three-mirror contact glass the magnification for the ora serrata is 1.5. If this area is 
indented by 2.5 mm, the magnification is reduced to 1.0. 

This change in magnification is to be distinguished from that which occurs when 
examining the same peripheral sectors, now extralentally (through the iridolenticular space), 
then translentally (Fig. 92a). 

The change in the angle of acceptance is produced by deformation of the globe via 
indentation (Fig. 1, Fig. 37). Anatomic structures are then observed from different 
angles whereby their appearance is altered in two respects: 

(a) The perspective deformation is changed. The anatomic structures take on an 
altered shape (Fig. 5, Fig. 108). 

(b) The transparency of the tissues seemingly changes, since, the smaller the 
angle of acceptance, the longer becomes the path of the rays through a semi-opaque 
layer; semi-transparent media therefore appear more opaque (Fig. 6). For example, 
the normal retina appears completely transparent on the anterior side of the 
indentation protuberance; it turns greyish near the summit, and almost white in 
silhouette. Accordingly, through the alteration of the angle of acceptance, the ana
tomic structures appear in different colours. 

From this change of colour, another feature should be distinguished, which is also 
dependent on indentation, but is independent of angles. The bloodless protuberance appears 
brighter and can be made nearly white by very deep indentation, because the blood is 
expelled from the vessels of the choroid. This effect is useful in therapy [56]. Indentation 
during light- and cryo-coagulation prevents loss of energy through the blood flow, thus 
improving the effect of coagulation. 

The optical phenomena produced by the change in the angle of acceptance can 
make the interpretation of findings difficult. The biomicroscopic findings can only be 
transferred mentally to a normal anatomical (i. e. non-indented) condition if the 
examiner can recognize all optical phenomena resulting from indentation. A special 
technique of examination is used for this purpose, which, in contrast to the above 
described static technique (i. e., with an immobile depressor), is termed "kinetic 
indentation" . 

In the kinetic technique, the depressor is constantly shifted, causing continual 
changes in the angle of acceptance and, consequently, in all the resultant phenomena. 
Their interrelation is thus demonstrated. However, kinetic indentation not only 
prevents misinterpretations but also serves as a source of additional information 
concerning morphology and differences in level [182, 100]. This technique is clinically 
essential, especially in cases of precarious conditions of observation. 

The recognition of shapes and their interpretation is considerably helped by 
kinetic indentation, for the constant change of the angle of acceptance produces 
parallactic displacements. Instead of the observer moving, as is the case in ophthalmo
scopic examination of the posterior segment of the eye, the object observed is now 
moved. The structures are examined at various angles and from different sides 
(Fig. 5). A special case of paralla:xis is the examination "in silhouette" (in profile): 
the indenter is shifted into a position which brings the area to be examined to the 
summit of the protuberance. It is now observed with tangential incidence, i. e. the 
angle of acceptance is 0°. Differences in level and the true distance between super
posed objects can now be judged exactly and without perspective distortion. 
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Another advantage of kinetic indentation is the shifting of the structures against 
different backgrounds. New contrasts are thereby produced. These are particularly 
important for the interpretation of so-called transparent media, which are visible only 
by their scattered light against a dark background. Vitreous structures near the 
retina, for instance, can be examined only in this way. 

Finally, diagnosis can be improved by the use of the transparenry change (Fig. 6). 
In order to detect structures under semi-transparent layers of tissue (e. g. the pigment 
epithelium or the choroid under the retina), the corresponding areas should be 
positioned on the anterior side of the protuberance, i. e. the angle of acceptance 
should be as large as possible. Similarly, if the visibility of the retina and the layers 
beneath it is obstructed by preretinal opacities, it can be improved by an examination 
on the anterior side of the protuberance. Conversely, differences in the thickness of 
layers are best detected by examining the summit of the protuberance. This position 
is sought for when thinning and thickening of the retina, extremely thin epiretinal 
deposits, or subretinal accumulations of fluid are to be detected. 

In conclusion, indentation can be used in two ways: Static indentation reveals the 
most peripheral parts of the fundus. It is based on a diminution of the angle of 
eccentricity. The depth of indentation necessary depends on the position and form 
of the lens in the individual patient. Kinetic indentation improves the interpretation of 
findings. It is based on a constant changing of the angle of acceptance and is in no 
way confined to the peripheral fundus. How far should the depressor be shifted? 
Every possible change of angle is produced by displacing the depressor by half its 
diameter. 

2. The Effects of Indentation on the Eyeball 

Scleral depression deforms not only the immediate area of indentation, but also the 
adjacent area, thus creating corneal astigmatism, which varies with the distance from 
the limbus and with the depth of indentation. The astigmatism itself presents no 
technical problem, since the contact glass is corrective. But the deformation makes 
a pathway through which air bubbles can enter between the cornea and the contact 
glass. To prevent this, the indentation contact glass should be designed in such a 
fashion that the deformed area remains covered, e. g. by an extension of the scleral 
cone (Fig. 7 and Fig. 13). 

Obviously the indentation increases intra-ocular pressure by diminution of 
intra-ocular volume. As experiments show (Eisner, unpublished data), intra-ocular 
pressure during indentation may rise above the diastolic, and even above the systolic 
pressure of the central arteries; however, it decreases quickly, levelling off to the 
initial value after one minute. Hence, a deeper indentation may safely be performed if 
sufficient time is taken. These experiments demonstrate that the episcleral veins are 
not compressed by the rim of the indentation funnel and that aqueous drainage is, 
therefore, not impeded. 

Extended clinical experience reveals that neither deformation nor the increase of 
pressure produce any harmful effects in the healthy eye. In the diseased eye, however, 
there are some exceptions (see contra-indications, p. 11). 
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3. Instruments for Indentation Biomicroscopy 

Once interested in this field, the examiner may begin by combining indentation and 
biomicroscopy, at first attempting to use a normal three-mirror contact glass for 
observation and a simple blunt instrument for indentation. Such an attempt is usually 
not successful, but it will demonstrate some of the many problems connected with 
the combination of a contact glass with a depressor. 

Air bubbles will enter between the contact glass and the cornea. In an attempt to 
avoid this, Liesenhoff [128] has covered the sclera with a cuff made of flexible plastic, 
which can be affixed to the three-mirror contact glass (Fig. 7). The problem of air 
bubbles solved, other difficulties arise. If the depressor is not attached to the contact 
glass, both hands are needed for manipulation, which prevents the simultaneous use 
of the slit lamp. Liesenhoff, therefore, fixed the slit lamp to his head by means of a 
special attachment. Liesenhoff's instrument is quite simple with regard to the appa
ratus, but its manipulation is difficult, requiring much practice to synchronize the 
movements of the depressor and the contact glass. At the beginning of the examina
tion, it is difficult to align the indented protuberance with the contact glass mirror, 
and thereafter it is even more difficult to maintain the correct position while rotating the 
contact glass. Obviously, unlimited freedom of movement is a disadvantage with a 
small visual field (in contrast to the large visual field in indirect ophthalmoscopy). 
Nevertheless, Liesenhoff's technique is indicated in cases where a previouslY determined 
area is to be given an intensive kinetic examination. 

Fankhauser [57] has, therefore, firmly attached the depressor to a contact glass 
(Fig. 8). This indenter can be shifted in various directions by means of a mechanical 
device. However, the apparatus is quite awkward considering the little space within 
the orbital margin. Fankhauser therefore uses a special, very small, contact glass. 
Consequently, the mirror and the visual field become smaller, too. Additional diffi
culties arise with the manipulation of multiple knobs. This type of indenting contact 
glass is too complicated for routine examination, but may be used when a pre
determined retinal area must be presented in various depths of indentation, e. g. in 
light coagulation through the contact glass. 

Goldmann and Schmidt [93] have completely sacrificed the mobility of the 
indenter to avoid such difficulties. They have designed a simple, easily manageable 
instrument, which, nevertheless, owing to the proper ratio of mirror size to indenter, 
permits a kinetic examination. This is accomplished by the use of a special contact 
glass with a mirror inclination of 59° specifically for examination of the ora serrata 
(Fig. 9). The front plate of the contact glass is reinforced by a metal disc to which the 
indenter is affixed. The button of the indenter is broad enough to produce a suffi
ciently large indented area, yet narrow enough for the lateral parts of the indented 
protuberance to remain visible. The whole contact glass must be rotated for a kinetic 
examination. The indentation protuberance is thereby shifted laterally. The area to be 
examined is thus seen from different angles of acceptance; its position in the visual 
field, however, is decentered (Fig.l7). If the indenter is to be moved in an anteroposte
rior direction, the whole contact glass must be shifted (Fig. 18). The principal advantage 
of Goldmann and Schmidt's indentation contact glass is its simple manipulation. 
Its small size makes its application within the palpebral fissure quite easy. The 
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indented area always appears in the centre of the mirror. The possibilities for kinetic 
examination are sufficient in most cases. There is, in fact, only one major disadvan
tage. An exchange of the contact glass being necessary, the periphery of the fundus 
cannot be examined simultaneously with the other remaining segments of the fundus. 
This increases the difficulty of interpretation of many findings. Goldmann and 
Schmidt's contact glass is thus best suited for the examination of changes confined to 
the ora serrata area. 

The examples described above suggest that an ideal contact glass, an all-purpose 
model, cannot easily be designed. Each type has advantages as well as disadvantages, 
and each is reserved for a specific use. What features are indispensable for an indenta
tion contact glass in routine examinations? The essential requirements include: 

(a) The contact glass must be operable with one hand, as the other hand is 
needed for slit lamp adjustments. 

(b) The examination of the entire fundus must be accomplished in a single 
operation, i. e., with a contact glass also suited for all the other areas of the fundus. 
The Goldmann three-mirror contact glass has three mirrors, each of different 
inclination. With each one it is possible to survey an area of the fundus corresponding 
to the angle of inclination (Fig. 10). The indented ora serrata region can be made 
visible by either the middle or the gonioscopic mirror. The two areas of the mirrors 
overlap each other. According to the situation, one of these mirrors will prove more 
favourable than the other one. For this reason, the mirror in position opposite the 
button must be easily interchangeable. 

(c) Size of the indenter: The volume of global content which can be shifted (which 
in turn depends on the intra-ocular pressure) limits the size of the indenter. The 
depth to be attained by indentation is determined by the position of the lens border, 
the usual depth being 2.5 mm. The breadth of the indenter is limited by the visual 
field: it is useless to indent areas outside the visual field. Broad indenters provide 
a good view of the area indented; a kinetic examination, however, can be performed 
only if they are movable. 

(d) The mobili!} of the indenter must be minimal, since otherwise the instrument 
becomes too complicated for single-handed manipulation. The radius of movement 
may reasonably be restricted to the visual field available. Among the many directions 
of movement only those will be chosen which are absolutely important. Which are 
they? For the static examination it is sufficient to set the correct limbus distance and 
the right depth of indentation, i. e. the indenter need not necessarily be movable. 
For the kinetic examination, only the changing angle of acceptance is essential. It is 
immaterial in which direction the indenter is moved in order to change this angle. 
Unidirectional movement is sufficient. 

Of all possible directions, the one which is helpful also for other reasons may be 
selected: the movement around the axis of the contact glass, by which the mirrors 
opposite the indenter are interchanged. The indenter is shifted laterally by this 
movement, i. e. in a direction parallel to the limbus. This is sufficient to bring the 
anatomical structures into all the various angles of acceptance (Fig. 17); they are thus 
first observed at the summit of the protuberance, then at its lateral slopes, and finally 
in a state free from indentation. Therefore only a free lateral mobility of the indenter 
is necessary for an indentation contact glass intended for routine use. Small displace-
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ments are sufficient in an anteroposterior direction, and the depth of depression 
may remain constant. 

The necessary criteria are provided by indentation funnels consisting of thin open 
cones in which the three-mirror contact glass is inserted. An indenter is fixed to the 
funnd. At the present time two types of funnds are available: one has an immo
bile [42], the other one an adjustable indenter [51]. 

4. Indentation Funnel with Immobile Indenter 

A plastic or metal funnel surrounds the contact glass (Fig. 12). Methocd placed 
between the funnel and the contact glass supplies lubrication as well as adhesion. 
Both parts are thus fixed to each other, yet can easily be counter-rotated. The funnel 
has a .. scleral brim" forming a narrow groove upon which the edges of the eyelids 
may rest. This prevents their being wedged under the border of the funnd during the 
examination. By a local broadening of the brim a .. scleral plate" is formed, covering 
the indenter and preventing the entry of air. The edge of the funnd is broader on the 
upper side and is slightly recessed in comparison with the frontal plate of the contact 
glass. A step is thus formed (Fig. 14), thanks to which the fingertips, which counter
rotate the funnd and the contact glass, are not hampered. A notch on the upper edge 
of the funnd indicates the place of the indenter. In order to simplify the methodology 
of examination for the novice, the counter-rotating movement of funnd and contact 
glass can be blocked by a fixing mechanism, e. g. a screw-ring. 

By means of this funnd, the three-mirror contact glass can be converted into an 
indentation contact glass with free lateral mobility of the indenter. The indenter can 
also be displaced posteriorly or anteriorly by tilting the contact glass over the surface 
of the eyeball or by having the patient gaze in specific directions (Fig. 18). Practice 
shows that, with a suitable choice of indenter length, the entire periphery can be 
adequatdy examined in almost every case. It is only rarely, e. g. in advanced myopia, 
that another funnd with a longer indenter is needed. 

5. Funnel with Variable Indenter Length 

If the indentation contact glass is tilted over the surface of the eyeball in order to 
move the indenter anteriorly or posteriorly, disturbing optical effects appear. They 
are eliminated in a routine examination by short, corrective movements. These 
movements, however, are disturbing in many situations, such as during photography 
or in light coagulation through the contact glass [56]. An indenter with variable 
length is desirable in such situations, even if its manipulation will inevitably be more 
cumbersome. 

The indenter is attached to the end of a pliable Bat spring (Fig. 13). The flat 
spring is inserted into a track on the funnd and can be drawn backwards and for
wards therein. The corneal end of the track extends beyond the funnd aperture, 
curving according to the scleral surface. This way the inserted indenter is manoeu-
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vered in the proper direction, moving along the ocular surface at a constant depth of 
depression. A special fixing mechanism for maintaining a predetermined limbus 
distance is unnecessary, since the spring tilts in its groove and is therefore locked in 
position as soon as the funnel is rotated. Indenters of various shapes and sizes are 
interchangeable. Three shapes of funnel are available: for normal eyes, for narrow 
palpebral fissures, and for long myopic eyes. 

The funnel with an indenter of variable length has some disadvantages. The 
greater freedom of movement involves a more complicated manipulation. It is not 
possible to manipulate spring and funnel single-handedly in all situations. The fact 
that the other hand is needed, however, is of little disadvantage in practice, as the 
meridional displacement need seldom be continuous, and occasional changes of the 
limbus distance are sufficient. A further difficulty arises with the funnel for 
myopic eyes, which has a long scleral plate, allowing the indenter to be pushed 
farther posteriorly. This long plate may occasionally cause pain during the examina
tion, especially in the area of the caruncle. 

This description of the various instruments is not chronological. The first prototype 
was designed by Goldmann and Favre [60,94], who fixed the indenter to the upper border 
of a three-mirror contact glass by means of a hinge connected to a ring. In order to depress 
the indenter, this ring, acting like a lever, could be pulled from all sides. Yet, even in the 
smallest possible size, such a ring takes up too much space; therefore this ingenious solution 
was abandoned. 

The next model was the indentation contact glass of Goldmann and Schmidt [93] 
described above. It was followed by the indentation funnels of Eisner [42, 51]. A prototype 
of this funnel, produced by Haag-Streit, was published by Slezak [194], who at that time 
was not aware of its true origin. In Linder's [129] variation of the funnel, the indenter was 
fixed with screws, so that heads of different sizes could be interchanged. The funnels were 
followed by the contact glass of Fankhauser and Lotmar [57] and by the indentation cuff 
of Liesenhoff [128]. Gloor [83] fixed the indenter into a track directly on the contact glass, 
allowing anteroposterior mobility but no rotation of the indenter on the contact glass. 
Belmonte [10] designed an indenter consisting of two levers, fixed by hinges onto the 
contact glass. By depressing one of the levers, the depth of indentation can be changed. 

6. Practical Application of the Indentation Funnel 

As the success of the examination depends entirely on whether it can be carried out 
painlessly and without inconvenience, a detailed explanation of the practical procedure 
during the examination follows. 

The portion of the contact glass to be inserted into the palpebral fissure has 
become enlarged because of the additional funnel. This problem, however, is easily 
overcome by paying attention to a few practical rules, and examination is painless if 
one follows the correct technique. The author has examined four-year-old children 
without difficulty. There are, however, some patients in whom the palpebral fissure 
is so narrow that an indentation contact glass cannot be employed. 

6.1. Insertion of the Indentation Contact Glass into the Palpebral Fissure 

The conjunctiva is anaesthetized, as in the usual contact glass examination, with a 
few drops of a surface anaesthetic, e. g. 0.4% oxybuprocaine (in both eyes, to avoid 
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blinking reflexes). Surface anaesthesia of the conjunctiva is sufficient, no deeper 
anaesthesia being necessary. It appears that the examination causes pain only when 
cilia or lid structures are pinched or pulled by the rotation of the funnel. Therefore 
precautions must be taken to see that the funnel lies free within the conjunctival sac. 
Nevertheless, many patients describe a feeling different from that of the routine 
examination with a contact glass. As a calming measure, the patient should be advised 
that there will be no pain during the examination, but a certain sensation of pressure. 

Special care should be used in the insertion of the funnel into the palpebral 
fissure (Fig. 15). Full retraction of the ~elids is necessary but may present difficulty, 
owing to lack of space. It is best to use cotton-tip applicators (Fig. 16) which are 
placed upon the skin below the eyebrow, followed by moderate pressure upward 
towards the bony orbital rim. If the cotton-tip applicator is then rotated (not pulled), 
the skin of the eyelid, together with the musc. orbicularis oculi, is drawn back by 
friction. This is a very effective method of preventing eyelid closure. 

First, the empty funnel is inserted in order to be sure that no lid tissues are caught 
within the funnel opening. The proper fit of the funnel is also controlled from 
without. Care must be taken to see that the depressor button is positioned within the 
palpebral fissure. The contact glass is then inserted, Methocel having previously been 
applied. As soon as the contact glass touches the cornea, excess Methocel will be 
pressed into the space between funnel and contact glass, thus acting as a lubricant. 
The examination may now begin. 

6.2. Course of the Examination 

During the examination, the indenter and the position of the mirror must constantly 
be synchronized by delicate finger movements. This is only possible if the examiner 
assumes a comfortable position. The comfort of the patient, as well as one's own, 
should be established before beginning. It is essential that the elbow of the examiner 
be comfortably supported. With most slit lamps, the table is too low, and a suitable 
support must be placed beneath the elbow. 

First, the anterior and posterior sections of the eye are examined in the usual 
manner. For this purpose, the funnel is held firmly between the thumb and the 
middle finger and is left in a constant, fixed position (Fig. 14b). The contact glass 
must be held at its anterior edge with the index finger, so that it may be rotated 
within the funnel, which at this stage only acts as a lid retractor. For the examination 
of the periphery, the middle or the gonioscopy mirror is placed opposite the indenter. 
The contact glass and the funnel are then rotated co-axially, while the upper edges of 
both instruments are held firmly together (Fig. 14a). A slight displacement of the 
finger tips is sufficient for this. At positions where one wishes to examine kineticalfy, 
the index finger is again brought to the edge of the contact glass, which is then 
rotated within the funnel (Fig. 14b). 

To shift the indenter posteriorfy or anteriorfy, either the entire indentation 
contact glass is tilted over the surface of the eyeball or the patient is asked to look 
in the desired direction (Fig. 18). When using the mobile indenter, the spring is 
pushed backwards and forwards with the other hand until the protuberance is seen 
in the correct position in the contact glass mirror. 
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The depth of depression can be increased by pressing the funnel in the direction 
of the observation mirror. 

7. Contra-Indications 

The eye may be traumatized by the increase of intra-ocular pressure and also by the 
displacement and deformation of indented tissues, as previously described in the 
chapter on side effects of indentation, p. 5. In order to evaluate the consequences 
of increased pressure during the examination, the optic disc should be checked 
occasionally through the central part of the contact glass. Pressure on the contact 
glass should be decreased if the central artery pulsates or is closed. 

In certain situations, however, special care is needed. For example, after surgical 
or traumatic perforations, the increased pressure or the deformation of the eyeball 
may lead to a rupture of the wound. We have, therefore, made it a rule not to ex
amine by indentation until eight weeks after a perforation. After blunt traumata or 
spontaneous haemorrhages, too, deformations could cause additional damage through 
laceration of the tissues, so that we do not indent until six weeks after these 
events. These rules have been observed, unless more urgent reasons led one to 
suspect that proper and significant therapy might be called for, rendering exa
mination by indentation unavoidable. Probably because of the observance of these 
precautionary measures, no complications have been noted in the ten years that 
indentation has been used at the University Eye Hospital in Berne. There have been 
no vascular occlusions or haemorrhages and, most important, no retinal detach
ments have occurred or been aggravated. 

However, cases of vitreous haemorrhage have been reported after ophthalmo
scopy which may have employed deeper indentation. For this reason, Schepens [184] 
has warned against unnecessarily deep indentation. 
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II. The Anatomy of the Extreme Periphery of the Fundus 

The term" extreme periphery of the fundus" involves a clinical concept rather than 
an anatomical one, since its boundaries are not anatomically defined. Depending on 
the motivation and the methodology, every author partitions the periphery of the 
fundus into specific zones. Within the scope of this book, the term covers those 
regions of the eyeball which, in normal eyes, are not visible without indentation: 
the most peripheral zones of the retina, the ora serrata, the posterior ciliary bo4J and the 
vitreous base. The remaining sections of the eye will be dealt with only insofar 
as they are necessary for an understanding of the peripheral structures. 

Knowledge of the macroscopic and microscopic anatomy of this area has not 
changed essentially since Salzmann's [172] classic work (see also the textbooks by 
Kolmer [123], Lauber [125], Rohen [156], and Duke-Elder [37]). Only in recent 
years has newer knowledge appeared, on the one hand through the development of 
electronmicroscopy [107], and on the other through examination of the peripheral 
fundus in the living eye. 

Electron-microscopic examinations deal with dimensions which are far below 
those of biomicroscopy. They are, therefore, of little significance for the biomicro
scopist in so far as they concern details of the intracellular structures. However, the 
differential behaviour of various tissue layers under the effect of traction can be to 
some extent explained by recent discoveries concerning the nature of the inter
cellular connections. 

The micro-examination of the living rye enables one to decide whether histo
logical findings come about in vivo or are artefactitious; in addition, it can reveal 
temporal changes, thus providing information about the development and the fre
quency of variations and of senescent and degenerative morphology [44-50, 169 to 
171]. Conversely, many findings in the living eye have stimulated new anatomical 
investigations [139-141, 215-217, 67-72, 144-145, 202-206, 208-210]. Daicker's 
monograph [32] summarizes the present state of this research. 

In the following survey of topographical relations and of the fine structure of 
ocular tissues in the extreme periphery of the fundus, the author has limited himself 
to those aspects relevant to biomicroscopy. For details, the reader is referred to the 
sources quoted above. 

1. Topography of the Extreme Periphery of the Fundus 

The three-dimensional structure of the anterior sections of the eyeball may be 
subdivided into three characteristic patterns: (a) limbus-concentric belts, (b) meri
dional segmentation ("orange slice"), (c) a layered arrangement ("onion peel"). 
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By the limbus-concentric arrangement belts are formed as a result of the anterior
posterior sequence of the organs (Fig. 19). The ciliary boc!J, e.g. can be subdivided 
into three belts: the anterior belt is the pars plicata (or corona ciliaris) with the 
ciliary processes. Behind that, there is the flat portion, the pars plana (or orbiculus 
ciliaris), which is again divisible into an anterior (light-coloured) section and a 
posterior (dark-coloured) section. Between these, the boundary is formed by a 
scalloped line, the linea serrata of the pars plana. Posteriorly, the retina commences 
at a distinct boundary, the ora serrata. The interior structures of the eyeball also 
follow the limbus-concentric arrangement. The zonular fibres form a dense fibrillar 
layer above the pars plana, ending at the linea serrata (Fig. 21). They are overlaid 
by three narrow belts of circular zonular fibres (Fig. 22). The stronger intravitreal 
tracts are inserted into these (Fig. 28). The vitreous base, the zone of the firmest 
connections of the vitreous with the internal retinal layer, extends in a ring-shaped 
belt, the anterior boundary lying at the linea serrata, the posterior boundary behind 
the ora serrata. Thus, the anterior pars plana is related to the zonule (Fig. 20), the 
posterior pars plana to the vitreous. All the ring-shaped belts which are connected 
to the zonule have the same limbus distance. The remaining belts are more distant 
from the limbus on the temporal side than on the nasal side and for this reason they 
are somewhat excentric to the anatomical axis. 

The meridional segmentation subdivides each belt into individual, adjoining 
compartments. This is evident in the ray-like formation of the ciliary processes 
(Fig. 19). It is repeated in the serrations of the linea serrata, from which dark stripes 
(striae ciliares) extend from the posterior pars plana into the ciliary valleys. There is 
a narrow elevation (crista ciliaris) in the middle of the striae. The cristae ciliares 
represent, in fact, the axes of the meridional segmentation. Most of the typical 
variations are related to them. At the ora serrata, the meridional segmentation is 
apparent in the characteristic serration. The formation is, however, no longer so 
regular, for serrations are formed only at some of the cristae. They are most abundant 
and longest on the nasal side; temporally, the serrations are rarely present and the ora 
serrata is only slightly scalloped. 

The anterior portions of the eyeball have, in principle, a central symmetry. 
A deviation results from the well-known temporal expansion of the eyeball. The 
intervals increase temporally between the limbus-concentric belts as well as between 
the individual meridional compartments. Because of this, an axial symmetry is 
formed with the axis nearly horizontal, although a slight rotation may occur from 
the nasal superior quadrant towards the temporal inferior quadrant (i. e., nearly 
perpendicular to the meridian of the fetal eye-cup fissure). 

The meridional segmentation creates multiple histologic misinterpretations. With 
the methods usually employed in histological slides, only one section per eyeball can 

Table 1. Distance of the ora serrata from the limbus (after Duke-Elder [37]) 

Nasal 
Temporal 
Superior 
Inferior 

Hypermetropia Emmetropia 

6.2 
6.7 
7.0 
6.5 

6.6 
7.9 
7.4 
6.9 

Myopia 

7.0mm. 
8.4mm. 
8.1mm. 
8.0mm. 
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be precisely in a meridional direction. In all other sections the meridionally arranged 
structures will be cut obliquely. In addition, many other confusions of the anatomical 
picture are attributable to the meridional segmentation. Owing to the recession and 
protrusion of tissue layers at ora bays and teeth, the histological picture varies from 
one section to the next. 

The layered arrangement stems from the superposition of layers from the 
outside towards the centre of the globe. From the sclera to the centre of the vitreous, 
the tissues are arranged in concentric layers (" onion peel") (Fig. 27). First, the 
layers of the wall of the eye, the retina and the ciliary body will be discussed; secondly, 
the layers of the interior of the eye, the zonule and the vitreous. 

2. Retina and Ciliary Body 

At the ora serrata the multilayered retina merges into the single-layered ciliary 
epithelium (Fig. 20). The latter covers the entire ciliary body, contains pigment in 
its most anterior parts, and forms the posterior pigmented layer of the iris. At the 
pupillary margin it turns into the pigment epithelium. As a consequence of the in
version of the optic cup, the cells of the two neuro-ectodermallayers meet at their 
apex. The cell base is on the external side and has-like all epithelial tissue-a basal 
membrane visible only via electron microscopy. On the inner surface, this basal 
membrane is part of the "internal limiting membrane" [77] which covers the retina 
and the ciliary epithelium. On the outer surface, the basal membrane forms the inner 
lamella of Bruch's membrane. With light microscopy this appears double-layered 
and consists of a lamina cuticularis and a lamina elastica. These layers diverge near 
the ora serrata; an additional stratum, consisting of collagen fibres, appears between 
the two, forming an irregular reticulum (Muller's reticulum) at the pars plana 
[172,207]. Its meshes are relatively large (40-50 (JJll) in the posterior pars plana; 
in the anterior pars plana, they are fine (10-20 (JJll). The exterior lamella of Bruch's 
membrane is part of the choroid. 

The choriocapillaris terminates at the scalloped border of the ora serrata. The 
larger uveal vessels, however, do not change their course, but continue directly from 
the choroid into the ciliary body. The ora serrata derives its arterial supplY from bran
ches of the recurrent arteries from the circulus iridis major. They anastomose with 
the short, posterior ciliary arteries. The arteria ciliaris longa occasionally gives off 
branches at the ora. The veins in the region of the pars plana run in a straight meridional 
direction. Only when they are posterior to the ora serrata do they converge and pass 
over into the venae vorticosae. In the vicinity of the A. ciliaris longa the veins 
diverge, thus forming an intervascular raphe at the horizontal meridian [32]. Some 
vessels perforate the lamina elastica near the ora serrata [152, 153] and pass anteriorly 
within the interlaminar connective tissues, forming, so to speak, the skeleton of the 
cristae ciliares [32]. 

Histological sections of the marginal retina demonstrate that the different 
retinal layers are poorly defined there. The sensory cells and the connected nerve ele
ments become scarcer; glial cells predominate. The basal membrane, which is thick in 
the central region of the retina, filling all the irregularities of the cell surfaces, there 
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narrows with multiple folds, following the cell surfaces into all depressions and 
crypts. The fibrillae of the vitreous then follow, strongly interdigitating with the 
cells [81, 103, 80]. This probably explains the firm attachment of the vitreous at its 
base. The pattern of the pigment epithelium becomes irregular towards the periphery 
and the pigment content of each cell diminishes. 

At the ora serrata there is a narrow transitional zone. Normal retinal cells are 
replaced first by immature and finally by undifferentiated cells [150]. The retro
retinal interstice ("virtual ventricle") ends here, and the first firm connections 
between the two retinal layers appear in the form of desmosomes. The retina then 
passes over abruptly into the single-layered ciliary epithelium. The pigment content 
increases suddenly in the pigment epithelium, and the cells become taller. The 
choriocapillaris terminates here. 

In the posterior pars plana the cells of the ciliary epithelium are tall and columnar, 
closely apposed, and slightly inclined anteriorly. There are fine intercellular spaces 
which, according to Fine and Zimmermann [65], contain acid mucopolysaccharides. 
The pigment epithelium is firmly connected with the ciliary epithelium by desmo
somes and junctional zonules. Thus, a retroretinal adhesion is formed in which the 
two layers can scarcely be separated. The pigment epithelium dips with its basal 
membrane into all the folds and meshes of Muller's reticulum. The surface appears 
granular because the meshes are relatively coarse here; and in histological section the 
pigment epithelium appears hyperplastic, with proliferations into the layers beneath 
(Fig. 20). 

In the anterior pars plana the cells of the ciliary epithelium are slightly flatter. The 
pigment epithelium between the striae ciliares runs evenly hardly deforming the surface, 
as Muller's reticulum shows only fine meshes here (10-20 [J.m). The lamina elastica 
of Bruch's membrane disappears between the walls of the vessels and the fibres of 
the ciliary muscle. 

3. The Zonule 

Zonular fibres are visible even at low magnification. In microscopic examination, 
they appear to be fascicles composed of numerous individual fibrillae. They originate 
from various parts of the ciliary body, some also from the vitreous, uniting to form 
thicker strands which proceed toward the lens [133]. Approaching the lens the fibres 
fan out before attaching to the lens capsule. However, individual fibrillae may 
branch off before reaching the lens, thereby forming other fibre systems. Thus there 
is a polymorphic, fine fibrillar network in which the coarser zonular strands form 
regular, strictly-ordered systems with meridional main l'!Jers and three circular belts 
[201] (Fig. 22). 

The meridional fibres may be divided into an orbiculociliary !lstem extending 
evenly over the pars plana into the ciliary valleys, and a ciliocapsular !lstem 
linking the corona ciliaris with the lens (Fig. 20). Neither autoptic nor biomicro
scopic examinations demonstrate clearly how these fibrous systems are connected 
[37, 157]. For the purpose of biomicroscopic description it is reasonable to designate 
all the fibres running over the pars plana as the epiciliary leaf, and to term the coarser, 
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biomicroscopically visible fibres extending from the ciliary body to the lens the 
anterior and posterior (ciliocapmlar) leaves. 

The epiciliary leaf begins near the linea seruta of the pars plana. The fibres mosdy 
originate from the" basal membrane fibril complex" of the ciliary epithelium in the 
anterior pars plana. The striae ciliares, being extensions of the posterior pars plana, 
are free of zonules. The fibres form a dense carpet over the pars plana and then cluster 
together in the ciliary valleys. The anterior and posterior (ciliocapsular) leaves 
pass through the circumlental space to the lens and are there attached to the zonular 
lamella, anteriorly at about 1 mm, posteriorly at a distance of 1.5 mm from the 
equator. In a sagittal section, they circumscribe a triangle whose base is at the edge 
of the lens, its apex at the corona ciliaris. 

The circular fibres form three fine bands; the most posterior above the middle 
of the pars plana (ligamentum medianum of the pars plana), the second one above the 
posterior third of the corona ciliaris (ligamentum coronarium), and the anterior one 
just behind the edge of the lens (fasciculus retrolentalis). Both posterior zonular 
bands are connected to the ciliary body by fibres which branch out from the belt. 
In addition, there are numerous finer fibrillar systems, which connect the main 
fibres to the ciliary body, bridge adjoining ciliary processes, or penetrate the vitreous. 

In freshly enucleated, unfixed eyes the space between the fibres is filled with a 
transparent viscous fluid which is not apparent in the usual histological preparations 
[37]. It is difficult to answer the clinically important question as to whether the fibrous 
systems of the zonule comprise self-contained areas. Air injections [9] prove nothing, 
as artefacts may be formed in the gel. Membraneous boundaries are not detectable. 
As a topographical designation, both the concept of a previtreal space (between 
the anterior hyaloid membrane and the ciliary body), as well as the concept of an 
intrazonular space (between the anterior and the posterior zonular leaves) are, 
however, useful (Fig. 20). 

4. The Vitreous Body 

Unlike other ocular areas, little is known about the nature and structure of the 
vitreous body, primarily because artefacts occur with most of the methods related to 
histological examination. Currendy, there are few observations and interpretations 
which have not been questioned by other observers. This is apparent from the text
book by Lauber [125] and the comprehensive survey of Brini and his co-workers 
[12, 13]. 

The vitreous, macroscopically a transparent gel, in its free state assumes a spheri
cal shape, yet becomes deformed within the eye by its bordering structures. The 
vitreous gel consists of a dilute solution of salts, plasma proteins and hyaluronic 
acid, contained within a fine meshwork of insoluble collagen fibrils [6, 7, 8, 63]. 

Most important for the biomicroscopist is the anatomical base of the optical 
phenomena observed. Histological interpretation is difficult since the vitreous body 
consists of approximately 99% water. For this reason, dehydration occurring during 
fixation creates artefacts and misinterpretations of the stained Structures. A correla
tion with biomicroscopic findings has therefore been rejected by many examiners. 
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Through experiments with artificial gels, it has been suggested that the structures 
visible in the vitreous gel are formed purely accidentally (cf. Lauber [125]). This 
theory, however, is disproved by examination of the living eye. The structures 
visible in the living eye have a typical, specific arrangement, as well as a characteristic 
evolution and involution [20,86,89,91]. Moreover, the same structures are observed 
also in unfixed autopsy eyes with the slit lamp [52, 54]. Since the latter findings 
correspond with those in fixed histological specimens (provided that an appropriate 
technique is used, such as that of Szent-Giyorgy [212]), they cannot possibly be 
fortuitous. The structures with a higher optical density demonstrate in experiments 
their increased mechanical strength, i. e. their capability of transmitting traction, or 
of acting as a barrier to prevent the passage of substances. 

The vitreous gel is surrounded by a membrane-like condensation, the so-called 
vitreous, or hyaloid, membrane [8, 77, 81, 103]. When this membrane is injured, 
holes develop through which semi-fluid central vitreous may herniate [52] (Fig. 34). 

\Vhether the surface of the vitreous may be considered a membrane, is still a 
controversial question. The interpretation obviously depends on the definition of the 
term "membrane". In biomicroscopic studies, as in its behaviour in pathological 
conditions, it may be interpreted as a membrane insofar as it represents an extremely 
thin layer surrounded by media of lesser density. This is also true of the intravitreal 
membranules, and it is in this sense that the "membrane concept" is here retained. 

The intravitreal structures have the same limbus-concentric, meridional and 
layered arrangement characteristic of the ocular parts previously described. Mem
branules in the form of funnels fitted into one another ("onion peel", Figs. 26, 27) 
originate at the posterior pole. Diverging anteriorly, these membranules insert at 
ring-shaped belts of the anterior parts of the eyeball, the meridional segmentation 
("orange slice") of which extends to the sections of the vitreous with which they come 
into contact (Fig. 29). 

The vitreous may be divided into three zones on the basis of structural density 
[52, 212], (Fig. 24): 

(a) The posterior vitreous cortex, existing wherever the vitreous body adjoins the 
retina, terminating at the ora serrata. 

(b) The central vitreolls, which anteriorly comes into contact with the ciliary 
body and the anterior hyaloid membrane. 

(c) The central canal, which is the part of the central vitreous limited anteriorly 
by the lens (more exactly, by the retrolental patellar portion of the anterior hyaloid 
membrane). 

The posterior vitreous cortex is relatively thick (2-3 mm). It consists of dense, 
fine membranules parallel to the surface and closely united by radial" fibres" (Figs. 30, 
35). Thus, a uniform cover is formed, relatively resistant to mechanical stress. In this 
dense cortex, there are zones oflower density (mechanical as well as optical), which 
are clinically important as "weak points". Such "holes" in the cortex exist at 
characteristic sites: (a) at the papilla (the pre papillary hole, Fig. 31), (b) at the fovea 
centralis (the prefoveal hole, Fig. 31), (c) over anomalies at the ora serrata (above 
meridional ridges, very deep ora serrata bays, etc. Fig. 33), (d) over the retinal 
vessels (prevascular fissures, Fig. 32). These holes have a characteristic appearance, 
suggesting "shadows" cast through the vitreous cortex by structures which inter-
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rupt the normal retinal surface. In addition to these constitutional holes of the cortex, 
there are secondary holes above retinal lesions, e. g. above choroiditic scars (Fig. 35) 
or at equatorial degenerations [52] (Fig. 53). 

Anteriorly, the vitreous is bounded by the anterior vitreous cortex (Fig. 20). The 
latter is so narrow and dense behind the lens that with a low magnification it could 
be interpreted as a cuticular membrane (biomicroscopically: the "anterior hyaloid 
membrane "). With higher magnification, however, it is found to consist of several 
lamellae which can be separated individually. During its course from the edge of the 
lens towards the ciliary body, the cortex, by the apposition of vitreous tracts on its 
posterior face, becomes broader, yet also looser. Above the posterior pars plana the 
cortex is crossed by dense clusters of very fine vitreous fibrils which are attached to 
the ciliary epithelium. The anterior vitreous cortex disintegrates in the region of the 
ora serrata. 

The central vitreous is semi-fluid. It consists predominantly of optically empty 
spaces containing the tractus vitreales which determine the biomicroscopic picture 
of the vitreous. The tracts form fine, funnel-shaped membranule systems which 
begin at the edge of the papilla and diverge anteriorly towards the anterior hyaloid 
membrane (Figs. 25-28). Bordering the vitreous cortex internally is the most peri
pheral tract, the tractus praeretinalis (Figs. 27b, 28, 30), which is inserted at the 
ora serrata. The innermost tract, the tractus hyaloideus, is inserted at the edge of 
the lens. Between these there are several finer membranules. Two of these, more pro
minent, are inserted at the belts of the circular zonular fibres, the tractus medianus 
at the ligamentum medianum of the pars plana, the tractus coronarius at the liga
mentum coronarium (Fig. 28). Within these membranules, there are densified 
meridional striae, which correspond to the axes of the ora bays [52] (Fig. 29). 

The central canal is the space within the tractus hyaloideus, optically empty and 
free of further membranule systems. Only a few single fibres-among them rudiments 
of Ooquet's canal-are arranged there in a random manner. 

In humans, the regularity of the pattern described above is disturbed by the 
presence of the prefoveal cavity. The general picture becomes further complicated as 
a result of the deformation of the funnel system by elongation, occurring with growth 
and senescence. The funnels thus are forced to deviate from their straight course into 
an S-shaped curve or into Z-shaped folds (Fig. 25). When folded, the tractus first 
run almost rectilinearly in the posterior sections; directly posterior to the lens they 
are arranged in Z-shaped folds (Fig. 27 c). In the case of the S-shaped course, the 
membranules drop behind the lens, rise steeply in the centre of the vitreous space 
towards the temporal superior quadrant and then extend on towards the papilla 
(Fig.27b). In addition, the individual fibrils are twisted around the funnel axis 
(Fig.25a). Thus, the course of the tractus vitreales in three-dimensional space, 
though basically simple, in section appears extremely complicated [52]. 

The connections of the vitreous to the adjoining tissues are of great clinical im
portance. In the region of the retina, as electron-microscopic examinations show, its 
fibrils merge with the basal membrane of Miiller's cells, forming the so-called "mem
brana limitans interno" [77,81,103]. The vitreous is more strongly adherent in some 
areas: viz. at the edge of the papilla, at the edge of the prefoveal cortex hole [103], 
as well as at the surfaces of blood vessels [76]. Anteriorly, the hyaloid membrane is 
attached to the edge of the lens. It is connected to the ciliary body by zonular fibres of 
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the circular belts (lig. coronarium and lig. medianum). The firmest connection is 
found in the so-called vitreous base, which extends from the posterior pars plana for 
2-3 mm behind the ora serrata. 

5. Growth and Ageing 

Throughout the life span, from the embryonic stage until old age, the eye undergoes 
constant change. The phenomena of growth and senescence are closely inter-related. 
In a transitional zone, such as the extreme periphery of the fundus, many variations 
may be anticipated which are comprehensible only through a knowledge of embryo
logy and postnatal development [136, 32]. The course of development obviously 
varies with each individual. For this reason, the different descriptions of embryonic 
development may disagree. 

5.1. The Retina and the Ciliary Body 

The border between the retina and the ciliary epithelium is indistinct in early em
bryonic stages. The presence of the ora serrata is anticipated at the site where the retina 
turns into the single-layered epithelium. At first, it is very anterior: near the limbus, 
approximately in the middle of the primordium of the ciliary body (50-mm stage). 
It then moves posteriorly: on the one hand by a posterior displacement of the entire 
ciliary body, on the other hand by the ora serrata shifting over the ciliary body 
towards its posterior end. Even at birth, these movements are not complete [125]. 
In the newborn child, the ciliary processes are still on the posterior face of the iris, 
the ora serrata is behind the processes; the pars plana is thus narrow. 

The meridional segmentation is already established before birth: cristae ciliares 
are found as early as the thirty-eighth week of pregnancy, striae ciliares at this point 
are already recognizable as zones with a taller ciliary epithelium [32]. The dentate 
processes of the ora serrata are already formed, lying between the ciliary processes. 
At this stage also primordia of the meridional variations (ciliary epithelium ectopies) 
are already visible [32]. The asymmetry of the nasal and temporal sides may be 
observed as early as the twentieth week of pregnancy [32]. 

Shortly after birth, the ciliary processes move away from the posterior face of 
the iris. The pars plana broadens, especially on the temporal side, keeping pace with 
the general enlargement of the eyeball. 

The development is usually complete by the seventh year. Subsequent changes 
primarily involve increase of connective tissue. The originally thin, smooth ciliary 
processes (Fig. 19) become thicker and irregularly nodulated. Accessory or inter
mediate processes arise between them (Fig. 22). Muller's reticulum develops. The 
cells of the ciliary epithelium in the posterior pars plana become taller and are 
inclined anteriorly. In the intercellular space small cavities appear, filled with some 
granular material [238]; in the peripheral retina, cystoid cavities containing hyaluronic 
acid are formed. 

In old age, the heads of the ciliary processes (Fig. 19) may become depigmented, 
appearing whitishgrey. The stroma of the processes becomes hyalinized. The basal 
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membrane of the ciliary epithelium thickens. Vessels penetrate into the interlaminar 
connective tissue of Bruch's membrane [152, 153]. 

5.2. The Vitreous Body 

The embryonic development of the vitreous [116, 151] occurs in two phases; the 
primary vitreous ho4J contains the vasa hyaloidea running from disc to lens and is 
completely formed at the 13 mm stage. From the 44 mm stage on, the vessels begin 
to regress and have disappeared by the time of birth, except for remnants of the 
hyaloid artery. These usually disappear in the first few years of life, leaving residues 
only at the posterior surface of the lens and at the papilla. The primary vitreous 
becomes enveloped by the secondary vitreous, which develops between the 13- and 
65-mm stages. Increasing in volume, the secondary vitreous finally fills almost 
the entire vitreous cavity. 

At birth (Fig. 27 a) there remains only a small canal containing primary vitreous 
(Cloquet's canal), which runs straight from the papilla towards the lens. This canal 
disappears in early childhood [54,212]. Residues remain at the posterior surface of 
the lens, enveloping the remnants of the hyaloid artery (arcuate line ofVogt) [224], 
and probably in front of the papilla. In the newborn child [54,212] the vitreous body 
has a regular pattern composed of radial striations emerging perpendicularly from 
the retina. The typical holes of the vitreous cortex (which is not yet formed at this 
stage) are already present in this radial pattern: the prevascular holes in the form of 
the typical fissures; the prepapillary hole as part of Cloquet's canal; and at the fovea 
there is even a complete channel running straight through the vitreous space [54]. 
This channel disappears in the first few months of life, its only residue being the 
prefoveal hole. 

The vitreous tracts develop only later, in the first years of life, beginning in the 
anterior sections, at their typical insertion lines [54]. During adolescence they extend 
slowly posteriorly, reaching the posterior pole only in old age. Thus for a long 
period the anterior sections of the eye show the adult vitreous structure with vitreal 
tracts, whereas the posterior sections retain their infantile radial pattern. This regular 
arrangement of vitreous structures is, however, disrupted by the formation of 
cavities and fibrillar condensations (Fig. 27 d), a process called vitreous destruction, 
which begins already in childhood. 

With advancing age the attachments of the vitreous to the papilla, the retina and 
the lens become weaker. On the other hand the vitreoretinal adhesions at the vitreous 
base increase in strength and expand posteriorly [103, 32, 80]. In infancy no vitreo
retinal adhesions exist posterior to the ora serrata, and the posterior vitreous base is 
formed only with advancing age. 

In old age the fibrillar part of the internal limiting membrane of the retina mar 
split [78]. The vitreous may then detach from the retina and collapse. 

5.3. The Zonule 

The genesis of the apparatus suspensorius lentis, i. e. the zonule, is not clearly 
understood. Probably it develops from an anterior and lateral part of the embryonic 
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vitreous, the so-called tertiary vitreous, at the 65 to 110 mm stage [37, 125]. Subse
quently the zonule separates from the vitreous by development of the anterior 
hyaloid membrane. A division of the zonule into the meridional leaves and the three 
circular belts may be detected even prior to birth [32]. The fibres are then extremely 
fine and closely juxtaposed. They become coarser and form thicker strands with age. 

In conclusion, embryology provides important information for the interpretation 
of peripheral variations, since the normal variants are established early in the embryonic 
stage [32]. They apparently do not develop, as is often asserted, because of zonular 
traction during accommodation, for they may be observed long before the latter 
occurs. They are probably not the result of vitreous traction, either, since they 
appear when the vitreous body is still homogeneous and local traction unlikely. 
It is possible that variations are produced by developmental disturbances. A limbus
concentric arrangement of anomalies indicates a general disturbance of growth. 
A meridional arrangement of anomalies is connected with the cristae ciliares and 
thus probably with the primordium of the vascular system. 
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III. The Examination of the Normal Periphery 
of the Fundus 

During the examination of the living eye it is not possible to proceed in the same 
manner as when examining an anatomical specimen. Since the view is limited, the 
individual structures of interest can neither be surveyed nor followed in a contin
uous way. First, orientation must be obtained, and hence the morphologically most 
striking structure must first be sought out. In this chapter a schematic survey of the 
picture of a normal fundus in the mirror of an indentation contact glass will be given 
(Fig. 36). Details will be discussed later in the chapter on variations. 

The structures of the peripheral fundus are biomicroscopically accessible in two 
ways. One view is through the iridolenticular space, i. e. the space between the iris 
and the edge of the lens upon maximal mydriasis. The second picture is obtained 
through the lens, i. e. on the indented protuberance. The position and form of the 
lens determines how far posteriorly the peripheral fundus can be examined through 
the iridolenticular space, and conversely, how far anteriorly it can be examined 
translentally. It must be emphasized that the magnification differs in each of these 
views (Fig. 92). 

The examination begins with a survey of the anterior chamber, including the 
angle where the most anterior part of the ciliary body forms the ciliary-body band. 
The examination could then be continued without a break posteriorly into the 
iridolenticular space. In practice, however, a rapid survey of the area suffices at first, 
since only the most anterior parts, i. e. the heads of the ciliary processes and the 
zonular fibres, are clearly visible in the iridolenticular space. No details are demon
strable in its depth. It is, therefore, practical to continue the examination posteriorly
translentally with indentation-and to localize the ora serrata first. This is by far the 
most striking landmark in the peripheral fundus; it can be used as a point of orienta
tion and as a point of reference for the description of all findings. This procedure also 
yields information concerning the meridional segmentation, which subsequently may 
be correlated. 

At the ora serrata, the retina slopes steeply toward the ciliary body. A step is thus 
created which can best be appreciated in the optical section. The difference in the 
layer thickness becomes evident when the ora serrata is examined at the summit of the 
protuberance, where the retina appears white and stands out clearly behind the dark 
pars plana. If, however, the ora serrata is examined on the anterior surface of the 
indented protuberance, the retina and the ciliary epithelium appear to be of equal 
transparency. Nevertheless, the ora serrata border is still recognizable as a dark line, 
produced by the abrupt increase of pigmentation in the pigment epithelium (Fig. 42 c). 

Anterior to the ora serrata the pars plana of the ciliary body is very dark. The 
difference between the anterior and posterior pars plana is less prominent bio
microscopically than ophthalmoscopically or histologically. The contrast in colour is 
less pronounced under the optical conditions of slit-lamp microscopy, i. e. with a 
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small visual field and high magnification. On the other hand, the surface structure 
can thus be evaluated more easily. The posterior pars plana has a granular surface; 
the anterior pars plana is striated. This structural difference is most evident when 
examined on the summit of the protuberance; the differences in colour are most 
pronounced on its anterior face. The granular zone is broader temporally; nasally it 
is only a narrow band. This zone has peak-like anterior extensions, the so-called striae 
ciliares. A fine meridional striation is observed in the anterior pars plana, in the 
so-called striated zone. It is produced partly by changes in the pigment epithelium, 
partly by the fibres of the epiciliary zonule. The former are observed best at the 
anterior face of the protuberance, the latter by examination at the summit or in 
silhouette. 

The anterior and posterior leaves of the zonule appear in the iridolenticular space. 
The fibres emerge from the ciliary valleys in separate fascicles, spread out towards 
the lens and reach the line of insertion on the lens almost equidistantly. They are 
inserted at the anterior and posterior borders of the lens and in zones parallel to the 
equator. On the posterior face of the lens, a bright, dentate reflex appears, with 
serrations corresponding to the zonular fascicles. Single zonule fibres may pass 
centripetally beyond the dentate reflex line. Insofar as the zonule fibres appear in 
the iridolenticular space, they are most readily seen focally with the wide slit beam 
as grey striae against a black background. Behind the edge of the lens, they are best 
observed in the reflected light as black striae against a red background. 

From the lens, the anterior hyaloid membrane extends along the ciliary body 
posteriorly. It is helpful first to examine the membrane anteriorly, since it is most 
readily visible there: at the border of the lens and in the iridolenticular space. In the 
fossa patellaris, the anterior hyaloid membrane is visible only in pathological cases, 
Le. when it is detached [228, 229]. Even the ligamentum qyaloideocapsulare, the 
attachment of the hyaloid membrane to the edge of the lens, can be localized only in 
exceptional cases. After the anterior hyaloid membrane has left the lens, it can be 
seen for a short distance translentally, subsequently in the iridolenticular space. 
It differs from intravitreal membranules in its thickness and stiffness; the fine folds 
are lacking. In the optical section, it appears as a homogeneous membrane, being 
much thicker than the zonular fibres anterior to it. In the wide slit beam it appears as 
a diffusely reflecting surface. A dullwhite band appears at the curves in the silhouette 
(silhouette reflex). The silhouette reflexes change if the incidence of illumination is 
altered. They differ, therefore, from the true structural densifications, e. g. from the 
circular zonular fibres. The anterior hyaloid membrane forms an anteriorly convex 
curve. A silhouette reflex is usually produced above the ciliary processes. 

The connections to the corona ciliaris are difficult to examine. In the iridolenticular 
space, illumination is generally so weak that no details can be recognized. For a 
translental observation of this part of the anterior hyaloid membrane, indentation 
must be so deep as to cause the ciliary body to become greatly deformed. It is pressed 
tightly against the anterior hyaloid membrane, which is thus stretched and folded 
upon the processes. The plicae and peaks observed there are thus probably all 
indentation artefacts (Fig. 37). 

The anterior hyaloid membrane comes into contact with the ciliary body only at 
the middle of the pars plana. A whitishgrey line, the" white midline", is found at 
this point. Above the posterior pars plana, L e. between the white midline and the ora 
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serrata, the anterior hyaloid membrane can be discerned only with great difficulty. 
Its distance from the ciliary body is minimal, so care must be taken during the 
examination to keep this distance as great as possible. For this purpose, either the 
light beam is placed obliqudy to the surface of the protuberance (whereby, for geo
metric reasons, this distance becomes greater), or the examination is carried out at the 
lateral slopes of the protuberance. The depth of indentation should be kept at a 
minimum so as to compress the tissues as little as possible. Under favourable optical 
conditions a fine, light band may then be detected passing posteriorly over the pars 
plana and disappearing at the ora serrata. Whether this is the anterior hyaloid mem
brane can be ascertained only with difficulty, because of the risk of confusion with 
perspective superpositions of the midline and accessory lines, of the epiciliary zonule 
and the intravitreal membranules. 

Within the vitreous body, the circular zonular belts are seen directly behind the 
anterior hyaloid membrane. The retrolental fascicle is seldom visible but may appear 
as a fine, greyish fibrillar band where the anterior hyaloid membrane leaves the lens. 
Because of the afore-mentioned unfavourable conditions of observation, the liga
mentum coronarium is identifiable only if the lens has been displaced (Fig. 92). 
The ligamentum medianum of the pars plana is the most distinct of the three circular 
bdts and is part of the white midline. 

The tractus vitreales form finely pleated, reflecting membranules in the wide 
slit beam. In optical section, they appear as delicate "fibres". The tractus kJaloideus 
is inserted at the anterior hyaloid membrane near the border of the lens. The tractus 
coronarius is drawn towards the posterior third of the ciliary processes. The tractus 
medianus is inserted in the region of the white midline. Other fine membranules may 
sometimes be found in the interstices between the tractus vitreales. They are inserted 
at fine lines, structured similar to the white midline, and called accessory lines. These 
are usually present in some segments only and do not involve the whole circum
ference. 

The tractus vitreales are extremely mobile, undulating at the slightest movement 
of the eye and only gradually resuming their normal position. The tractus prae
retinal is alone does not move. It extends anteriorly at some distance from the retina 
and is inserted at the ora serrata. Details of the insertion are difficult to determine 
because of light reflected from the retina. For the same reason the vitreous cortex 
can only be evaluated in silhouette against a black background. In biomicroscopic 
examination the cortex appears structurdess and "optically empty". The typical 
pattern present in slit-lamp examinations of autopsy eyes [52] is not visible because 
the angle of illumination is too small in biomicroscopic examination. Only occasion
ally a very fine pattern can be dimly seen; coarser opacities within the cortex are of 
pathological nature. 
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IV. Variations in the Periphery of the Fundus 

Development and involution differ in each individual, which explains why no 
periphery of the fundus is identical with another. Developmental variations are 
present in every eye in differing numbers, shapes and sizes, but most of them have no 
clinical significance. In the differential diagnosis of pathological conditions, however, 
a sound knowledge of these variants is indispensable. In the following chapters, the 
peripheral retina, the ciliary body and the vitreous base will first be presented 
separately. Subsequently, the transitional zone of the ora serrata, in which all three 
formations are involved, will be described. 

1. The Peripheral Retina 

Peripheral retinal lesions "per se" do not directly cause visual disturbances. They 
may, however, be the source of complications which later on may affect the central 
retina. The main complication is, without doubt, detachment of the retina. Therefore 
the relation of peripheral lesions to the development of an amotio retinae is our main 
clinical concern. From this point of view peripheral lesions may be grouped, accord
ing to their location within the retinal lamina, in three categories: 

- Changes within the retinal lamina have scarcely any clinical importance. 
- Changes on the internal surface of the retina are connected with the vitreous. 

Vitreoretinal adhesions can transmit vitreal traction to the retina. Such changes are 
therefore clinically significant. 

- Changes on the external surface of the retina are connected with changes in 
the pigment epithelium. The retroretinal interstice is usually obliterated here. An 
adhesion to the pigment epithelium suggests increased clinical safety. 

1.1. Changes within the Retinal Lamina 

1.1.1. Cystoid Degeneration 

Cystoid changes in the peripheral retina have been known for a long time. Following 
reports by Blessig and Iwanoff [118, 119], numerous authors have emphasized them 
in histological studies [66,216,218]. They are not easily recognized in the living eye 
because of difficulty of observation. Pau [147] defended the view that cystoid 
degeneration is a post-mortem artefact. 

More recent examinations by indentation show, however, that the cystoid spaces 
are present in the living eye [45, 169, 170]; they are, indeed, not infrequent [145]. 
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In a histological examination-in the usual meridional sections-or in an ophthalmo
scopic examination of the living eye there seems to be an agglomeration of cysts. 
For this reason, the changes have been included under the term "cystoid degenera
tion ". 

In fact, there are two varieties of cystoid degeneration, one affecting the middle 
retinal layers ("typical", or external, cystoid degeneration), the other affecting the 
innermost retinal layers only ("reticular", or inner, cystoid degeneration). Both have 
a characteristic appearance and distribution. 

In external cystoid degeneration (Fig. 43 b), there is a sequence of marginal 
cysts, coarse cystoid spaces and fine cystoid spaces from the retinal border on posteriorly 
[45]. The term marginal "cyst", although anatomically incorrect, may be used in 
connection with cystoid degeneration, as there is one single cavity entirely delineated 
by a wall. If the diameter of the "cyst" exceeds the thickness of the retina, the 
interior surface of the retina curves inwards (Fig. 41). This inner wall is not 
always readily visible, and the differentiation between a very thin wall and a partial
thickness defect may be made only in optical section. 

Conversely, in cystoid spaces there are large, flat cavities crossed by strands of 
tissue (Fig. 43a). The strands resemble pillars connecting the outer with the 
inner cavity wall. They are spaced at almost regular intervals so that the configura
tion resembles a colonnade. The pillars broaden when inserting at the interior cavity 
wall; between them, this wall is thin and almost transparent. Thus a regular pattern 
of tissue opacifications and attenuations is produced, which may, at a superficial 
observation, give the impression of cysts closely juxtaposed (Fig. 49). However, 
when seen in optical section, the interior wall of the cavity is not, as in regular 
"cysts", curved towards the vitreous space, but forms a straight line (Fig. 47). 

In coarse cystoid spaces the pillars are relatively thick and the intervals fairly 
broad; nevertheless, they are not easily identifiable in biomicroscopy. Owing to the 
deformation of the wall of the globe through indentation, they face in different 
directions and are scarcely identifiable individually because of perspective defor
mations and superpositions. Transparent pillars behave as light conductors: they 
reflect on the side opposite the incident slit beam. Opaque pillars reflect on the same 
side as the incident slit beam. The individual pillars are best recognizable by an exami
nation in silhouette (Fig. 37 a). Their topographic distribution can best be seen by 
indirect or retro-illumination, which reveals the distribution of opacifications and 
attenuations on the inner layer (Fig. 49). 

In fine cystoid spaces the pillars are very thin and the intervals very small. In 
focal illumination the retinal surface appears normal so that fine cystoid spaces are 
easily overlooked. They are observed best in retro-illumination, when they reveal 
a fine, meridional parallel striation, with finely granulated individual striae. It is 
only by an examination in silhouette that the actual pillars and their intervals 
become recognizable (Fig. 49). 

In the distribution of external cystoid degeneration there is a striking bilateral sym
metry [145] and a characteristic regularity. The marginal "cysts" occur at the retinal 
edge in one or two rows. Behind them are coarse cystoid spaces. In the nasal quadrants 
(Fig. 46) they form circumscribed areas which are situated predominantly behind the 
ora serrations, almost symmetrical to the axis of the latter. Temporally (Fig. 47) the 
coarse cystoid spaces are oval, with their longer diameter parallel to the ora serrata. 
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Such areas may merge to form broad belts, finally encompassing the entire circum
ference. Islands of intact retina may occasionally remain. Fine rystoid spaces succeed 
the coarse cystoid ones. They are found almost exclusively in the temporal quadrants. 
If they are observed at other sites, reticular cystoid degeneration must be suspected. 
Anteriorly the fine cystoid areas may change imperceptibly into coarse cystoid ones or 
may be delineated by sharp borders. Posteriorly a sharp boundary is not detectable, 
and the fine cystoid areas appear to merge gradually into the intact retina. However, 
with biomicroscopic light incidence a sharp delimitation, though present, can easily 
be overlooked, and indentation, which would perhaps make it visible, is diffi
cult so far posteriorly. 

Occurrence. Cystoid degeneration has been observed in nearly all eyes both histo
logically and biomicroscopically [32,45, 145, 170]. Marginal cysts have been found 
even in earliest childhood. Coarse cystoid spaces appear in early adolescence, be
coming more frequent and more extensive with increasing age. Fine cystoid 
spaces are observed only in later years. In conclusion, cystoid degeneration is to be 
considered as a manifestation of normal age involution. It is not related to any 
specific pathological condition, and there are no reports of cases where cystoid 
spaces have been the cause of serious complications. 

Deviations from these involution processes can, on the other hand, be pathological [45]. 
For example, edges of the retina completely free of cysts have been observed in 
members of two families with hereditary retinal detachment. 

These patients were all highly myopic with marked destruction of the vitreous body. 
The posterior hyaloid membrane was rigid, appearing like a cuticular membrane. In each case 
retinal detachment was produced by giant, rapidly expanding retinal dialyses. 

The absence of cysts is obviously, in certain cases, an indication of an abnormal 
retinal condition. On the other hand, broad belts of real "cysts", though extremely 
rare, are probably also pathological (Fig. 41). In a case where the cyst belt was 
present in only one eye, a large retinal defect was found, which-for lack of any 
other known cause-was suspected to be of degenerative nature (Fig. 42). 

Histologically, the distribution of cystoid spaces and their connecting pillars can 
be recognized only in flat preparations of the retina (Fig. 43). In meridional sections 
the cavities appear as round holes, resembling cysts (Fig. 45). They may be found 
in the middle retinal layers, especially in the outer plexiform layer, and less frequently 
in the inner granular layer. The outer retinal layers with the sensory epithelium 
remain intact and are not affected by cystoid degeneration. The cavities contain 
hyaluronidase-sensitive mucopolysaccharides according to Zimmermann and 
Spencer [239]. They are often crossed by a membrane in the outer plexiform layer, 
which seems to be more resistant and is termed "membrana limitans media" by 
Fine [64]. Biomicroscopically, it is not visible. The supporting pillars consist of 
fibres and nuclei. They were for a long time interpreted as Miiller's supporting fibres. 
Fine and Zimmermann [64], however, postulate exactly the opposite, viz. that 
Miiller's supporting fibres (their outer parts) have degenerated and that the persisting 
pillars consist of nerve elements. Because of their dense synaptic connections they 
may readily form strands. This theory is sustained by Vrabec [225] who, using special 
staining methods, successfully demonstrated nerve fibres, and by Yanoff and 
Tsou [237], who detected characteristic mitochondrial enzymes. In some areas the 
pillars become hyalinized so that no cell elements can be detected. 
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Table 2. Cystoid degeneration and schisis retinae (in biomicroscopic examinations) 

Age 4-20 

Number of patients (eyes) 26 (44) 
Marginal cysts and coarse cystoid spaces 26 (44) 
Fine-cystoid spaces 0 
Schisis retinae without holes 0 
Schisis retinae with holes in one of the two 0 

laminae 

Schisis retinae in autopsy eyes (after Foos et 01. [71]) 

Patients 
Eyes 

Number 

430 
845 

Schisis 

16 
22 

% 

4 
3 

21-40 41-60 

35 (52) 27 (49) 
35 (52) 27 (49) 

1 (2) 9 (17) 
1 (1) 5 (8) 
0 3 (3) 

>60 

25 (45) 
25 (45) 
13 (23) 
8 (14) 
2 (4) 

,. Reticular cystoid degeneration" has been described by Foos and Feman [72]. In 
contrast to the cystoid spaces described above, the cavities are situated in the inner
most retinal layers (Fig. 45). At the junction of reticular and external cystoid 
degeneration, the cavities are separated by a membrane consisting of the inner 
plexiform layer. Morphologically, reticular cystoid degeneration resembles the 
previously described fine cystoid spaces. It differs from external cystoid degeneration 
in that no particular meridian is preferred, it is sharply delineated lry branching vessels, 
and the normal pattern of the overlYing vessels is preserved (Fig. 44). Reticular cystoid 
degeneration has been observed by Foos and Feman in 17% of 200 autopsies. In 
the living rye, however, reticular cystoid degeneration is seldom detected. The fine 
pattern of the pillars may be seen only with a small angle of acceptance, i. e. 
only via examination at the summit of the indentation protuberance. In this posi
tion, however, the characteristic arrangement, especially the delineation by vascular 
branches, is hard to make out. Biomicroscopic differentiation between a reticular 
and the external fine cystoid degeneration is therefore difficult. In addition, reticular 
cystoid degeneration is situated so far posteriorly that indentation usually causes 
pain. Therefore the whole circumference of the fundus cannot be scrutinized for 
reticular cystoid degeneration. 

The etiology of both types of cystoid degeneration is unknown. Biomicroscopy 
refutes the often-asserted relationship of cystoid degeneration with structures of the 
vitreous base or with pathological vitreoretinal adhesions: the delimitation of cystoid 
degenerative areas is in no way identical with the configuration of the vitreous 
base. Abnormal vitreoretinal adhesions occur no more frequently there than else
where. A nutritive disturbance of the peripheral retina may be presumed [242] but 
has not been proved so far. 

In several cases, coarse cystoid spaces were found in areas where an external 
stimulus was operative. Fig. 48 depicts an intra-ocular foreign body in the region 
of the ciliary body. Nearby, in less than one year, coarse cystoid spaces have devel
oped. Cystoid areas have also been observed developing in the adjacent retina in 
cases of an inflammatory focus of the pars plana. These are, however, exceptions. 
Usually, eyes with cystoid degeneration show no signs of present or previous 
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pathological disturbances. It is still uncertain whether an external stimulus is respon
sible for the appearance of cystoid degeneration in normal eyes. It has been suggested 
that the traction of the zonule is responsible for this. In fact, cystoid areas begin at 
sites where an insertion of zonule fibres even beyond the ora serrata has been de
scribed [133], i. e. at dentate processes. Daicker [32], however, describes cystoid 
spaces in the fetus, where zonular traction is unlikely. 

While the pathogenesis is not fully understood, one thing is certain. Cystoid 
degeneration is primarily a sign of senescence and is, in general, neither the cause nor the 
consequence of any pathological processes in the eye. According to the anatomical 
substratum, this process of involution occurs in various forms, as marginal cysts, as 
coarse cystoid spaces, or as fine cystoid spaces. The latter may eventually lead to a 
large splitting of the retina, the so-called schisis retinae. 

1.1.2. Senile Retinoschisis 

Retinoschisis is the term used for the splitting of the retina into two layers. The rare 
heredita~y and juvenile forms are primarily the consequence of a widespread dis
turbance of the vitreoretinal relationships. They may assume bizarre forms and must 
be distinguished from the more frequent senile schisis which will be discussed below. 

Senile schisis seems to be the result of atrophy of the pillars in fine cystoid 
spaces [68, 120, 187,241]. It shows the same frequency and age distribution, is located 
for the most part temporally, bilateral, and occurs only in older persons [24, 187]. 
Schisis retinae has been biomicroscopically observed in those over forty in 31 % 
of our cases [45], i. e. somewhat more frequently than by other researchers [187,68] 
using different methods of observation. This is probably due to the fact that in our 
figures even the slightest changes have been included. 

In its earlY stages, when only a few pillars are lacking, a schisis forms merely a flat 
fissure in fine cystoid spaces. At this stage, diagnosis is difficult, since at first there 
seems to be only a slight thickening of the retina in a fine cystoid area (examination 
in silhouette). The residual fragments of the supporting pillars still remain, 
forming nodular excrescences towards the cavity on the inner layer. Thus the 
striated pattern in retro-illumination, characteristic of fine cystoid spaces, is at first 
still present. The beginning of the schisis can only be diagnosed in optical section [49]. 
In the case of a large schisis, however, the picture changes. There is a large "cyst" 
whose inner layer protrudes towards the vitreous; it is thin-walled, and the nodules 
are absent. The vessels disappear, leaving only single, mostly sheathed, larger branches. 
In extremely large vesicles, the interior layer is almost completely transparent. 
Diagnosis becomes difficult, yet may still be made ophthalmoscopically if the 
parallax of the vessels is observed against choroidal irregularities or against the 
indentation protuberance. Occasionally, though, diagnosis can be made only with 
the slit lamp in the optical section. 

The cavities of typical senile schisis do not usually extend quite to the retinal edge 
but are separated from it by a narrow belt of "normal" coarse cystoid spaces. At the 
retinal edge sometimes another variety of schisis is observed. The marginal schisis 
extends along the ora serrata (Fig. 50). In contrast to the pre-equatorial vesicular 
schisis the cavity is flat and does not protrude from the retinal level. Rudimentary 
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pillars are present only upon the outer layer, whereas the inner layer is completely 
transparent. Detection is thus difficult, since the picture may be confused 
with an anomaly of the pars plana, i. e. with proliferations of the ciliary epithelium. 
Suspicion of a marginal schisis arises, however, on account of the regular intervals 
of the «proliferations", which are similar to the intervals of the pillars in the adjacent 
coarse cystoid spaces. Careful examination in optical section and in silhouette will 
then reveal the inner layer. Examination of the lateral ends of the marginal 
schisis will determine the true position of the ora serrata in comparison with the 
normal retinal edge. The marginal schisis is often overlooked, owing to the diffi
culties in diagnosis. Its clinical significance is therefore unknown. 

Conversely, pre-equatorial schisis has been the object of investigations by many 
authors. Let us first describe its biomicroscopic appearance: The vitreal side of the 
inner layer is, in general, normal. If there are any retinal glistening dots on the inner 
layer, their distribution and number is similar to that in other retinal areas. The 
vitreoretinal relations show no pecularities: in a posterior detachment of the vitreous, 
the line of insertion of the posterior hyaloid membrane is at the same distance from 
the ora serrata as in the still intact surroundings. Thus it passes over the schisis and 
does not coincide with its posterior border. There are neither vitreoretinal anomalies 
nor intravitreal findings which could be considered characteristic of a schisis. The 
side of the wall facing the cavity shows the nodular excrescences already mentioned. 
Holes in the inner wall are not infrequent. They are normally very small, round 
and so fine that they are discovered only with difficulty. The location of the suspect 
areas may be seen best in retro-illumination, when the somewhat thickened edges of 
the holes become evident. Only the optical section differentiates an attenuation from 
a real defect. 

The outer layer of a schisis is more difficult to examine since details are scarcely 
recognizable because the nodules of the interior layer obstruct the view. Improvement 
maybe obtained by increasing the angle between the beam of observation and the beam 
of illumination. Yet this approach is restricted when examining the peripheral regions. 
Another solution is provided by indentation, which improves the view by approach
ing the outer layer to the inner one, thereby diminishing the obstructive effect of the 
nodules, which depends on distance. Under these conditions of observation, the 
outer layer appears dull grey. Shallow depressions of variable depth are found at 
irregular intervals. There are also holes. They are difficult to detect, since, as long 
as the outer schisis layer remains attached to the pigment epithelium, a contrast is 
hardly noticeable between the areas where the thin outer schisis layer is still 
present and where it is lacking. Such defects therefore have to be sought by examina
tion at the summit of the indentation protuberance. Conversely, larger defects are more 
easily detected for, as their edges thicken, they appear greyish, thus forming a clear 
contrast to the reddish background of the hole. 

Because the diagnosis of holes in the outer layer is often difficult, indicative 
signs must be looked for (Fig. 52). These signs result from the fact that holes may 
appear in connection with localized adhesions between the two schisis layers. 
Portions of the outer layer remain attached to the inner layer, so that there are 
connecting strands which either remain intact or are torn apart. The diagnosis of 
a hole is facilitated when the outer layer is detached from the pigment epithelium, 
i. e. in places where a schisis has developed into a retinal detachment (Fig. 52 b). 
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One portion of the cavity is then outlined as a "schisis" by the two retinal layers, 
the second portion by the pigment epithelium and the full-thickness retina. 
The two parts of the cavity are separated from each other by the membraneous 
outer schisis layer. A hole is more readily recognized in this membrane, since the 
contrast becomes greater as the distance from the pigment epithelium increases. 

In histological sections a schisis differs from cystoid spaces only by its size [241, 
143]. The splitting occurs in the same layers. The receptor cells remain intact and are 
part of the outer layer. The inner layer is formed by the ganglion cells and the nerve 
fibres. This layer, however, becomes atrophic in advanced stages and no retinal tissue 
may be identified. The same mucopolysaccharides have been found in schisis cavities 
and in cystoid spaces [239]. 

There is another type of vesicular splitting, affecting the inner retinal layers only 
(Fig. 51). On the base of this topography it might be related to the "reticular cystoid 
degeneration". There are no pillars in this type of schisis. Underneath the cavity, in 
the outer layer, cystoid spaces may still be present [96]. For this form of "inner" 
schisis the term "retinal cyst" may be used. Simultaneous occurrence of both types, 
i.e. an "inner" schisis separated by a lamella from an "external" one, has not been 
reported. 

Differentiation of schisis from retinal detachment is most important in practice. It 
is not too difficult in a retinal detachment of recent origin, but where the detachment 
is of long standing, the detached retina atrophies and becomes transparent. Its 
appearance cannot be distinguished from that of the inner layer of a schisis. One 
possibility of differentiation is by examination of the visual field [211]. In a schisis 
absolute scotomata occur in the affected area, caused by a complete break in 
the nervous connections, whereas in a retinal detachment there is a relative scotoma 
at the margins. Through perimetry, however, the process is only detectable when 
it has already extended far posteriorly, because the areas affected by an incipient 
schisis or retinal detachment are situated outside the visual field. Yet for appropriate 
prophylaxis and treatment, diagnosis of a retinal detachment should be made early. 

Is there any possibility of differential diagnosis based on morphological signs? 
A most important sign is observed on examination of the marginal areas. In a retinal 
detachment which has remained localized for a long time, scars with fibrous and 
pigment proliferations develop at the borders. These demarcation lines form a 
characteristic marginal area which may appear triangular in optical section. On the 
other hand, a schisis blends gradually into the surrounding cystoid degenerations, 
from the thin, structureless layer into zones with nodules, thence into zones 
with elongated pillars, and finally into simple cystoid areas. The pillars at the edges 
around the cavity, laterally or anteriorly and posteriorly, are characteristic of a schisis 
(Fig. 51). This sign, however, is not present in the case of an "inner" schisis, i. e. of a 
retinal cyst. Its differentiation from a retinal detachment is then based upon the 
presence of a relatively thick outer layer which covers the pigment epithelium under
neath and is clearly recognizable on the summit of the protuberance. 

Observation of the pigment epithelium provides additional information for a 
differential diagnosis. If, as in the case of an amotio, the pigment epithelium has been 
exposed for a long time, the familiar proliferations and drusen are formed. However, 
in the case of a schisis where the pigment epithelium remains covered by the outer retinal 
layer, there are no reactive changes. The shape of the holes can only be used with great 
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caution in the differentiation, although horseshoe tears should arouse suspicion of 
retinal detachment. Similarly, bilateral [Ymmetry can be taken as an indicative sign 
only. A schisis usually occurs in both eyes, often symmetrically. This symmetry is 
quite rare in retinal detachments. 

What is the prognosis of a schisis? A schlsis may be considered the final stage in 
the involutional process which begins in early childhood with the formation of mar
ginal cysts and extends posteriorly in the form of cystoid spaces. But many questions 
remain unanswered. How does the atrophy of the fine pillars occur? Why do large 
cysts occur so seldom, considering the marked frequency of the Bat schisis? No 
explanation has been found for the extremely slow evolution. Long-term follow-ups 
(up to seven years) do not demonstrate any progression in many cases of schisis, 
even with very large vesicles (including cases where the intraretinal cavity communi
cated with the retroretinal space through a hole in the external layer). For this 
reason, it seems possible that a schisis may develop, not continuously but in a single, 
more or less acute process or through several intermittent stages. 

From the clinical point of view, the main problem is whether a progredient retinal 
detachment will develop from a pre-existing schisis. It is generally assumed that 
there is no danger if holes are found in only one of the two layers of the schisis [187]. 
On the other hand, if holes exist in both layers, the criteria for the development of a 
retinal detachment are fulfilled although a progredient retinal detachment does not 
occur in all such cases. It has not been decided so far whether the state of the 
vitreous (posterior vitreal detachment) plays a role similar to that encountered in 
the "normal" rhegmatogenous retinal detachment. 

What is the proper therapeutic approach at this point? It is obvious that in the case 
of a disease which is not, or no longer progressive, no measures should be taken 
that involve even the slightest risk. It is advisable to make an occasional check of 
spontaneous progression. The frequency of schisis and its usually benign course, 
however, necessitate a selection of the patients to be observed. What are the criteria 
which establish the prognosis? As the cause of the origin and progression of a 
schisis is still unknown, one must rely on practical experience according to which the 
Bat schisis is evidendy harmless and requires no treatment. A bullous, dome-shaped 
elevation without holes should be observed for some time in order to evaluate 
possible progression. If holes are found in both layers, frequent checks are necessary, 
especially if the vitreous is destroyed. Prophylactic and therapeutic measures [143, 
181] should be related to the rate of progression. 

1.2. Changes on the Inner Retinal Surface 

1.2.1. Equatorial Vitreoretinal Degenerations 

This subdivision may be applied to a group of polymorphic changes in the peri
pheral retina which share the following characteristics. They are primarily lesions 
of the internal retinal surface and affect vitreoretinal relations; the vitreous cortex 
is split (Fig. 53), allowing communication with the semi-fluid central vitreous [52]. 
The membrana limitans interna is eroded, as well as the nerve-fibre layer, and even 
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the ganglion-celllayer. In later stages, there is glial degeneration at the edges and 
glial proliferation into the vitreous, atrophy of deeper retinal layers with the forma
tion of partial-thickness or full-thickness defects, pigment proliferation, and charac
teristic sclerosis of the vascular walls. 

Equatorial degenerations can already be seen in children and adolescents. With 
advancing age, their number does not seem to increase [32] but their appearance is 
altered by secondary changes. 

Characteristically, the lesions are at the equator or anterior to it. Only rarely 
are they seen in the posterior sections of the fundus or directly at the ora serrata. 
They are round, oval or band-shaped, the longer axis always being parallel to the 
equator. 

Owing to their morphologic aspect, these lesions have been referred to as 
"snail tracks", "lattice degenerations", etc. As they occur in areas accessible without 
indentation, they have long been known and have been studied exhaustively [22, 25, 
202, 208]. Yet for the examination of details, indentation is helpful. Recognition of 
attenuations on the inner side of the retina, differential diagnosis between partial
thickness and full-thickness defects, or the diagnosis of subretinal fluid pockets are 
often possible only by kinetic indentation. The diagnosis of a split in the vitreous 
cortex, however, is always difficult. Under biomicroscopic conditions the normal 
vitreous cortex appears optically empty, even when examined against a dark back
ground, and holes in it produce no contrast. Only if, by a suitable incidence of light, 
refl.exions can be produced on their border surfaces can cortex holes be visualized. 
"Reactive" alterations, e. g. vitreous condensations, fibrous or glial proliferations, 
however, are recognizable as greyish-opaque strands or networks. 

Equatorial degenerations are of great clinical importance, since retinal holes, if 
present there, may induce retinal detachment. How great is this danger? We have, 
in fact, a situation predisposing to retinal detachments since the split in the vitreous 
cortex may provide a free passage from the liquid central vitreous through the 
underlying retinal hole into the retro-retinal space. The presence of this passage is 
demonstrated by the not infrequent pockets of retro-retinal fluid. However, these 
may remain stationary for years. A progredient retinal detachment usually develops 
only after a posterior vitreous detachment. 

1.2.2. Paravascular Vitreoretinal Attachments 

Paravascular attachments represent another form of vitreoretinal degeneration. 
They have been described in autopsy eyes by Spencer and Foos [206]. Lacunae 
appear in the innermost layers of the retina, immediately beneath the inner limiting 
membrane (paravascular retinal rarefactions). If the posterior hyaloid membrane is 
detached, partial-thickness tears are formed (paravascular retinal tears). The para
vascular attachments are found adjacent to blood vessels [29], usually at bifurcations 
or crossings; frequently they form groups circumscribed by branches of blood vessels 
(Fig. 54a). In the case of paravascular retinal tears (i. e. after a vitreous detach
ment), the groups are delimited anteriorly by the posterior vitreous base. In some 
cases, a posterior vitreous detachment may lead to full-thickness tears at paravascular 
attachments. 
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In autopry ryes, paravascular rarefactions or tears are frequently observed in 
patients over fifty years of age. Spencer and Foos [206] found paravascular retinal 
rarefactions in 25% of 252 eyes; 38% of these had a posterior vitreous detachment 
and 29% paravascular tears. There was no correlation with the patients' sex or the 
size of the eyeball. 

In the living rye, on the other hand, paravascular attachments are rarely observed. 
In order to make rarefactions and partial-thickness defects visible, the affected area 
must be examined at the summit of the protuberance, requiring thus a very posterior 
indentation. Their location may, however, be suspected from indicative signs: If the 
posterior hyaloid membrane detaches above a paravascular attachment, the inner 
layers of the lacunae may detach, too, appearing as circumscribed thickenings of the 
hyaloid membrane (Fig. 54 b). If such opacifications are found near the posterior 
vitreous base, kinetic indentation will reveal the characteristic groups of paravascular 
retinal tears. 

1.2.3. Angioids 

Various cone-shaped proliferations may be observed in the periphery of the retina, 
between the equator and the ora serrata, singly or in groups. Vitreous condensations 
are attached at their tops. Most of these proliferations are so minute that further 
differentiation is not possible with biomicroscopic magnification. For this reason, 
they are termed "micro-adhesions" and will be discussed in detail in a special 
chapter (see p. 58). Conversely, there are larger cones appearing as small, sharply
defined nodular protuberances or as oblong cones of greyish white tissue (Fig. 55). 
Characteristically, they are connected with vascular anonlalies, since abnormally 
large, tortuous or anastomosing vessels penetrate the cones at their bases. A vitreous 
strand branches off from the peak of these cones; it is relatively broad and may 
strongly reflect the light beam. This strand may be followed for a short distance in 
a radial direction towards the centre of the eyeball, where it disappears from view. 

Studies in auto pry ryes [52] demonstrate that the adhering vitreous strands run 
within a round defect in the vitreous cortex. These strands are relatively broad, 
sharply defined, and occasionally tubular. They appear not unlike the vascular residua 
of the arteria hyaloidea of the central canal. They cross the vitreous cortex 
radially, either splitting off at the border of the central vitreous into several branches 
which follow the surface of the tractus praeretinalis, or piercing the tractus prae
retinalis, bending sharply at its edge, and following the generally tortuous pattern of 
the fibres in the central vitreous (Fig. 56). 

Resembling rudimentary vitreous vessels, they are termed as "angioids", not 
meaning to anticipate their actual genesis. At present, nothing specific is known 
about their origin or nature [79, 148, 149]. Their clinical importance is questionable. 
In a posterior detachment of the vitreous, retinal tears may arise at angioids, as at all 
places of vitreoretinal adhesions. 

1.2.4. Retinal Glistening Dots 

Retinal glistening dots are frequently found in the peripheral fundus, diffusely 
dispersed or in circumscribed groups. The yellow-white dots are strongly reflective. 
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Depending on the incidence of light, they may sparkle like crystals. In focal illumina
tion, they appear as bright dots; in retro-illumination, as opacifications. They are 
situated on the inner retinal surface. In coarse cystoid spaces, they are found at the 
insertion points of supporting pillars. In other areas, they are evenly dispersed at 
regular intervals. In zones of equatorial vitreoretinal adhesions their distribution is 
more irregular, with the glistening dots closely packed in patches, occasionally 
forming oblong, bright" snail tracks" parallel to the equator. The retinal glistening 
dots are frequently the only sign of a retinal change, with the surrounding retina 
appearing biomicroscopically normal. Stronger vitreoretinal adhesions are not 
evident, since the vitreous detaches there without complication. Glistening dots may 
also be found near pathological retinal changes, especially at equatorial vitreoretinal 
degenerations or posterior to meridional ridges. Glistening dots may disappear 
following a posterior vitreous detachment. 

According to Daicker's histological examinations [33] the glistening dots are 
microglia cells containing lipoid or lipoprotein material. Primary or secondary retinal 
degeneration is always present histologically in this area: senile atrophy of the inner 
retinal layers, cystoid degenerations, schisis retinae, or vitreoretinal adhesions. 

Clinical and histological examinations reveal that retinal glistening dots are a non
specific phenomenon [33]. They merely indicate chronic retinal atropf?y and do not 
tell us anything about the quality of the tissue. Foci composed solely of glistening 
dots are not likely to tear. Prophylactic or therapeutic measures are unnecessary. 

1.2.5. The Problem of Vitreoretinal Adhesions 

The importance of vitreoretinal adhesions in the origin of retinal tears is generally 
accepted and thus requires no further discussion. Another problem, however, is still 
open to question: Are there any morphological signs permitting diagnosis of vitreo
retinal adhesions and evaluation of their dangers? This question is very important 
in practice, since the indication for prophylactic coagulation depends upon it. All 
sorts of retinal" degenerations" have been labelled dangerous adhesions and various 
classifications of their dangers have been proposed [4]. Clinical experience, however, 
has demonstrated that a prognosis based on such classifications is not very reliable. 

This is, indeed, not surprising. What are vitreoretinal adhesions? As long as 
the vitreous is still attached, it is adherent everywhere. There is a "total vitreoretinal 
adhesion", and it is of no practical consequence whether there are areas of stronger 
connection in it. 

In a posterior vitreous detachment the fibrillar part of the "inner limiting membrane" 
is split [78], one part remaining adherent to the retina, the other becoming 
the posterior hyaloid membrane. Areas where this splitting is impeded are from the 
clinical point of view to be considered vitreoretinal adhesions. These alterations have 
submicroscopical dimensions and are therefore not in any way visible in the living 
eye. But their location may be suspected, as they presumably are present wherever 
the regular pattern of the vitreous cortex is disturbed. This is the case at all scars and 
degenerations of the inner retinal layers [52]. Irregularities of the vitreous cortex, 
however, are to be expected also at the constitutional cortex holes, i. e. at the papilla, 
at the posterior pole, and at the vessels, all of which present no visible intravitreal 
alterations. 
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Vitreovascular adhesions illustrate this nicely. They are easily demonstrated in 
histological examinations [76], as well as in anatomical specimens of unfixed autopsy 
eyes [52]. In the living eye, however, no pathological changes are visible and there 
are no vitreous strands attached to the vessels. It is only after a vitreous detachment 
that complications arise: either a vessel is stripped from the intact retina, or the 
retina is torn, the horseshoe tear characteristically being crossed by the vessel at its 
apex. Even in a vitreous detachment without complications, alterations may be 
observed which may be attributed to vitreo-vascular adhesions. On the posterior 
hyaloid membrane, condensations are visible resembling the casts of retinal vessels 
and continuing into vessels where the vitreous is not yet detached. 

In conclusion, vitreoretinal adhesions must be expected even at places where 
there are no visible alterations-at least not visible with our present methods of 
examination. On the other hand, vitreoretinal adhesions connected with visible 
alterations may be weak and clinically insignificant. Vitreoretinal adhesions are only 
of interest in relation to tractions alreatfy effective, in other words, they are clinically 
relevant only after a vitreous detachment. For this reason, Goldmann [88] has 
suggested that prophylactic coagulations should not be performed prior to a vitreous 
detachment. With the vitreous still attached, it cannot reasonably be predicted 
whether, and where, the retina will be torn. Coagulations should not be made 
unnecessarily [26] since this form of prophylaxis is certainly not without risk. 

1.2.6. "White with Pressure" 

The term "white with pressure" has been retained to describe an area of whiteness 
in the retina which results from pressure caused by the indenter [171, 177, 227]. 
Upon removal of the indenter the area re-assumes its normal colour. Vitreoretinal 
condensations, subclinical retinal detachments, etc., have been made responsible for 
this phenomenon. 

In principle, all areas with slight opacifications above the pigment epithelium, 
whether situated pre-, intra-, or retroretinally, may turn white with indentation 
(see p. 4). In indirect ophthalmoscopy this discoloration is all the more striking 
because of the low magnification and the large visual field. Biomicroscopically it is 
less obvious; instead, the nature of the process responsible for this phenomenon can 
be diagnosed directly, as well as its location within the different layers: slight pre
retinal vitreous opacifications, sub retinal fluid accumulations or intraretinal oedema 
can easily be distinguished in the optical section. 

There is, on the other hand, a pseudophenomenon that may be described as "white 
with pressure", but which is visible even without indentation. It is characterized by 
sharply defined zones of the peripheral fundus reflecting more strongly than usual. 
For no known reason, a sharply delineated area may gleam brightly, according to the 
incidence of light; only in this respect is this "pseudo-white with pressure" pheno
menon influenced, but not caused, by indentation. The reflecting I~er is extremely 
difficult to localize exactly. The retina is completely transparent in these areas; its 
surface structure is unchanged. Even the pigment epithelium appears completely 
intact, its fine granulation is preserved, and there is no sign of a reaction. The layer 
affected must therefore be deeper than the pigment epithelium and might be Bruch's 
membrane, perhaps its interlaminar connective tissue. 
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At present, no definitive conclusion can be drawn about the nature of the change. 
In several cases, these reflex zones were observed in connection with relatively mild 
inflammatory conditions involving the anterior segments of the eye (uveitis anterior) 
(Fig. 91). First "true" areas of "white with pressure" were formed by slight 
subretinal fluid accumulations in the pre-equatorial retina. After the absorption of 
the fluid, only the "pseudo-white with pressure" reflex zones remained. The above 
findings are, however, exceptional. In general, no signs of a previous disease can 
be found. These reflex zones are quite common in the strongly pigmented fundus 
of dark races. 

1.3. Changes in the External Layers 

Deep-seated changes are most easily observed on the front of the indentation pro
tuberance. Pigmentation also may be seen via transillumination. 

The gradual disintegration of the pigment epithelium in the peripheral fundus, 
which begins in childhood, appears as a fine granulation or a tigroid reticular pattern. 
With advancing age it becomes less visible, for the overlying cystoid degeneration 
tends to obscure the view. The variations of the pigment epithelium pattern have no 
clinical significance. 

1.3.1. Senile Choriatrophy (Paving-Stone Degeneration) 

After the age of forty, paving-stone lesions are not infrequently found in the pre
equatorial fundus, usually with bilateral symmetry and occurring mainly in the lower 
periphery. Small foci appear in the form of round, sharply defined, bright areas of 
depigmentation. The larger lesions are pigmented irregularly. They may become 
confluent, coalescing to form bands, yet their circinate delimitation indicates their 
origin from individual round foci. The process frequently ends at the ora serrata, but 
may extend beyond it anteriorly. 

Histologically, atrophic changes appear in the external retinal layers, in the pig
ment epithelium, and the choriocapillaris [71, 144, 140, 210,236]. Characteristically, 
Bruch's membrane is preserved, so that a histological differentiation is possible 
between choriatrophic foci and chorioretinal scars. 

The etiology of paving-stone degeneration is unknown. It is agreed by most 
authors that it is unrelated to the length of the eyeball, to refraction, or to any 
eye diseases. 

There seems to be no relation to the local vascular condition. Daicker [32] 
presumes that paving-stone lesions result from the progredient disintegration of the 
peripheral pigment epithelium in old age. Characteristically, only the most external 
retinal layers are affected by senile chorioatrophy. The inner layers are not involved 
and are either quite normal or show a typical cystoid degeneration above the chorio
atrophical foci. 

Conversely, in inflammatory scars there are also alterations in the inner retinal layers 
and even in the vitreous. A differential diagnosis may thus be made by an examina
tion in silhouette. In chorio-atrophic foci the retina has usually retained its thickness. 
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Table 3. Paving-stone degeneration in biomicroscopic examinations 

Age 

Number of patients (eyes) 
Paving-stone lesions 

4-20 

26 (44) 
o 

21-40 

35 (52) 
4 (7) 

Paving-stone degeneration in autopsy eyes (after Foos et al. [71]) 

Patients 
Eyes 

Number 

614 
1223 

Lesions 

134 
185 

% 

22 
17 

41-60 

27 (49) 
13 (23) 

>60 

25 (45) 
10 (18) 

In chorioretinitic scars, however, there is an attenuation of the retina and often a 
condensation of the vitreous cortex at the margins (Fig. 34) (visible in silhouette 
against a dark background). 

Paving-stone lesions are clinicallY relevant, since they may form chorioretinal 
adhesions. Examinations of autopsy eyes by Daicker [32] reveal that the retina and the 
pigment epithelium can still be separated from one another at small white depigmen
ted patches. This is not possible in the larger paving-stone lesions with marked 
pigmentary disturbance. Clinical observation of retinal detachments shows, however, 
that even large chorioatrophic foci are not an insurmountable obstacle. The retina may 
detach, and on the detached lamina an attenuation, corresponding to the lesion and 
occasionally infiltrated with pigment, may be observed via retro-illumination. 

2. The Pars Plana Corporis Ciliaris 

The pars plana may be examined either through the iridolenticular space or translent
ally by means of indentation. When observed through the iridolenticular space, the 
pars plana appears as a brown band (Fig. 36). Details are not visible; nevertheless, 
gross changes, particularly inflammatory foci, may be detected (Figs. 92, 97). Fine 
variations are only recognizable by a translental examination. The pars plana may 
be observed translentally without indentation, if either the lens is displaced anteriorly, 
or the pars plana is detached from the sclera (choroidal detachment, tumour). 

The pars plana appears darker than the retina posterior to the ora serrata (Fig. 77). 
The dark colour is produced by the greater amount of pigment within the pigment
epithelium cells. The increase in pigmentation at the ora serrata begins abruptly. 
A pigmented fine borderline may be seen occasionally even in the albino (Fig. 40). 
In the pars plana, there are individual differences in pigmentation as elsewhere in the 
body. In a generally dark fundus, the pars plana is of brown colour; in negroes it is 
almost black (Fig. 39). In a light fundus, where there is little pigmentation, the 
choroidal vessels are readily perceived even in the pars plana (Figs. 37, 38). Pigmen
tation is usually denser in adolescents; with advancing age it becomes granular and 
patchy, especially in the anterior pars plana. 

The posterior pars plana and the striae ciliares always seem more pigmented 
than the anterior pars plana. This is due to an optical artefact produced by Muller's 
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reticulum, in which, though the pigment epithelium is single-layered, several pigment 
cells can be seen one behind another at the lateral slopes of the individual meshes. 
The irregularity of the ciliary epithelium in the posterior pars plana may be best seen 
when examining at the summit of the indented protuberance. The surface is slightly 
granular and may even present wartlike protrusions, formed by proliferations of 
ciliary epithelium. These occur spontaneously in old age, but may also appear 
following trauma or inflammation [32]. 

Conversely, in the anterior pars plana the surface is smooth. The fine pattern of 
the striate zone is produced in part by the epiciliary zonula leaf and is seen as a micro
scopic striation in retro-illumination or as striated reflexes in focal illumination 
(Fig. 37). The individual epiciliary zonula fibres can best be identified in sil
houette on the indented protuberance. There is another type of striation: fine 
pigme/lted lines running in a meridional direction (Fig. 40) in the pigment epi
thelium. They are best seen in adolescents, since with advancing age they become 
indistinct owing to the general disintegration of the pigmentation. 

The fact that in the pars plana the pigmented epithelium and ciliary epithelium are 
closely linked (retroretinal adhesion) is clinical{y highly important. These connections 
act as a barrier at which detachments (amotio retinae, pars plana cysts) usually stop. 
This retroretinal adhesion seems stronger at the interdigitations of Muller's reti
culum, the barrier being obviously more effective in the granular zone. In the course 
of time, however, connections loosen even in this area. Consequently, detachments 
can expand further beyond the granular zone. 

2.1. The Detachment of the Ciliary Epithelium (Pars-Plana Cysts) 

Bullous cavities, formed by a separation of the ciliary epithelium from the pigment 
epithelium, have been of great interest since they are an analogon to retinal detach
ment. Although they do not represent real cysts, this term has been generally accepted 
and is therefore retained here. The cysts are found in all quadrants, but predominantly 
in the temporal inferior periphery, and are often bilaterally symmetrical [2,98, 142]. 

The size of the cysts seems to be related to their position upon the pars plana. 
In the posterior pars plana, they appear as microcysts, numerous small vesicles often 
closely juxtaposed (Fig. 57). They are of different sizes. Many of them are scarcely 
visible, others are quite prominent. As their inner layer has the same structure as 
the still attached surroundings, small cysts can be diagnosed only if they can be 
shown to be transparent via retro-illumination or by examination in silhouette. In the 
anterior pars plana, they may be observed as well-rounded macrocysts which, singly, 
fill the entire space between two striae ciliares. Neighbouring cysts are separated at 
the striae ciliares by a deep sulcus (Fig. 58). 

The anatomical relation of the vitreous and of the zonule to the vesicular wall 
shows no abnormalities. The zonular fibres are inserted at the usual places on the 
anterior side of the macrocysts. The anterior hyaloid membrane extends over them 
at some distance, bridging the intervals between neighbouring cysts. Pathological 
adhesions or extensions of the vesicular wall, which might be a sign of traction, have 
not been observed biomicroscopically. 
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Table 4. Pars-plana cysts in biomicroscopic examinations 

Age 4--21 21-40 41-60 >60 

Number of patients (eyes) 26 (44) 35 (52) 27 (49) 25 (45) 
Microcysts 0 1 (1) 2 (4) 3 (5) 
Macrocysts 0 0 1 (2) 1 (2) 
Macro- and microcysts in the same eye 1 (2) 0 3 (4) 2 (4) 
Total of pars-plana cysts 1 (2) 1 (1) 6 (10) 6 (11) 

Pars-plana cysts in autopsy eyes (after Okun [142]) 

Age 1-20 21-40 41-60 >60 

Number of autopsies 62 19 66 104 
Pars-plana cysts 0 0 8 32 

The evolution of" pars-plana cysts" can be followed biomicroscopically. Macro
cysts are initially a flat elevation in the anterior pars plana slowly extending laterally 
up to the adjacent striae and posteriorly to the linea serrata where their expansion is 
at first obstructed. It is not until a large cyst has developed that the barrier is 
crossed. However, even then, continued extension into the posterior pars plana 
seems to be impeded, for initially the cyst is visibly narrower there than in its anterior 
parts, with a neck-like constriction beyond the transition, i. e. the linea serrata. The 
cyst wall facing the vitreous, i. e. the detached lamina, is of the same texture as the 
adjacent ciliary epithelium. In the anterior pars plana it is thin and finely striated; 
in the posterior pars plana it is thicker, granular and sometimes finely pigmented. 
Within the detached lamina frequently there are very fine vesicles, which are probably 
enlarged intercellular spaces. In the course of time, the neck-like constriction dis
appears and the cyst assumes a regular oval shape. The detached lamina loses its 
texture, becoming homogeneous and transparent. The pigment epithelium may 
disappear, so that the uveal vessels and the sclera become visible. The cysts can 
extend posteriorly as far as the ora serrata, laterally beyond the striae ciliares, and 
coalesce with the neighbouring cysts (Fig. 61). In microcysts, the progression is 
more difficult to observe, owing to their abundance. 

The extension of cysts beyond the ora serrata has, in contrast to the histo
logical examinations of Adam [1], not yet been observed in the living eye. It should 
be remembered, however, that the nearly ever-present cystoid spaces may obstruct 
the view of extensions lying beneath the retina. Therefore, detachments would have 
to be fairly large to be visible behind the ora serrata. 

Reports on the frequency of cysts vary. This may be due to the fact that large 
transparent cysts can easily be overlooked in an examination of the living eye, 
particularly if the edge of the lens is somewhat opaque. For this reason, they have 
been reported more frequently in au/op!) eyes [2, 142, 30]. They occur in greater 
numbers only after the fortieth year of age, being rather exceptional in adoles
cents [46]. 

Histological examinations reveal a detachment of the ciliary from the pigment 
epithelium, in fact, a "retinal detachment" (Figs. 59, 60). Three varieties of cysts 
are at present distinguishable by their contents. Most cysts contain hyaluronic 
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acid [240]. The cysts formed in connection with uveitis contain protein [32]. Cysts 
of patients with paraproteinemia contain paraproteins [5, 70, 114, 115, 174, 188]. 

The etiology of the senile detachment of the ciliary epithelium is unknown. Many 
different hypotheses have been suggested. A degenerative mechanism is suspected 
in most cases, on account of its occurrence in old age, its bilateral symmetry, and the 
absence of other pathological signs [142, 2]. The suggestion that vitreous traction 
might produce the detachment [98] seems unlikely, since biomicroscopic observation 
has never revealed a pathological adhesion or any signs of traction. Zonular traction 
is not a likely cause either, since cysts occur also in the posterior pars plana where the 
zonule does not attach. Daicker [30] has ruled out a vascular etiology, since the 
areas in question are no more prone to angiofibrosis or hyalinosis than others. 
Slezak [197] suggests, on the basis of observations made following intravenous fluor
escein injection, that there is a pathological permeability in the outer walls of the 
cysts. This is supported by Gartner's observations of capillaries piercing Bruch's 
membrane and penetrating into the cysts [82]. Zimmermann and Fine's theory [240] 
is of interest for, in their opinion, the basal membrane of unpigmented ciliary epithe
lium becomes thickened with advancing age. The hyaluronic acid secreted at the apex 
of the ciliary epithelium cells into the "retroretinal interstice" can no longer reach 
the vitreous via the intercellular spaces. It is thus retained between the two layers of 
epithelium, causing a detachment. It is not known how secondary pars plana cysts 
(with protein content) are formed. 

One conclusion may be drawn from clinical observation: cysts may develop 
simultaneously at different sites. According to their topographical position, they may 
expand more or less rapidly. Their expansion is restricted in the posterior pars plana, 
where they remain small and do not coalesce. In the anterior pars plana, on the other 
hand, large vesicles may develop, which may spread as far as the linea serrata and the 
striae ciliares. The marked tendency of the cysts to expand within the anterior pars 
plana may be due to various causes. Perhaps the connections of the two epithelial 
laminae may loosen more easily in the finely meshed zone of Miiller's reticulum 
than in the coarsely meshed zone. Secondly, the formation of large vesicles might be 
facilitated by the vitreous-free space above the anterior pars plana. Finally, it is also 
conceivable that zonular traction is involved in the expansion, if not in the genesis, 
of the cysts. 

In the evaluation of their clinical significance, we may agree with Grignolo [98] 
and Rutnin [170] that there is no connection between pars-plana cysts and any patho
logical changes in the eye, at least where senile cysts are concerned. However, cysts 
connected temporally and topographically with inflammatory processes have been 
observed in adolescents [50]. They have also been observed in a case with a general 
malformation of the ciliary body and a pathological permeability for fluorescein [48]. 

What is the prognosis? The possibility of pars-plana cysts producing ocular 
complications is the clinician's main concern. Can pars-plana cysts cause a retinal 
detachment? This possibility might be anticipated as a consequence of a posterior 
extension of a ciliary epithelium detachment, since in both processes there is a separa
tion of the two retinal laminae. However, clinical experience demonstrates the 
contrary: in their statistics, Schepens et al. [182] could find no relation between 
retinal detachment and pars-plana cysts. So far, no cases have been reported in which 
pars-plana cysts have developed into a retinal detachment by mere expansion. 
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Despite Adam's histological findings [1], the ora serrata evidently forms an insur
mountable barrier preventing the expansion of a detachment of the ciliary epithelium. 
This is paradoxical, since in the opposite direction the barrier is less effective; it can 
only temporarily halt the anterior expansion of a retinal detachment and does not 
prevent the coalescence of a retinal detachment with pre-existing pars-plana cysts, 
as described by Grignolo [98]. 

There is, however, another mechanism by which pars-plana cysts can induce 
retinal detachments. Goldmann [91] reported the development of a giant tear at the 
ora serrata (Fig. 105) in the area of coalescence of large pars-plana cysts. The tear 
"secondarily" caused the retinal detachment. 

In the light of present knowledge, senile pars-plana cysts are obviously harmless 
and require no treatment. On the other hand, cysts in adolescents are more serious. 
Their genesis must be investigated. In case of bilateral cysts, paraproteinemia is 
to be suspected, whereas unilateral cysts may be related to a local disease process. 
Follow-up may reveal large epithelial detachments which could lead to compli
cations. 

2.2. The Detachment of the Pars Plana 

As opposed to the detachment of the ciliary epithelium, a choroidal detachment also 
involving the ciliary body is termed "detachment of the pars plana" (Fig.60b). 
It occurs most frequently after surgical or traumatic perforations of the eye, some
times after a blunt trauma, and occasionally without any apparent cause (uveal 
effusion) [55, 124, 146, 168, 185]. 

In a detachment of the pars plana, the lens becomes displaced anteriorly; the pars 
plana itself is displaced towards the optical axis. As a result, viewing conditions for 
minute structures in the pars plana are excellent, even without indentation. 

The differential diagnosis of a retinal detachment presents no problems when 
viewed in the optical section, since the prominent choroid is clearly visible. The 
exclusion of a choroidal tumour is more difficult. If, in retro-illumination, a reddish 
glow is visible behind the choroid, a retrochoroidal effusion is suspected. However, 
even then the possibility of a tumour cannot be excluded, as effusions may be a 
concomitant sign of tumours. Diaphanoscopy is of considerable help [186]; even the 
finest local shading can be detected if this technique is used in combination with a 
contact glass (Fig. 12c). 

3. The Vitreous in the Periphery of the Fundus 

3.1. Definition of the Vitreous Base 

The sections of the vitreous in the most extreme periphery of the fundus are part 
of the vitreous base [179]. This is the portion of the vitreous that is strongly con
nected to the inner retinal lamina. The area in which corresponding anatomical 
connections are developed forms the anatomical vitreolls base. This is not identical 
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with the functional base, the zone in which the vitreous cannot be detached from the 
retina by applied force. 

The form of the functional base is determined not only by the nature of the anatom
ical vitreoretinal connections but also by the strength, direction, and movement of 
tractional forces. The border of the anatomical base may assume various shapes with 
anterior and posterior prolongations corresponding to the meridional division of the 
ora serrata region. The border of the functional base, on the other hand, usually is 
rectilinear, since the detached hyaloid membranes form rectilinear folds between the 
respective points of anatomical fixation. 

Clinicalfy, only the functional base is significant. Its boundary is situated where 
the vitreous body detached, i. e. anteriorly at the insertion of the anterior hyaloid 
membrane and posteriorly at the insertion of the posterior hyaloid membrane (Fig. 62). The 
overall extension of the functional vitreous base varies in different eyes. The factors 
determining the individual dimensions, the variations of the anterior and poste
rior hyaloid membranes, will be described below. 

3.2. The Anterior Hyaloid Membrane 

The most anterior section of the anterior hyaloid membrane can be examined without 
a contact glass by having the patient gaze in an extreme direction. 

The head is usually held at an angle of 60-70 degrees towards the floor. As opposed to 
contact-glass examination, stronger magnification is obtained via microzonuloscopy, as 
described by Rosen [159-167]. The main advantage is the possibility of observing vitreous 
phenomena during eye movements. Unfortunately, with this method it is possible to examine 
only the inferior area, approximately 160-180 degrees. 

In its most usual formation the anterior hyaloid membrane closely approximates 
the bordering structures (Fig. 63). It extends from the lens beyond the ciliary 
processes to the middle of the pars plana. There are, however, numerous situations 
in which the hyaloid membrane is separated in specific sectors from the adjacent 
structures and undulates freely. 

In its most anterior section the anterior hyaloid membrane is seen to undulate 
during forced accommodation in all eyes [8,166]. In the case of constitutional varia
tions, though, it undulates even in accommodative paresis, i. e. in cycloplegia. This is 
usually connected with destruction of the vitreous framework, particularly in cases 
of high myopia. 

Slezak described two variations as "retrozonular" and "anterior ciliary" vitreous 
detachment [190, 191], in analogy to posterior vitreous detachment. The term" detach
ment", however, implies former attachment of the vitreous. This is not the case in the 
constitutional variations with undulating hyaloid membrane. The concept "detachment" 
should be reserved for cases of secondary (Le. inflammatory or traumatic) detachment. 

When floating, the anterior hyaloid membrane leaves its insertion at the posterior 
border of the lens centripetally, thereafter curving back towards the ciliary body. 
It meets the ciliary body either at the posterior end of the processes, i. e. near the 
ligameJltum coronarium, or near the white midline, at accessory lines or at the ora serrata 
(Fig. 63). This anterior hyaloid flotation is probably caused by the partial absence 
of the normal connecting systems. 

The connecting systems are normally invisible, since the anterior hyaloid 
membrane is too close to the adjacent tissues. The connecting fibres become visible 
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only when stretched, i. e. when the anterior hyaloid is semi-detached. This is the 
case with a Boating anterior hyaloid membrane. The position of the ligamentum 
'-!Jaloideocapsulare can only be determined if the anterior hyaloid membrane leaves 
the lens at a large angle (Fig. 65). Normally, this circular insertion line is 1-2 mm 
distant from the edge of the lens [228,224]. If the anterior hyaloid membrane is not 
Boating, this line is visible only when pathological deposits (blood, pigment) have 
collected there, in the hyalocapsular sinus [173, 160]. 

The same is true of the zonula fibres which insert at the anterior hyaloid mem
brane [164]. They, too, are visible only when the membrane Boats. They are found 
either singly or in groups, producing peaked extensions of the anterior hyaloid 
membrane (Fig. 65). In the aphakic eye they may be observed as an entire circular 
corona of fibres tautening the anterior hyaloid membrane (Fig. 64). The individual 
fibres are singly and regularly spaced, not in groups like the fibres inserting at the 
lens. Where the fibres are deficient the anterior hyaloid membrane is no longer under 
tension, allowing mushroom-like protrusion into the anterior chamber. 

The ligamentum coronarium and its connections are usually difficult to evaluate 
(Fig. 92). Only in exceptional circumstances is the greyish fibrous band above the 
posterior third of the ciliary processes visible i.e. with an anterior displacement of 
the lens. Coarser fibres branch off it and disappear from sight into the ciliary valleys. 

The anterior hyaloid membrane then passes freely to the white midline, where it 
finally comes into contact with the pars plana. The biomicroscopic aspect of the 
white midline stems from a combination of the fibrous condensations of the liga
mentum medianum with the fine folds of the hyaloid membrane (Figs. 38, 39). 

A whitish band present above the posterior ciliary body has been described by several 
authors [179, 180, 169]. It is not clear from the many descriptions whether this is a sil
houette reflex or the white midline. Generally, with indirect ophthalmoscopy only the 
silhouette reflexes are visible; the white midline is visible only with the high magnification 
of the slit-lamp microscope. 

The ligame11tum medianum appears as a fine greyish band in both wide and 
narrow slit beam. Connecting fibres branch off it to the ciliary epithelium. However, 
they cannot be detected biomicroscopically in the normal eye, since a dense mass of 
fibres appears there, among which only the coarse, parallel clusters of the epiciliary 
zonular lamina can be identified (Fig. 37). The connecting fibres can be seen distinctly 
only in a partial detachment of the ligamentum medianum (Fig. 119), in which case 
rather coarse fibrous strands appear at fairly wide intervals. Probably there are also 
finer, more densely packed fibres in between, for particles from the previtreal 
space are retained there, accumulating in lines of blood or exudates (epiciliary 
hyphema or hypopyon) (Fig. 67). 

In the case of traumatic detachments of the anterior hyaloid membrane, the 
greyish ligamentum medianum remains in its proper position upon the detached 
anterior hyaloid membrane (Fig. 107). On the other hand, it is absent in the constitu
tional Boating anterior hyaloid membrane. Upon the ciliary epithelium, the insertion 
of the ligamentum medianum is not characterized by any morphological peculiarities. 
Only exceptionally are there any proliferations of the ciliary epithelium (Fig. 66). 

From the vitreous space, the membranules of the tractus medianus approach the 
white midline. Traction of the membranules and counter-traction of the ligamentum 
medianum are probably responsible for the formation of fine circular folds upon the 
anterior hyaloid membrane at the white midline (Figs. 37, 38). 
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The examination of the vitreous boundary between the white midline and the ora ser
rata is difficult, as mentioned above. Nevertheless, in optical section a continuation 
of the anterior hyaloid membrane is usually visible, extending along the pars plana 
towards the ora serrata (Fig. 37). 

These biomicroscopic observations disagree with anatomical reports suggesting that 
there is a zonular fissure (Salzmann) but no true anterior hyaloid membrane above the 
posterior pars plana [172]. The contradiction may be explained by optical phenomena. 
The anterior vitreous cortex, so narrow and so dense in its anterior sections as to suggest 
a membrane, becomes looser posteriorly while its layers retain their direction towards the 
ora serrata. Viewed biomicroscopically from a very narrow angle of acceptance it never
theless may appear quite bright owing to the apparent decrease in transparency (see p. 4). 

Observations made in aphakic eyes, where the posterior pars plana is visible without 
indentation, strengthen this view. An "anterior hyaloid membrane" above the posterior 
pars plana cannot be seen here unless the angle of acceptance is reduced by kinetic inden
tation. 

But also in cases of a floating anterior hyaloid membrane inserting at the ora serrata 
no zonular fissure is seen. Here a constitutional anomaly must be presumed, i. e. an abnormal 
configuration of the anterior vitreous cortex. 

The insertion of the anterior hyaloid membrane at the ora serrata cannot easily 
be evaluated, owing to the bright light reflected by the retina. No case of insertion 
posterior to the ora serrata has been reported so far. 

3.3. The Posterior Hyaloid Membrane 

As long as the vitreous is attached to the retina, the posterior hyaloid membrane 
is not visible. Histological studies suggest it may not exist prior to posterior vitreous 
detachment [103, 238]. At any rate it becomes evident, histologically or biomicro
scopically, only after the vitreous is detached. 

In fact, there is no real "vitreous detachment", since the separation does not 
occur between the retina and the vitreous. It is the ftbrillar part of the internal 
limiting membrane that becomes split; consequently, a very thin fibrillar layer always 
remains upon the retina [78J. The other part covers the detached vitreous and is 
called the posterior hyaloid membrane. Its traction determines the extent and the 
form of the posterior vitreous base. The traction varies according to the type of 
posterior vitreous detachment. 

Vitreous detachment, of course, is a well-known clinical entity [154, 155], the 
biomicroscopic aspects of which have been described exhaustively by both Hruby 
[110] and Goldmann [87,89,90,61]. Numerous classifications have been suggested 
for its various forms. It is probably most practical to divide them into rhegmato
genous and arrhegmatogenous forms, according to the nature of the volume 
transfer from the vitreal into the retrovitreal space [52]. 

In rhegmatogenous detachment there is a hole in the posterior hyaloid membrane 
through which the destroyed, liquefied vitreous can pass abruptly into the newly 
formed retrovitreal space (Fig. 69). Large quantities can flow quickly through the 
hole. The rapidity of this process promotes complications: disruption of vitreo
retinal adhesions and, if the latter remain intact, of parts of the retina. The hole 
through which the passage occurs is nearly always the prefoveal hole. Hence, this hole 
always being in the same position, rhegmatogenous vitreous detachments practi
cally all have the same configuration, with a characteristic biomicroscopic appearance. 
The main mass of vitreous substance rests in the inferior half of the eyeball 
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Table 5. Forms of vitreous detachment 

Posterior vitreous 
detachment 

Occurrence 

Mode of volume transfer 

Morphological aspect: 
General configuration 
Course of the tractus vitreales 

Posterior hyaloid membrane 

Holes in posterior hyaloid 
membrane 
Prefoveal and prepapillary 
holes 

Course of the vitreous 
detachment 

Complications: 
Traction 
Effect of traction on 
- vitreoretinal adhesions 

- posterior hyaloid 
membrane 

Type of induced retinal 
detachment 

Rhegmatogenous 
detachment 

Vitreous destruction 
and liquefaction 

Arrhegmatogenous 
detachment 

Concomitant sign of patho
logic condition of adjoining 
tissues 
Vitreous shrinkage 

Through a hole in the Through an .. intact" 
posterior hyaloid membrane posterior hyaloid membrane 

Typical 
Stretched towards the hole 
in the posterior hyaloid 
membrane 
Loose, plica ted 

Cause of the detachment 

At typical position; initially 
vertical, later horizontal 

Rapid and sudden 

Rapid and irregular 
Vitreous ripped off from the 
retina 

Tearing of the retina 
Remains intact as a relatively 
thick membrane 
Rhegmatogenous 

Atypical 
Normally curved, occasionally 
slighdy deformed in direction 
of traction 
Taut, with occasional 
tractional folds 
If present, formed by 
secondary processes 
Moved to atypical positions, 
deformed by traction 

Slow and steady 

Slow and steady 
Vitreous peeled off even at 
points of strong vitreoretinal 
adhesions 
Formation of retinal folds 
Is split into several lamellae 

Arrhegmatogenous 

(Fig. 68). The course of the vitreal tracts is altered since they run, as in all perfora
tions of the vitreous body (Fig. 35b), straight towards the hole in the cortex. Fre
quently, the tracts are seen indistinctly, owing to marked destruction of the 
vitreous framework. If, however, they are impregnated by blood cells, their course 
may be followed easily. 

In anarrhegmatogenous posterior vitreous detachment, volume transfer is effec
ted through the "intact" posterior hyaloid membrane. Complex physical and chemical 
processes are at work here, the detailed nature of which is unknown. The process 
is slow. It may be confined to small isolated sections or it may eventually develop 
into a complete detachment (Fig. 70). The vitreoretinal connections dissolve slowly. 
Where the vitreous remains adherent, the retina is drawn into folds rather than 
torn. The posterior l!Jaloid membrane may split into several lamellae, the evaluation 
of the vitreous boundaries thus becoming extremely difficult. The vitreal tracts main
tain their typical shape-at least in those parts of the vitreous which are not affected 
by shrinkage-owing to the fact that the vitreous body is not perforated and has 
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remained intact. The clinical picture varies according to the extent and the location 
of the detachment, depending also on the concomitant processes. 

The posterior detachment of the vitreous is a very important clinical condition, 
since the retina is no longer protected by the broad, stable vitreous cortex shielding it 
from the vigorous movements of the central vitreous. The main complications, 
however, derive from the fact that there is now vitreous traction directly affecting 
the retina. It is only after posterior vitreous detachment that a dense "membrane" 
is formed, inserting at the retina itself. Prior to vitreous detachment, no membranules 
are inserted there, since all the normal vitreal tracts reach the inner wall of the globe 
anterior to the ora serrata (Fig. 28) in a region protected against tractional forces by 
retroretinal adhesion. Mter vitreous detachment, the traction of the posterior 
hyaloid membrane works on the retina, i. e. above the retroretinal interstice, leading 
to the numerous and well-known complications [111-113,214]. 

As regards prognosis, it is important to determine precisely whether vitreous 
detachment is complete, since no further complications are to be expected once the 
detachment process has come to a standstill. No further tearing is likely and if no 
retinal lesions have been produced by the detachment the patient may be dismissed 
from observation. 

A rhegmatogenous vitreous detachment may be considered completed when the 
"vitreous bag" is emptied as much as possible, the posterior hyaloid membrane 
falling down perpendicularlY from its insertion onto the gap (the prefoveal hole of 
the membrane), the main mass of the vitreous having settled in the lower half of 
the globe (Fig. 68). The prepapillary and the prefoveal holes are now lying horizontally 
(and are quite difficult to recognize). The posterior ~aloid membrane is finely 
plicated and has no tractional folds. The insertion line is rectilinear and equidistant 
from the ora serrata. 

Conversely, in an arrhegmatogenous vitreous detachment the process may 
continue indefinitely, so that it is impossible to determine when it is complete. The 
slow and continuolls traction in case of vitreous shrinkage will detach the posterior 
hyaloid membrane even from very strong adhesions that do not usually come apart, 
e. g. the ora serrata. On the other hand, if the adhesions remain, the retina will be 
drawn into folds instead of being torn. Since the arrhegmatogenous detachment may 
never be completed, the possibility of further complications cannot be excluded. 
The patient should be checked regularly. Fortunately, any ensuing retinal detachment 
will expand slowlY, being of the arrhegmatogenous, tractional type, so that the 
patient need not be followed too frequently. 

The intervals between checks will be determined rather by the evolution of the 
underlying process (uveitis, diabetic retinopathy etc.) than by the appearance of the 
arrhegrnatogenous vitreous detachment. 

For the prognosis, the examination of the insertion line of the posterior hyaloid 
membrane provides valuable information. It is mainly here that retinal lesions caused 
by the vitreous detachment will be detected. It is here, also, that the signs indicating 
further complications in case of a progredient detachment have to be sought. In fact, 
an i"egular course of the insertion line is caused by vitreoretinal adhesions which 
exist wherever it is extended posteriorly. Consequently, there is an irregular distri
bution of traction forces. Thus tractional folds of the posterior hyaloid membrane 
are a common finding at such posterior extensions of the insertion. Tearing of the 
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retina eventually may occur there, so that the patient must be followed up. Conversely, 
with a rectilinear course traction is evenly distributed along the insertion line and no 
further tearing of the retina is likely to occur. 

There is another reason why the examination of the insertion of the posterior 
hyaloid membrane is important in clinical practice: it offers a further possibility for 
diagnosing a posterior vitreous detachment. This diagnosis is, as is wellknown, 
often not easy, the posterior hyaloid membrane being very fine and scarcely re
cognizable. Thus other signs have to be sought, for instance, the presence of a prepa
pillar opacity or a prefoveal hole. An additional sign is the presence of the 
insertion of a membrane posterior to the ora serrata. As mentioned above, all normal 
vitreous tracts are inserted either at the ora (tractus praeretinalis) or anterior to it. 
Thus, a membrane inserted behind the ora serrata is to be interpreted as the posterior 
hyaloid membrane (if there are no retinal lesions, such as scars or degenerations, 
showing vitreal condensations around cortex holes). 

In children, if posterior vitreous detachment is complete, the insertion line of the 
posterior hyaloid membrane is situated as far anteriorly as the ora serrata; later, it 
comes to lie farther posteriorly, corresponding to the posterior expansion of the 
vitreous base with advancing age. 

3.4. The Extent of the Vitreous Base 

The biomicroscopic examination of the insertion lines of the anterior and posterior 
hyaloid membranes reveals an extremely variable extent of the functional vitreous 
base. Its maximum width, in analogy to histological findings, comprises a zone 
between 1-2 mm anterior and 2-3 mm posterior to the ora serrata (Fig. 62). The 
boundaries may vary according to the strength of the effective forces. In the indi
vidual case the insertion of the hyaloid membranes may be situated anywhere within 
the anatomical vitreous base. At the ora serrata, however, the cohesions are so firm 
that they cannot be disrupted by the forces usually effective within the eye. The bound
ary formed by the ora serrata is therefore never crossed by an anterior or posterior 
detachment. It is only in severely pathologic states, i. e. under very extreme tractional 
forces, that the vitreous becomes detached from this particular adherence. The ora 
serrata accordingly represents the "absolute" vitreolls base. 

The connecting systems differ fundamentally anterior and posterior to the ora 
serrata. Anterior to the ora serrata the anterior hyaloid membrane is fixed by means 
of well-defined fibre systems which are already present in the fetus [32]. They are 
arranged in belts so that only a few specific types of detachment can possibly occur 
in this area (Fig. 63). 

No such specific structures can be detected posterior to the ora serrata,. rather, 
there seem to be a multitude of diffusely dispersed, connective spots, comparable to a 
Velcro band, whose opening depends on the degree of traction exerted. This kind of 
connection might possibly be caused by collagenous fibrous proliferations, the so
called "spider-like bodies" [32], which, emerging from the vitreous, run into the 
retina and branch off into the middle layers. They are absent in adolescents, increase 
in number with advancing age and ultimately form broad areas which extend from 
the ora serrata in the direction of the equator, with an irregular posterior delimitation. 
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3.5. The Vitreal Structures within the Vitreous Base 

The epiretinal layer of the vitreous posterior to the ora serrata, i. e. the vitreous 
cortex, appears almost "optically empty" in the normal eye. The finely flecked, 
almost homogeneous pattern seen in autopsy eyes is seldom visible in the living eye 
(see p.24). Coarse opacifications are only seen near vitreoretinal scars or de
generations. 

The first distinct membranular structure appears at the ora serrata, where the 
preretinal tract is inserted. This tract, which is separated from the retina by the 
homogeneous vitreous cortex, may consist of several lamellae converging on the ora 
serrata and inserting there together (Figs. 38,64). Details of the insertion are diffi
cult to evaluate owing to the reflected retinal light, yet may be seen quite easily 
in a densely-pigmented negroid fundus (Fig. 39). With the wide beam, the lamellae 
appear as finely folded, plicata-like, thin membranules, or as a fluffy, loose, fibrous 
material. In the optical section, the preretinal tract forms a wedge pointing towards 
the ora serrata, sometimes displaying in its middle portion a structure similar to the 
lamellar separation in cataracts [85, 87]. 

The preretinal tract may be so narrow and membranoid that it cannot be distin
guished from the posterior hyaloid membrane. Differentiation is then possible only 
by the determination of the points of insertion. A membrane inserted at the retina 
posterior to the ora serrata cannot be the preretinal tract, but rather is the posterior 
hyaloid membrane. 

The preretinal tract is present in the entire circumference of all normal eyes. 
It remains also in cases of senile or myopic vitreous destruction, even when the 
centre of the vitreous is devoid of any distinct normal structures. Only in cases of 
asteroid hyalitis and other severe vitreous anomalies, such as hereditary vitreo
retinopathies, will the preretinal tract sometimes be unrecognizable. 

Anterior to the preretinal tract, almost parallel to it, the finer lamellae of the 
other tractus vitreales reach the ciliary body (Figs. 28, 37). These tracts are narrower, 
barely apparent in the wide slit beam and visible only in optical section as fine lines 
which disappear towards the centre of the eye. They are extremely mobile, but with 
the eye steadied by means of the contact glass, they may nevertheless be examined 
easily. The tractus medianus and the tractus coronarius are inserted on the anterior 
hyaloid membrane, at the white midline, and above the posterior third of the ciliary 
processes, respectively. 

3.6. The Previtreal Space 

The space between the anterior hyaloid membrane and the ciliary body may be 
subdivided into different compartments which have been classified in various ways, 
reflecting the respective author's approach [37,25]. In biomicroscopy, a subdivision 
of this space is not practical, and therefore the entire space is termed "previtreal 
space" (Fig. 20). It is bounded exteriorly by the ciliary epithelium, anteriorly by the 
posterior (ciliocapsular) zonula leaf, interiorly by the anterior hyaloid membrane 
and posteriorly by the anterior edge of the anatomical vitreous base (at the linea 
serrata). It encompasses the epiciliary zonular layer, the connections of the anterior 
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hyaloid membrane to the ciliary body, as well as optically empty spaces which 
become visible only when the anterior hyaloid membrane floats. 

It is doubtful whether the space is closed off by a membrane anteriorly, i. e. 
towards the posterior chamber. At any rate, no morphological demarcation is detect
able in the normal eye. 

In aphakic eyes, however, a very thin membrane is sometimes visible (Fig. 65); 
it is stretched out between those zonula fibres which connect the anterior hyaloid 
membrane with the ciliary body. It might be termed, as it were, the "posterior limiting 
membrane of the posterior zonula leaf". The membrane is extremely fine and not very 
refractile. The fact that it is not a border surface between two media is suggested by 
the clearly definable "holes" which may appear in it. It is seldom observed since the 
ideal viewing conditions are rarely fulfilled. 

It can only be identified when isolated, i.e. when the anteriorly situated zonula leaf is 
absent (in the aphakic eye) and when the hyaloid membrane is detached from it. Besides, 
it is seldom visible in the whole circumference because of numerous holes. The insertion 
of this membrane at the ciliary body is not recognizable because a fluffy, fibrous net covers 
the ciliary valleys there, thus obstructing the view. In histological examinations this mem
brane has not been observed. Examination of freshly enucleated eyes has suggested the 
presence of such a membrane [9], but the methods employed do not rule out artefacts. 

In any case, from a practical point of view only the question of a functional 
boundary is of interest. Is there a barrier preventing the passage of certain substances 
at the anterior boundary of the previtreal space? There seems to be no such boundary 
for pigment and for dandruff-like flakes in pseudo-exfoliation of the lens, as 
these substances are deposited in both the previtreal space and the posterior chamber 
[173]. This, however, does not prove that there is free circulation, or rule out a 
barrier, as nothing is known about the origin of the deposits. On the other hand, 
observations made in aphakic eyes support a demarcation. Blood residues are 
occasionally detected in the previtreal space of aphakic eyes that are sharply delineated 
anteriorly, i.e. in the area of the "limiting zonular membrane" described above. 
These hemorrhagic deposits may persist for a long time after blood residues elsewhere 
have been resorbed. A functional barrier was actually detected by means of fluorescein 
dye injection [48] in a patient with a slight deformation of the ciliary body. 

Another important question regards the presence of a functional boundary of the 
previtreal space interiorly, i.e. towards the vitreous. Many clinical as well as histo
logical observations in cases of inflammation or haemorrhage indicate an effective 
barrier at the anterior hyaloid membrane. 

The posterior border of the previtreal space extends along the linea serrata. 
Hyphema-like sediments are therefore scalloped, in contrast to those at the liga
mentum medianum. Whether the deposits appear at the linea serrata or at the liga
mentum medianum probably depends in each case upon the size of the particles, or 
on the density of the fibrous net which connects the ligamentum medianum with the 
ciliary epithelium. 

4. The Transitional Zone of the Ora Serrata 

4.1. Transitional Structures 

At the ora serrata there is a boundary, not only between the retina and the ciliary 
epithelium but also in the other tissue layers. The pigment epithelium exhibits an 
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abrupt increase in pigmentation. In the vitreous there is a separation between the 
cortex and the looser central vitreous, formed by the preretinal tract. Thus, we find 
several morphological boundaries, important as points of orientation during an exa
mination. True, they do not always coincide precisely, e. g. the pigment epithelium 
boundary may be slightly posterior to the retinal ora serrata. This is oflittle practical 
importance and, if pathological changes obscure one of the boundaries, the remaining 
ones may be used to locate the ora serrata. 

In addition, the ora serrata is also a functional boundary, where the strength of 
adherence between superposed tissue layers changes. The retroretinal interstice ends 
here and the firmly connected zone (i.e. the retroretinal adhesion) between the 
ciliary epithelium and the pigment epithelium begins. Furthermore, the absolute 
vitreous base is situated here, where the vitreous always remains attached even in the 
case of a detachment. These functional boundaries are of clinical importance because 
they confine pathological processes and can halt them temporarily. The functional 
boundaries in the different layers probably do not exactly coincide either, which may 
explain certain differences in the clinical picture of processes dependent on these 
boundaries. ClinicallY, the ora serrata is to be considered, not as a boundary-line 
between the ciliary epithelium and the retina alone, but as a transitional zone affecting 
all layers. However, in biomicroscopic examination the retinal ora serrata boundary 
is by far the most striking of all and therefore usually chosen for reference. 

The ora serrata being also a transitional zone of developmental differentiation, 
there are numerous individual variations of shapes and, in fact, no one ora is simi
lar to the other. There is however a certain regularity in so far as the developmental 
variants are related to the meridional segments of the linea serrata. Apart from the 
characteristic serrations, there are many very fine transitional form variants. Bio
microscopic examination provides no information regarding their histological nature. 
Findings in autopsy eyes, however, provide means of interpreting the biomicroscopic 
findings [32, 67, 69, 141,202-205,209,215,217]. A classification for the purpose of 
biomicroscopy will, however, always involve a certain simplification which, though 
it meets practical needs, will not satisfy the pathologist. 

The variations of the ora serrata are due to a variable intermingling of adjacent 
tissues. The resulting tissue formations are already partially present in the embryonic 
stage. Examiners of both living and autopsy eyes [32] agree that the frequency of 
these variations apparently does not increase with advancing age. However, their 
appearance changes because of secondary tissue transformations during growth and 
ageing. The course of the ora serrata is generally bilaterally symmetrical. Particularly 
striking form variants, including many bizarre formations, are found predominantly 
in the horizontal meridian. The anatomical relation of these variations to the cristae 
ciliares, as well as their agglomeration near the horizontal ciliary vascular raphe, 
suggest a developmental connection with the vessels. There is no correlation with 
any pathological condition, refraction, or length of the globe. Neither is there an 
explanation for the predominance of the male sex in certain forms, as mentioned by 
some authors [202-204]. 

The transitional variations at the ora serrata may be attributed to two different 
developmental processes. On the one hand, they are formed by an irregular course of 
intact ora serrata boundary, i. e. of the three layers when unchanged in their 
mutual relationship: pigment epithelium, retina, and vitreous cortex. On the other 
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hand, variants are due to ectopia of the tismes, whereby portions of one layer are 
displaced into extraneous zones. 

The irregularities of the border course lead to serrations and bays characteristic of 
the human ora serrata. Some of the bays may he cut offfrom the ora serrata, thus forming 
enclosed ora bays or pars-plana islands within the retina [205]. The typical pars-plana 
structure is preserved in them, their edges having the characteristics of the ora 
serrata borders (see p. 55). 

The ectopies are caused by the displacement of either retinal tissue onto the 
pars plana or ciliary epithelium onto the retina. These ectopies may include the 
adjacent structures connected with them; thus, the retina takes the vitreous along 
with it, and the ciliary epithelium takes the zonular fibres. Other ectopies seem to 
consist of the adherent tissues, i. e. vitreous and zonula, alone. 

4.1.1. Retinal Ectopies above the Pars Plana 

Retinal ectopies may be difficult to differentiate from an anterior extension of the 
intact ora serrata boundary. In both formations ora teeth may result. In an ora 
serrata extension, however, normal cystoid spaces with a regular distribution of 
pillars are anticipated, whereas in retinal ectopies irregularly arranged microcysts and 
glial proliferations occur. Besides, an ora tooth consisting of a retinal ectopy 
is not connected with its whole surface to the pigment epithelium, but only with a 
narrow zone at a crista ciliaris. At either side of the crista, this type of ora tooth 
forms a pterygium-like cover suspended above the pars plana. It has no direct 
contact with the pigment epithelium but is separated from it by a hollow space and 
by the ciliary epithelium. At the bottom of a defect which might occur in one of 
these "side wings" (Fig. 71 0), intact pars plana is exposed and not pigment epi
thelium. Other retinal ectopies form isolated ora teeth, i. e. "islands" of retinal 
tissue upon the pars plana (Fig. 71 f) having lost contact with the retinal edge. 

4.1.2. Ectopies of Ciliary Epithelium 

Ectopic ciliary epithelium [75] may be apposed both on the retinal surface posterior 
to the ora serrata, as well as on retinal ectopies anterior to it. The ectopies either 
occur as apposed epiretinal ridges and patches, or they have become detached, 
partially or completely, from the surface. 

In infancy they form single-layered accretions, consisting of cubocylindrical 
epithelium of the unpigmented ciliary epithelium type, in different degrees of 
differentiation (Fig. 75 a). When detached, they are frequently tube- or rosette
shaped and arranged around a central cavity [215, 217]. In the course of time, glia 
proliferations and vesicles develop under the epiretinal ectopies, the latter being 
covered by the characteristic epithelial cap [32] (Fig. 75 b). Typically, the normal 
vitreoretinal boundary is interrupted here and vitreous fibres may penetrate into 
the interior of the vesicular tufts, intermingling there with the glial fibres. Zonular 
attachment is observed on some of the protrusions of ciliary epithelium [67], which 
might indicate that the ectopies originated from the anterior pars plana. No such 
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zonular attachment will be expected in ectopies from the posterior pars plana, since 
there the ciliary epithelium is connected to the vitreous. 

The various shapes of ciliary epithelial ectopies have been described as meridional 
folds, granular tissue, zonular traction tufts, rosettes, clubs, pyramids, pillars, 
etc. [170]. Classification on a morphological basis alone is not satisfactory, for the 
shape is obviously fortuitous, depending on the traction and the firmness of the 
tissues. From the clinical point of view, it is practical to classify the ectopies of the 
ciliary epithelium according to the changes they cause within the vitreous bo4J. 

Thus, a group of relatively coarse changes may be distinguished from micro
variations. The coarser changes are characteristically arranged at the meridional axis 
of ora serrations or bays. They are so large as to deform the vitreous cortex. Their 
appearance varies according to their position and extent. Secondary changes, such as 
pigment infiltration, effects of traction or atrophy, produce a great variety of forms. 
For the purpose of biomicroscopic description, the coarse ectopies as a whole are 
classified as meridional ridges. The micro-variations, on the other hand, are so 
minute as to produce no changes in the vitreous cortex that are detectable with 
the slit-lamp microscope. 

4.1.3. Ectopies of Vitreous and Zonula Fibres 

In histological studies vitreous strands departing from the anterior hyaloid mem
brane towards the ciliary body on the one hand, and zonular fibres entering the 
vitreous on the other hand, have been described [32]. They may be interpreted as a 
special kind of vitreal or zonular ectopies. It cannot be excluded, however, that 
such ectopies are in fact connected to epithelial ectopies which, not being in the 
same plane, are not visible in the histological section or might have atrophied 
altogether. Biomicroscopically, such minute translucent structures will anyhow 
not be visible. 

The anterior extensions of the "intact ora serrata" and the ectopies create a 
multitude of variations whose biomicroscopic appearance will be described in greater 
detail in the following paragraphs. 

4.2. The Form of the Retinal Edge 

The sharp ora serrata boundary is formed by the abrupt transition of the relatively 
thick retina into the single-layered ciliary epithelium. The step thus formed can best 
be evaluated in the optical section. Its form changes in the course of the individual's 
lifetime. In a child, the step is still rounded, gradually growing taller and more 
sharp-cornered, and, if marginal cysts develop, even protruding (Fig. 59). In the 
aged, the internal (vitreal) surface is drawn anteriorly by fine, peaked proliferations 
of glial tissue, the so-called" spiculae of the ora serrata" (Daicker [32]), which form 
a fringe at the retinal border (Fig. 57). 

4.3. The Course of the Boundary Line 

The ora serrations differ in size and shape [135,209,218,226]. All variations, from 
an almost straight ora serrata to processes which reach the pars plicata, can be found 
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Table 6. Shape of the ora serrata in biomicroscopic examinations 

Age 4-20 21--40 41-60 >60 

Number of patients (eyes) 26 (44) 35 (52) 27 (49) 25 (45) 
Smooth edged ora serrata without teeth 3 (6) 3 (7) 4 (8) 2 (3) 
Ora with teeth 23 (38) 32 (45) 23 (41) 23 (42) 
Interrupted ora teeth 0 4 (6) 1 (2) 0 
Teeth infiltrated with pigment 7 (12) 4 (5) 10 (17) 8 (14) 
Drusen in ora teeth 8 (10) 8 (9) 5 (8) 2 (3) 

in the same eye (Figs. 71, 78). There are numerous, sometimes bizarre deviations 
from the simple dentate form: branched processes, extremely broad processes caused 
by coalescence, processes cut off the ora serrata, rudiments floating freely in the 
vitreous, etc. 

Some dentate processes are avascular, others contain vessels. In short teeth, the 
vessels may either extend from the retina into the process and then branch off there, 
or they may border one edge, turn round at the tip, and, recurrently, branch off into 
the equatorial retina. Long dentate processes often contain one single vessel which 
is sometimes difficult to distinguish from reddish-brown pigment proliferations. 

Other processes may be covered with pigment. They are difficult to detect, 
owing to the poor contrast offered by the dark pars plana. These processes form 
irregular, deep brown ridges, often containing gleaming crystalline particles. The 
smallest "crystals" are barely recognizable, the largest are broader than the whole 
ora tooth (Fig. 83). Histologically, the crystals are layered drusen and have no 
clinical significance [34, 131]. 

Bays between the serrations vary in width and depth. AbnormallY deep bqys may 
extend far posteriorly. Such extremely deep bays are not immediately apparent in a 
rapid examination with the contact glass, the comparison with neighbouring bays 
being difficult with the small visual field. Thus, extremely deep ora bays are dis
covered with a contact glass only if they are diligently searched for. 

In general, the serrations are most pronounced nasally; temporally, the ora 
serrata is only slightly scalloped or smooth-edged, with only occasional serrations. 
The abnormal dentate processes and extremely deep bays are found most frequently 
in the horizontal meridian. 

I Om ooys 

I Dentate processes 

Diagram 1. The meridional incidence of dentate processes and ora bays in 200 adult human 
eyes. (After Straatsma el al. [209]) 
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The various forms of the ora serrata are primarily of theoretical importance in 
connection with developmental processes. However, knowledge of these is also 
important in clinical practice, since forms occur which are easily confused with 
retinal holes. 

Pseudo-holes result either from the coalescence of processes into rings (Fig. 71 n) 
or by defects in the "side wings" of abnormally broad processes (Fig. 710). They 
can be easily distinguished from true retinal holes because of their location anterior to 

the ora serra/a. 
Other pseudo-holes are formed by the isolation of deep bays (Fig. 71 i and k). 

These enclosed ora btrys are situated posterior to the ora serrata. They differ from 
retinal holes in the colour and the structure of the bottom of the hole, which is 
actually normal pars plana tissue (Fig. 72). The bottom of the hole, consequently, 
appears brown and not red, as opposed to retinal holes. The bottom surface is 
granular, not smooth as in retinal holes. Issuing from this granular structure, lines 
of traction are sometimes found, which are produced, as demonstrated histologically, 
by the insertion of zonula fibres [32]. The borders of the enclosed ora bays are, in 
fact, ora serrata borders. Thus, the preretinal tract is inserted around the borders of 
these" pars-plana islands" (Fig. 73). 

I Meridional complexes 

I Meridional folds (ridges) 

Diagram II. The meridional incidence of meridional ridges and meridional complexes in 
400 adult human eyes. (After Spencer et al. [204]) 

4.4. Meridional Ridges (" Folds") 

Meridional ridges are usually described in the literature under the name meridional 
folds [172, 182, 169]. Contrary to our policy not to change generally accepted terms, 
we prefer the designation meridional ridges here, in order to permit a differentiation 
from genuine folds. 

Meridional ridges are oblong retinal protuberances with their longer axis running 
in a meridional direction (Fig. 76). They are usually situated at dentate processes 
(Fig. 77) or, less frequently, in the centre of bays (Fig. 78). They may extend poster
iorly some millimetres beyond the ora serrata into the pre-equatorial retina and 
anteriorly, forming abnormally long dentate processes as far as the corona ciliaris. 
The ridges have an irregularly nodulated surface and consist of transparent or 
whitish tissue with small, densely juxtaposed cavities (Fig. 77). At first glance, they 
appear to be mere protrusions of a cystoid retina, but more careful examination 
reveals, not supporting pillars, but clearly circumscribed vesicles. 
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Table 7. Meridional ridges in biomicroscopic examinations 

Age 4--20 

Number of patients (eyes) 26 (44) 

Number of patients (eyes) with meridional 9 (13) 
ridges 

Meridional ridges 
- situated at ora teeth 8 (12) 
- situated at ora bays 5 (8) 
- with partial thickness defects of the retina 3 (5) 
- interrupted by normal retina 2 (3) 

Rudimentary meridional ridges 14 (21) 

Vessels passing over the meridional ridge 0 

Vessels passing underneath 4 (6) 

Meridional ridges and meridional complexes 
in autopsy eyes (after Spencer et al. [203]) 

Number Meridional 
ridges 

Meridional 
complexes 

Patients 
Eyes 

200 
400 

51 
79 

31 
49 

21--40 41-60 >60 

25 (52) 27 (49) 25 (45) 

15 (23) 12 (21) 13 (24) 

11 (16) 8 (15) 7 (13) 
7 (10) 8 (13) 3 (5) 
6 (7) 8 (14) 7 (12) 
6 (10) 6 (9) 6 (11) 

16 (24) 15 (27) 19 (34) 

0 0 1 (2) 

2 (4) 3 (5) 2 (4) 

The relation to the vitreous indicates that meridional ridges are formed by ectopies 
of pre-ora tissue. In fact, they are delineated by the "vitreal ora serrata boundary", 
since the tractus praeretinalis is inserted at their borders (Fig. 76). Where a meridional 
ridge extends behind the ora serrata, the tractus praeretinalis also turns posteriorly 
(Fig. 80). Further, the meridional ridge has no typical internal limiting membrane. 
This is well known in histology [32], yet in the living eye it may be observed only 
in a posterior vitreous detachment by a defect in the posterior hyaloid membrane, 
corresponding to the ridge (Fig. 81). 

Such observations are exceptional, since only in the case of vitreous shrinkage will 
a detachment extend so far anteriorly as to sever even the vitreoretinal connections at the 
margins of a meridional ridge which, being an "ora serrata border", is part of the absolute 
vitreous base. 

A pre-ora origin is also indicated by the insertion of zonula fibres upon the 
ridges which, however, are scarcely visible biomicroscopically on account of the 
reflected retinal light. 

There are different vascular patterns of meridional ridge vessels. The vessels either 
pierce a ridge or pass over it. When running through, the exiting vascular branches are 
either visibly a continuation of the entering vessels (Fig. 77 a), or they have no 
direct connection at all; calibre and direction do not coincide so that other hidden 
drainage channels must be suspected (Fig. 77b). Daicker [31] has actually detected 
chorioretinal anastomoses under such meridional ridges. In case of vessels running 
over a ridge, the presence of a true retinal fold may justly be discussed (Fig. 78). 

Meridional ridges may also show other forms than those described above; they 
may be partially or completely detached from the retina (Fig. 76). In a semi-detached 
ridge usually the posterior end is raised and drawn anteriorly. Zonular fibres inserted 
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there may be visible in kinetic indentation against a dark background. The under
lying retina is often attenuated, and occasionally even full-thickness defects may occur 
(Fig. 79) [67]. The complete detachments may occur in the middle of the ridges, 
thereby interrupting them, or at the posterior edge, or they may even in some cases 
involve the whole ridge (Fig. 76). A floating "operculum" is thus formed which has 
no corresponding retinal defect. 

Small patches of protrusions of the retinal surface are interpreted as rudimentary 
meridional ridges, provided their diameter corresponds approximately to the width of 
ordinary meridional ridges. They may be differentiated from protrusions of other 
origin by the characteristics of meridional ridges, i. e. by their location at the meridional 
axis of ora teeth or bqys and by their connection to recessions of the preretinal tract. The 
course of adjoining vessels may sometimes suggest Daicker's chorioretinal 
anastomoses (Fig. 76c). 

Spencer et al. [203] described a special type of meridional ridge on the basis of their 
autopsy examinations, calling them meridional complexes. These meridional ridges 
are exceptionally long, extending anteriorly, not into ciliary valleys as is usual, but 
onto ciliary processes which, too, are outstandingly large. An oval attenuation of the 
retina is usually situated somewhat posteriorly to them. Meridional complexes 
are found more frequently in the horizontal meridian. A meridional complex is not 
easy to differentiate biomicroscopical(y from a simple meridional ridge, because its 
connection to a ciliary process-the most indicative differential diagnostic sign 
available-is difficult to recognize. Occasionally, though, the abnormally prominent 
ciliary process may be seen in the iridolenticular space. 

I Enclosed ora bays 

I Periphe:al retinal 
excavation 

Diagram III. The meridional incidence of enclosed ora bays and localized retinal attenuations 
(peripheral retinal excavations) in 400 adult human eyes. (After Spencer et al. [204]) 

From the clinical point of view, it is important to know whether meridional 
ridges lead to any complications. Are patients with meridional ridges more likely to 
develop a retinal detachment? Schepens [177] believes that no predisposition to a 
retinal detachment derives from meridional ridges, even if there is a small full
thickness defect behind them. This may seem surprising at first, since vitreous conden
sations are inserted at the borders of meridional ridges. It confirms, however, general 
clinical experience, viz. that the traction of intravitreal densifications does not induce 
retinal detachment. In fact, long-term observations of meridional ridges lead to the 
conclusion that, as long as the vitreous is still attached to the retina, there is no 
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danger of a detachment. The situation, however, is different in the case of a posterior 
vitreous detachment when the retina may tear posterior to meridional ridges, as 
in all places of vitreoretinal adhesions (Fig. 76f). The relative infrequency of horse
shoe tears immediately posterior to meridional ridges may be attributed to the fact 
that a posterior vitreous detachment seldom extends so far anteriorly, viz. into the 
region of the posterior border of meridional ridges. 

In conclusion, meridional ridges are not dangerous, so that prophylactic coagula
tion is unnecessary. 

Differential diagnosis of similar-looking lesions which are capable of inducing 
retinal detachment is therefore important. Meridional ridges are easily confused with 
horseshoe tears of the retina. Even the "normal" adherent meridional ridges may 
resemble elevated opercula since they appear in the contact-glass mirror as white 
cystic, tongue-like protrusions with vitreous strands inserting at their edges. When 
kinetic indentation is employed, differential diagnosis presents no problems in such 
cases (Fig. 78). Evaluation is more difficult, however, in the case of a semi-detached 
meridional ridge with a full-thickness defect beneath its posterior end, which may 
look exactly like a horseshoe tear at the posterior edge of the vitreous base (Fig. 79). 
The examination of the vitreous will provide the clue for differential diagnosis: At the 
edge of a meridional ridge the preretinal tract is inserted, and intravitreal fibres 
similar in appearance to zonula fibres adhere to the end of the detached ridge 
(Fig. 76d). In the case of a true horseshoe tear (Fig. 76f), on the other hand, the 
posterior border of the hole is usually free of vitreous structures, and the posterior 
i!Jaloid membrane inserts at the semi-detached operculum. 

4.5. Micro-Adhesions 

A common finding in the peripheral fundus is of tissue proliferations at the inner 
retinal layer which are so small that they cannot be further differentiated by means of 
slit-lamp magnification. For the description of biomicroscopic findings there is no 
other choice than to group them all together, whatever their actual histological 
structure. They appear as compact, greyish-white proliferations approximately the 
size of pillars in cystoid areas, and of variable shape (Fig. 82). While still attached, 
they merely form slight protrusions of the surface. When they occur upon the pars 
plana they appear as very fine, greyish elevations, whereas on the retina they are 
scarcely visible, because of the reflected light on the one hand, and because they do 
not offer a sufficient contrast in the irregular pattern of cystoid spaces on the other 
hand. They are therefore seen best in silhouette. Many of these micro-adhesions are 
elongated-evidently owing to traction-forming pillars or clubs. Others float within 
the vitreous, forming minute round "opercula" anterior or posterior to the ora 
serrata. Usually no related defect of the inner retinal layer can be detected. Since at 
their peaks these small proliferations are characteristicalry adherent to vitreous strands, 
they are termed micro-adhesions. 

The connection to the vitreous occurs in two forms. In the first a taut, tense, relatively 
coarse fibre (resembling a zonula fibre) is inserted at the micro-adhesion. If the latter is 
elongated it becomes inclined anteriorly. In a floating intravitreal micro-adhesion, the fibre 
does not remain taut but becomes twisted like a corkscrew, suggesting previous traction. 
Such" zonular" micro-adhesions are usually seen in the most anterior sections of the retina, 
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even anterior to the ora serrata. In the second form, a fine, loose fibre is inserted, leaving the 
retinal surface perpendicularly and bending posteriorly at the border of the vitreous cortex. 
Such "vitreal" micro-adhesions are usually found somewhat posterior to the ora serrata. 
When elongated, they are inclined posteriorly. A clearcut difference may exist between the 
two forms. However, a definite evaluation is not always possible, so that the division into 
" zonular" and "vitreal" micro-adhesions is of limited importance clinically. 

Micro-adhesions are found throughout the entire circumference, but predomi
nantly nasally. There is no relation to the meridional segmentation nor to dentate 
processes or bays. They are extremely frequent, being observed in all eyes, including 
children's, if viewing conditions permit. Because of the difficulties involved in 
recording, it cannot be ascertained whether they become more numerous with 
advancing age. 

The biomicroscopic aspect provides no information regarding the histological 
nature of micro-adhesions. The fact that they are situated in a narrow zone both 
anterior and posterior to the ora serrata indicates ectopic tissue. In fact, there are 
histological reports concerning smaller ectopies of the ciliary epithelium in exactly 
the same localization and with the same forms as micro-adhesions [217]. They 
describe flat deposits, elongated cones, and freely floating flocculi (rosettes). Probably 
at least the "zonular" micro-adhesions are ectopies of the ciliary epithelium. 

Clinically it is important to know whether micro-adhesions may lead to complica
tions. Can the traction of this variety of vitreoretinal adhesion possibly detach the 
retina? Are holes following the tearing of micro-adhesions dangerous? General 
experience roles out this possibility, at least where phakic eyes are concerned. In 
aphakic eyes, however, there is a special form of retinal detachment [39, 176]. Very 
small holes in the ora serrata region seem to be responsible for the genesis of this 
detachment, for the retina attaches again as soon as the micro-holes have been closed 
surgically. These very small holes might be related to micro-adhesions. Why an 
aphakic eye should differ in this respect from a phakic one remains unanswered so far. 

Should such microlesions be coagulated prop~/actical!y? This is in fact seldom 
necessary as shown by the frequency of lesions and the rarity of complications. How
ever, in suspicious cases it is advisable to check occasionally the natural course of 
events. Only the future will show whether during systematic follow-ups of aphakic 
eyes special symptoms will be discovered which can lead to a more exact prognosis. 

There is another question of practical relevance. Can micro-holes complicate the 
healing process of a retinal detachment which was caused by other factors? As they 
form a connection to the retro-retinal space, which remains open even after the 
causal retinal tear has been closed, we are justified in asking whether they may 
prevent the re-attachment of the retina. Our experience shows this to be rare, probably 
because the intact vitreous cortex above such defects prevents the passage of liquefied 
vitreous into the retro-retinal interstice. As there might be cases, though, where 
peripheral micro-defects could endanger the success of an operation, it seems 
advisable to include the small holes in the operation plan, especially where it is 
doubtful whether the covering vitreous cortex is intact. 
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V. The Pathology of the Peripheral Fundus 

1. Inttavitreal Changes Accompanying the Spreading 
of Pathological Processes into the Vitreous Space 

In diseases of the inner retinal layers and of the retinal vessels, pathologic exudations 
infiltrate the vitreous. Responding to gravity, these exudates float or settle inferiorly. 
If the content of the vitreous cavity was entirely fluid, the particles would accumulate 
at the bottom with a strictly horizontal surface. This happens, indeed, in the free 
retrovitreal space following a posterior vitreous detachment. Within the vitreous bo4J 
however, sedimentation is obstructed by the meshes of the vitreous framework. 
Knowledge of the general arrangement of the vitreous framework will provide clues 
for the location of such pathological sediments. Infiltrating substances originating 
from pathological changes at cortex holes seem to penetrate more easily than exudates 
derived from locations covered by a dense vitreous cortex. 

This is exemplified by products from the posterior pole (through the prefoveal 
and prepapillary holes) as well as those from the large vessels (through the pre
vascular fissures). 

Soluble material, such as soluble proteins, creates Tyndall's phenomenon. When 
this reaches a certain intensity, the zones of discontinuity disappear, since the 
difference in indices of refraction is reduced and the reflection of light in the pre
viously transparent space now equals that of the vitreous structures. The tractus 
vitreales and minute floating particles may thus become invisible, so that the entire 
space appears in part or in toto homogeneously blurred by the intensity of Tyndall's 
phenomenon. As the soluble substances are resorbed, the zones of discontinuity 
become visible again. Therefore, paradoxically, the "increase" of circumscribed 
opacifications in the vitreous may signify an improvement in the condition. 

If the proteins are of high specific gravity, they sink downwards with the vitreous 
proper floating above them. This causes the well-known ascension of the vitreous 
structures (ascension phenomenon) [19] in diffuse inflammat ory processes (Figs. 84, 
85). The tractus vitreales change their course and, instead of sinking behind the lens, 
they ascend immediately and pass upward through the superior half of the vitreous 
cavity to the papilla. Even without a contact glass this can be seen behind the lens, as 
the tractus hyaloideus now runs inversely to the normal pattern (Fig. 86). The 
inferior plicata rises steeply, the superior plicata turns upward shortly beyond its 
insertion at the lens. Examination with a contact glass shows the remaining tractus 
vitreales also affected [50] for the tractus coronarius and the tractus medianus also 
run straight upwards from their inferior insertion. The tractus vitreales return to 
their original position as the pathological process improves. Knowledge of the 
"ascension phenomenon" is important in practice because it provides information 
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concerning activity in diffuse inflammatory processes which have no other morpho
logical guidelines, such as exudates or scars. The fact that the "ascension pheno
menon" is actually caused by the subsidence of heavier, soluble products has been 
established in autopsy eyes [52]. 

Insoluble protein particles and cells are usually unable to pass through the 
denser vitreous structures. At first, they are intercepted by the cortex and remain in 
the vicinity of the places of entry. It is only after they have penetrated the cortex 
that they sink downwards into the central vitreous. As the tractus vitreales are 
impermeable to blood cells, these must follow the course of the respective vitreous 
layers [52]. Thus the well-known onion-peel arrangement of sediments is produced 
(Fig. 87). Further their distribution is uneven within each tract, reflecting the 
meridional segmentation of the tractus vitreales. As the latter are funnel-shaped, the 
particles, wherever their point of entry, always accumulate at the same place, the 
lowest point of the funnel. Particles betwem the preretinal tract and the tractus 
medianus may travel as far as the inner surface of the globe and be deposited upon 
the pars plana between the ora serrata and the white midline (Figs. 88, 96). Theo
retically, particles in the inner tractus vitreales-between the tractus mediantls and 
the tractus f!yaloideus-might reach the anterior hyaloid membrane, but this seldom 
happens since sedimentation occurs at the lowest part of the tracts, which lies farther 
posteriorly. The particles thus do not reach the most anterior region of the tracts, 
where re-ascension begins. The sediments therefore float in the ora serrata region, 
in superposed layers within the vitreous. Anteriorly, their delimitation is relatively 
sharp; posteriorly, the number of particles decreases gradually. 

The most posterior line of sedimentation is the insertion of the preretinal tract. 
The particles do not migrate into the vitreous cortex. If particles are found behind 
the ora serrata in close proximity to the retina, they have either entered the vitreous 
at this point, or there is a retrovitreal space into which they have sedimented 
(Fig. 100). Preretinal hyphema-like or hypopyon-like deposits in the lower pe
riphery are indicative of a posterior vitreous detachment. 

In children there is a different pattern of sedimentation which corresponds, as 
demonstrated by biomicroscopic examinations, exactly to expectations based on the 
different pattern of vitreous framework [54]. With the lack of vitreal tracts, the sedi
ments accumulate within fissures of the "radial fibres", forming oblong sacs that 
hang perpendicularly into the vitreous space (Fig. 87b). Mixed forms of sedimenta
tion occur in adolescents, where there are vitreal tracts only in the anterior vitreous 
while the posterior vitreous retains its infantile radial pattern. 

The nature of the particles and the degree of vitreous destruction determine the 
velocity of migration. Inflammatory exudates generally migrate rapidly, since they 
can alter the structure of the interceptive layers, and thus may accumulate in rather 
large clouds (Fig. 97). Erythrocytes usually move more slowly-at least if the 
vitreous is intact-often becoming decolorized before reaching the ora serrata. They 
closely follow the tractus vitreales in thin parallel layers. They are usually resorbed 
slowly and may be found years after the haemorrhagic infiltration as white clouds 
of a very characteristic arrangement. On the other hand, in a degenerated vitreous 
they migrate more rapidly and are resorbed more quickly. 

Atypically arranged deposits, deviating from the pattern described, are indicative 
of changes in the vitreous structure, such as in perforations of the vitreous. The typi-
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cal picture of the tractus vitreales disappears with the prolapse of vitreous substance 
through a hole (Fig. 34 b) either into the retrovitreal space (through the prefoveal 
hole) as in the case of a posterior rhegmatogenous vitreous detachment, or through 
the coats of the eye, as in traumatic perforations. New vitreous strands become 
visible, converging to the point of perforation (Fig. 116). The clinically important 
sign of the "arrow head" indicating the hole in the vitreous is formed in this way. 
Responding to gravity, intravitreal particles become deposited in the plications of 
these newly formed perforation tracts illustrating by their very pattern of sedimen
tation the course of the tracts which otherwise for optical reasons may often be 
difficult to follow. 

Similar" arrow heads" may be produced experimentally by piercing an unfixed vitreous 
specimen with a needle. Strands then appear converging to the point of the needle. Com
pression of the vitreous obviously causes a decrease of the distance between the sub
microscopic vitreous fibrils in some directions. Not only does this change the optical 
density, but it also changes the size of the meshes and hence their permeability for par
ticles. 

Another atypical pattern of sedimentation is found in severe vitreous destruction, 
after which there are no vitreal tracts left. Instead, there are cavities containing 
liquefied vitreous at the bottom of which the particles accumulate. 

Is this movement of the particles influenced by gravity alone, or must we assume 
a fluid current within the vitreous? While in rabbits a fluid current has indeed been 
demonstrated [102] (although in the opposite direction, i. e. from the periphery to the 
nerve head), in primates or in humans this has not so far been possible [12]. Clinical 
observation indicates that gravity evidently plays the main part in the migration. 
At any rate, in reclining patients the particles are deposited elsewhere, according to 
gravity. If a patient's head stays horizontal for a long period, as in a state of un
consciousness, the corpuscles are found in the posterior, not in the anterior, parts of 
the tractus vitreales. In patients with subdural haematoma of the optic nerve, for 
instance, the intravitreal haemorrhages are arranged in a funnel which is sharply 
delimited at the border of the papilla and fringed towards the periphery ("daisy"). 
The same happens in unconscious patients with septic dissemination, where the in
flammatory exudates are also deposited at the posterior insertion of the tractus vitreales. 

The fact that the space in the IOJver periphery of the fundus represents a collecting 
basin for all pathological sediments in the vitreous is of great clinical importance. 
If intravitreal infiltration is suspected, this is the area where the most striking signs 
are to be looked for, especially if only a few particles have penetrated. Moreover, the 
progression of a pathological process can best be evaluated here. There are cases 
where the morphological appearance of the causative lesion changes very little, so 
that signs of deterioration or healing are not perceptible; or else, the lesions 
themselves can scarcely be detected because of vitreal opacifications. In all such 
situations, the examination of the "collecting basin" in the lower periphery, which 
Goldmann [92] aptly compared to Douglas' pouch in the peritoneum, can yield 
valuable information. If the process deteriorates, the sediments increase; with the onset 
of healing, they decrease. This information is especially important when therapy with 
strong side-effects has to be used, which evidently ought to be discontinued as soon 
as possible. An increase of sediments in the collecting basin will quickly reveal 
whether the discontinuation of therapy has reactivated the pathological process, so 
that medication can be guided with precision. 
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2. Inflammations in the Peripheral Fundus 

Inflammatory changes were already noticed by the first examiners of the peripheral 
fundus. In 1950, in one of his first reports on the methods of indentation ophthalmo
scopy, Schepens [175] described patients with extensive inflammatory exudates. Sub
sequent examiners described the inflammation of the periphery as a new disease, 
calling it peripheral uveitis, posterior rye/ilis, or pars planitis. Their descriptions, 
however, show that the disease is extraordinarily po!Jmorphic with regard to 
morphological appearance, severity of the condition as well as its progression, and 
the nature and frequency of complications [14--17,104--106, 121,122, 137, 138, 189, 
232]. 

Whereas only coarser changes are detectable ophthalmoscopically, slit-lamp 
examination reveals the microscopic minutiae. In addition, with the help of focal 
illumination in the optical section, it is possible to delineate opacifications precisely 
and to find their exact position within the different compartments. 

Biomicroscopic examinations have led to the conclusion that exudates in the 
peripheral fundus are not a symptom complex and a disease in themselves [50], but 
a sign of three different inflammatory processes (Fig. 89): 

(1) a concomitant sign of an anterior uveitis, 
(2) a sign of inflammation in the pars plana itself, i. e. a true posterior cyclitis, 
(3) a concomitant sign of a posterior inflammation. 

A more exact description of these three basic forms of peripheral exudates and 
of the criteria for differentiation follows. 

2.1. Concomitant Signs of Anterior Uveitis 

Both the anterior and the posterior sections of the ciliary body are usually involved 
in iridocyclitis. This is well known from examinations of autopsy eyes, but it is 
difficult to detect in the living eye as the posterior ciliary body is usually not visible, 
owing to synechiae and exudation into the anterior chamber. In mild cases, however, 
the pars plana can be examined. The inflammatory changes present are similar to 
those in the anterior sections. 

The anatomic structures of the pars plana become indistinct (Fig. 91). Pre
cipitates are detected which are similar in type to those found between the zonula 
fibres and in the anterior chamber. They are scattered about the entire circumference 
of the pars plana, collecting in a denser belt at the white midline or at the ora serrata 
(Fig. 90). These inflammatory manifestations of anterior uveitis are situated outside 
the vitreous proper, i. e. anteriorly to the anterior hyaloid membrane, within the 
previtreal space. The latter may expand in the course of the inflammation owing to the 
ascension of the anterior hyaloid membrane in the lower periphery, together with 
the general ascension of the tractus vitreales. 

A "restitutio ad integrum", at least biomicroscopically, may follow healing of 
iridocyclitis. The pars plana then resumes its normal granular and striated 
structure, the precipitates disappear, and the anterior hyaloid membrane returns to 
its normal position. In some cases, stronger reflecting areas, producing a "pseudo-
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white with pressure" phenomenon (see p. 36), may remain as the only residues of 
inflammation. 

2.2. Inflammations of the Ciliary Body Localized in the Pars Plana 

One of the most important issues involving "peripheral uveitis" has been: Is there 
a special type of inflammation that could be called "pars planitis"? Do the in
flammatory phenomena of the pars plana really reveal special characteristics? There 
are, in fact, many anatomical peculiarities which might support such a hypothesis. 
There being no chorio-capillaris, typical choroiditis cannot occur. There being no 
retinal vessels, direct penetration of substances into the vitreous is impossible. On 
the other hand, as the uvea is covered by only two single-layered epithelia, indirect 
penetration of inflammatory cells from the uvea might be facilitated. The most signifi
cant feature however, is probably the presence of interlaminar connective tissue, 
containing vessels cut off from the surroundings by the two laminae of Bruch's 
membrane. This might, indeed, promote chronic, latent inflammation. 

In practice, however, it is impossible to establish any specific syndrome precisely 
related to the special anatomical features. Too many concomitant signs make evalua
tion difficult. For lack of better criteria there are only two kinds of inflammation 
distinguishable in the pars plana area as in the other uveal sections: the diffuse and 
the focal. 

2.2.1. Diffuse Inflammations 

In diffuse cyclitis, there are only slight morphological signs, as would be expected. 
There is a moderate haze in the peripheral vitreous and the pars plana appears 
blurred (owing to the vitreous haze or swelling of tissues). Since there are no distinct 
morphological signs, the diagnosis is based on pathological permeability after intra
venous i'!fection of fluorescein [40]. The posterior ciliary body does not stain, being 
covered entirely by pigment epithelium, but there is a belt-shaped fluorescent zone 
above the pars plana in the late phase, situated in either the vitreous or the previtreal 
space. The staining of the ciliary bo4J becomes visible only at the ciliary body band 
in the chamber angle, owing to the lack of a pigmented cover there. 

While in slight, diffuse inflammation morphological signs are insufficient for the 
diagnosis of a pars plana involvement, in chronic, smouldering cases intensive 
scarring may occur. In some cases, however, the pars plicata of the ciliary body may 
remain free of scarring (Fig. 93), which seems paradoxical in a diffuse process; 
yet this may be explained by the fact that in the pars plicata exudates enter the 
previtreal space, from where they can be removed by the fluid current of the aqueous. 
In the posterior pars plana, however, they may be trapped within the dense frame
work of the vitreous base. 

Diffuse inflammation, naturally, is in most cases not limited to the posterior 
ciliary body alone. Anterior chamber activity, nearly always present, is a proof of the 
involvement of the anterior segment. Concomitant cystoid macular oedema, slight 
oedema of the nerve head and splintered retinal reflexes suggest involvement of the 
posterior part of the eye. Cells, Tyndall's phenomenon, and frequently the ascension 
phenomenon of the tractus vitreales are observed in the vitreous. 
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2.2.2. Focal Inflammations 

Circumscribed foci of the pars plana-despite their different anatomical substratum
do not differ morphologically from chorioretinitic foci. 

Nevertheless, differences were observed following intravenous injection of fluorescein, 
as the exudative foci stained already in the early phase. However, there have been too few 
such observations to date to permit a definite interpretation. 

Granulomatous foci on the pars plana may appear in the entire circumference and 
do not prefer any particular meridian. Initially, they are a dull grey, not clearly 
outlined, and slightly prominent (Figs. 92, 94). Atrophic pigmented scars remain 
after healing is complete and are occasionally covered over in the course of time by a 
normal-looking pigment epithelium. They may be very hard to detect later on, and 
can usually be seen only when their localization was previously known. 

In the case of very abundant exudation, infiltration of the vitreous base as well as 
of the previtreal space may obscure the view of the pars plana foci so that differen
tiation from other forms of peripheral exudation may become difficult (Fig. 95). 
A first approach to differential diagnosis between true pars planitis and sedimentation 
of intravitreal exudates is based on the location of the exudates, sediments occurring 
exclusively in the lower periphery. Later on during the healing stage, differentiation 
is easier, as the position of the scars indicates the origin of the exudates: 
scars from peripheral chorioretinitis are posterior, those from a ''pars planitis" 
anterior to the ora serrata. 

In case of very pronounced inflammation a cyclitic membrane may result, which 
leads to a total amotio retinae and to phthisis. Vessels from the ciliary bo4J may penetrate 
this cyclitic membrane. 

In fact, it is only the focal inflammations within the pars plana that can be taken 
as an independent clinical picture. Terms like "peripheral uveitis", "posterior 
cyclitis", "pars planitis", etc. should be reserved for this type of inflammation only. 

2.3. Peripheral Exudates Connected with an Inflammation of the Posterior 
Sections of the Fundus 

Exudates penetrating the vitreous descend along the vitreal tracts, as described in 
chapter V/1. They then accumulate and form exudative sediments in the lower 
vitreous base, covering the region of the ora serrata (Fig. 87). In contrast to the 
two groups discussed previously, such sediments are always within the vitreous 
body, i. e. behind the anterior hyaloid membrane. The ciliary body and the previtreal 
space, as may easily be ascertained by an examination through the iridolenticular 
space, remain free of any inflammatory signs (Fig. 97). Localization in the lower 
circumference is characteristic of exudative sediments. 

In case of acute inflammations, usually a morphological restitutio ad integrum 
follows, at least within slit-lamp microscopic dimensions. There remain no sequelae 
of the former infiltration of the lower vitreous base. 
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In case of chronic inflammations, which may persist for a long time, secondary 
reactive processes may surround the exudative sediments. Thus, scarred residues 
remain after healing. They affect primarily the cortical vitreous and the inner retinal 
layer, leading to fibrous condensation of the vitreous base and to diffuse thickening 
of the marginal retina (Fig. 98). Cicatrization may be widespread, with the formation 
of cysts or even large intraretinal cavities, sometimes filled with a yellowish material 
of unknown origin. NewlY formed vessels may cover the surface, forming a "rete 
mirabile", or may even penetrate the vitreoretinal scar (Fig. 99). They originate 
from retinal vessels, in contrast to the vessels of cyclitic membranes which derive 
from the ciliary body. Holes may develop in the altered retina, leading even
tually to retinal detachment [17]. The latter, usually caused by vitreous shrinkage, 
spreads slowly, with the result that pigmented demarcation lines are formed at its 
borders. 

All this cicatrization initially affects only the inner retinal layers and the vitreous. 
Reaction in the external layers is not usually seen until later and is probably not the 
result of the initial inflammation but of the secondary cicatricial processes. This type 
of cicatrization characteristically respects anatomical borders for beneath the vitreous 
condensations the pars plana appears free (Fig. 102). 

If the vitreous is detached, the picture changes: the exudates can now collect in 
the retrovitreal space. If there is only slight exudation, accumulation occurs at the 
posterior border of the vitreous base, forming a clearly defined, preretinal ~popyon 
(Fig. 100). In case of abundant exudation, the entire retrovitreal space is filled with 
opaque material obscuring the fundus (Fig. 101). Only the periphery of the retina 
within the vitreous base and the ciliary body remain visible. 

In chronic and recurrent inflammations both types of sedimentation occur. At the 
beginning, while the vitreous is still attached, exudates penetrate it, collecting in its 
lower periphery, as described above. When, in the course of the inflammation, the 
vitreous becomes detached, the exudates now enter the retrovitreal space forming a 
hypopyon. Vitreal scarring and shrinkage may further complicate the picture 
(Fig. 102). Details can then only be correctly interpreted if the course of the 
inflammation has been followed from the onset. 

There are other views [193] about the connection between peripheral exudates and 
inflammations of the posterior parts of the eye. The peripheral exudates are considered to 
originate in the ciliary body as a reaction to the inflammation of the posterior segment and 
to migrate through the vitreous from the periphery towards the focus of inflammation. 
Such a reaction, in fact, is well known in the case of endophtha/mitis with a vitreous abscess, 
where massive infiltration into the vitreous from the adjacent structures (especially from the 
ciliary body) occurs. In the living eye such endophthalmitic reactions can seldom be 
followed, as observation is impeded by the violence of the widespread inflammatory exuda
tion. Occasionally, however, cases do occur where the course takes a milder form under 
antibiotic treatment. The picture of endophthalmitis then differs clearly from that of the 
exudative sediments described above. In the case of a vitreous abscess, the ciliary processes 
are affected and are strongly vascularized, oedematous and adherent to the anterior hyaloid 
membrane. Clouds of cells penetrate into the vitreous from the ciliary processes. They form 
lines of exudates converging upon the causative intravitreal focus. In the healing stage, the 
ciliary processes remain for a long time covered by mutton-fat exudates which are in contact 
with the vitreous. When healing is complete, fibrous synechiae between the ciliary processes 
and the anterior hyaloid membrane remain. eye/itie reactions therefore involve the ciliary 
body, not only in the pars plana, but also in the pars plicata. Consequently, this form of 
inflammation must be classified with the second group, which comprises the inflammations 
of the ciliary body itself. Conversely, in cases with exudative sediments, the ciliary body is 
unaffected, even with most violent inflammatory processes. This fact-as may be remem-
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bered-is easily confirmed by examination through the iridolenticular space (via contact 
glass or microzonuloscopy) (Fig. 97), which is possible as long as the anterior parts of the 
uvea are not inflamed. 

The source of such peripheral sediments within the vitreous space are all inflam
mations which have penetrated through the vitreous cortex. Deposits may develop rapidly in 
focal chorioretinitis, especially if the foci are adjacent to holes in the vitreous cortex. 
In case of a central chorioretinitis with a focus near the macula, single cells arranged 
in layers along the inferior preretinal tract can be seen as early as a few days after, 
frequently even on the very day of entry into the vitreous (Fig. 96). Large sediments 
may form rapidly in more violent exudations. The exudates in the periphery dis
appear during healing, usually prior to those directly overlying the causative focus. 
The first signs of healing may be observed, therefore, in the inferior ora serrata 
region. 

In peripheral chorioretinitis the exudates at first remain near the foci for a long 
time, since there the vitreous cortex is dense and rather broad. In disseminated 
peripheral chorioretinitis the exudates may cover the entire periphery of the retina, 
giving an initial impression of "posterior cyclitis" (though thorough examination 
will then show the pars plana to be free). It is only after a certain lapse of time that 
the exudates will reach the central vitreous layers and then sink downwards. Exudates 
are therefore more or less evenly distributed in the peripheral fundus at the onset, 
whereas later on they are concentrated mainly in the lower half of the globe. 

The relation between focus and sedimented exudates is easily recognizable in acute focal 
inflammations. In diffuse, chronic processes this is much more difficult, since the 
peripheral accumulations of exudates may be the only striking sign. Despite the 
usually slight exudation in such chronic processes, these deposits may be quite 
extensive as a result of the long duration. It is usually only after careful searching that 
the sources of these deposits are found. There is often only very slight vascular 
inflammation, recognizable by a fine, greyish, ill-defined sheathing around the peri
pheral vessels [198]. In other cases, however, the vascular signs are completely 
lacking, and only diffuse retinal oedema (recognizable by splintered reflexes, cystic 
macular oedema, and slight oedema of the papilla) may suggest a diffuse inflammatory 
process. Vascular involvement may then only be demonstrable by fluorescein 
angiography. The appearance of the causative inflammation may change little in the 
subsequent course of the disease. Improvement or deterioration of the condition can be 
evaluated onlY l?J the increase or decrease of the peripheral sediments. 

Finally, there is a particularly mild form of inflammation where the source 
of the peripheral deposits may not be detected at all. Sediments in the lower periphery 
are the onlY pathological finding. There is no external ocular irritation in such very mild 
cases. Symptoms are hardly noticed, since the larger vitreous opacities are situated 
outside the patient's visual field. Therefore changes in the inferior vitreous periphery 
are usually discovered accidentally during routine examination (Fig. 98). Sub
sequently, a smouldering inflammation with recurrent exacerbations may be observed, 
the content of cells and the form of the larger exudates changing constantly. However, 
no other inflammatory signs are to be found which might reveal the origin of this 
chronic basal "vitreitis". 

Understandably enough, this picture has frequently been described as true 
"pars planitis" [137] and, since no inflammatory foci were detectable as their source, 
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there was no reason to consider such peripheral exudates as sediments. Yet there are 
three definite criteria which prove that the exudates are not independent foci within 
the pars plana: the fact that (1) they are found exclusively in the lower periphery, 
(2) that they are purely intravitteal, and (3) that the pars plana is free of any in
flammatory signs. 

Some histological cases reported as "pars planitis" [138], when evaluated under 
these three criteria, have to be interpreted as exudative sediments of this type of 
mild peripheral inflammation. 

That such a clinical picture may actually be caused by exudative sediments 
deriving from inflammation in the posterior fundus can be proved clinically only in 
the rare cases where the process has been observed from the onset. This was described 
in two pediatric cases [50]; one child (aged 10) initially had periphlebitis, the other 
(aged 8) had a broad, flat and only slightly infiltrative chorioiditic focus (Fig. 102). 
The inflammatory foci later disappeared completely in both children without leaving 
any visible scars. However, the exudative sediments, which had steadily increased 
during the first phase of inflammation, did not disappear. Instead, a permanent 
peripheral inflammatory process persisted for years, causing occasional, rather severe 
recurrences. 

From these observations it may be concluded that such chronic mild" peripheral" 
inflammations are caused initially by a chorioiditis or angiitis in the posterior parts 
of the fundus. The initiating process may heal completely leaving no trace, whereas 
the exudates may persist and induce permanent inflammation, sui generis. 

According to Goldmann (personal communication) such exudates may possibly contain 
displaced antigenic material which, separated from the general blood circulation, may 
independently produce a chronic inflammation. 

Frequently, this form of inflammation occurs in children [106, 117, 233]. Therapy 
has little effect, but such mild inflammations may heal spontaneously after a lapse of 
many years [106]. The scars left in the inferior periphery are often found fortuitously 
during a routine eye examination in patients unaware of any previous eye disease. 
However, the scars may be a source of future complications, since vitreous traction 
and retinal holes in this area can lead to detachment of the retina [17]. 

2.4. Mixed Forms 

The three clinical pictures described above, viz. the involvement of the pars plana 
in inflammations of the anterior and posterior sections, and diseases of the pars plana 
itself, are not always distinct from one another. The inflammatory process is often 
not confined to one circumscribed and restricted area only (Fig. 99), but usually 
involves many internal parts of the eye. The inflammatory signs may, however, be 
more pronounced in one particular section of the eye. This is specifically so in cases 
of inflammation of the pars plana ("pars planitis") where signs of involvement of the 
anterior and posterior uvea are nearly always observed [223]. 

Excessive and violent exudation may mask the clinical picture, since it does not 
respect the limits of the vitreous base. The causative process can then only be 
determined by the localization of the scars after healing is complete. 
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A routine histological examination of diseased eyes seldom yields information about the 
clinical pictures described here. In most of the usual (i. e. horizontal) sections, the connec
tions in question have been destroyed. In addition, exudative sediments remain in their 
original position only if great care is taken during the fixation process to maintain the 
normal position of the eye. 

In conclusion, peripheral exudates are not representative of anyone particular dise
ase classified under the term of peripheral uveitis, pars planitis, etc. Rather, there are 
three different types of exudates each of which is caused by an inflammation of a 
specific section of the eye. The interrelation of cause and effect therefore may be 
precisely inverse to the concept of "peripheral uveitis" generally established to date. 
Most of the peripheral exudates do not induce inflammations in other parts of the eye 
but on the contrary are the result of such inflammations. 

Knowledge of the various causes of peripheral exudates is not only of theoretical, 
but also of practical importance, as it permits one to judge the state of inflammatory 
processes and to direct therapy accordingly. 

3. Amotio Retinae 

3.1. The Expansion of Retinal Detachment to the Ciliary Body 

Retinal detachment usually arises in the region of the equator and spreads posteriorly 
and anteriorly. The separation of the retinal lamina from the pigment epithelium is 
usually halted at the ora serrata, where retroretinal adhesion begins. On occasion, 
especially in chronic conditions, retinal detachment may spread further anteriorly, 
leading to detachment of the ciliary epithelium [36]. 

This spreading beyond the ora is not difficult to diagnose at the onset, since all 
structures of the ora serrata area (cystoid spaces, marginal cysts, the transition of the 
retina into the ciliary epithelium, and the granular and striated structures of the latter, 
as well as the serrations) are clearly recognizable in the detached lamina. In the late 
stages, however, the gradual transition of retinal detachment into the ciliary body 
becomes more difficult to evaluate, since the inner layer has become atrophic and 
indistinct in its structure. The ora serrata is then barely recognizable in this hyaline 
membrane and may appear merely as an abrupt change in the thickness of the 
lamina. Differentiation between this condition and a prebasal ora serrata tear may 
be difficult, especially if in the latter case the anterior hyaloid membrane is densified 
(Fig. 104). Differential diagnosis is based on an examination of the externallt!)er 
which, in cases of expanding retinal detachment, is the single-layered pigment 
epithelium; there is therefore no change in its thickness at the ora serrata, although 
the colour changes from red to brown. On the other hand, differentiation from a 
schisis retinae presents no difficulty, as a schisis cannot possibly extend beyond the 
ora serrata. 

The diagnosis of an expanding retinal detachment may be made even without 
scleral indentation thanks to the displacement of the retina and of the ciliary epi
thelium towards the optical axis. Indentation is indispensable, however, for exam
ination of the outer layer in the differential diagnosis of a prebasal ora tear (Fig. 104). 
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3.2. Changes in the Peripheral Fundus as a Cause of Retinal Detachment 

In our present state of knowledge two varieties of retinal detachment are distin
guished, arrhegmatogenous and rhegmatogenous. 

In the arrhegmatogenous form the retinal lamina is intact. There are no holes 
to cause its onset (though they may arise secondarily through atrophy). Therefore, fluid 
cannot pass directly through a retinal defect from the vitreous into the retroretinal 
space. At present, it is not known how the retroretinal fluid is produced. Causes of 
arrhegmatogenous retinal detachments are, for example, traction caused by shrinkage 
of the inner surface of the retina (e. g. proliferative diabetic retinopathy) or exudation 
of fluid into the retroretinal interstice (e. g. in the case of inflammation or a tumour). 
An arrhegmatogenous retinal detachment may begin a'!Ywhere in the fundus. The 
problems connected with this form of detachment are not confined to the periphery 
of the fundus only and will therefore not be discussed here any further. 

On the other hand, in therhegmatogenous form of retinal detachment, changes in 
the peripheral fundus play an important part. At present, two factors are charged with 
the genesis of detachment: (1) a retinal defect which allows the free passage of fluid 
from the vitreous into the retroretinal space, (2) traction upon the retina. 

Both factors depend on the condition of the vitreous base, since its traction may 
cause the formation of holes as well as the ensuing detachment [23, 69, 27]. 

For a prognosis as to whether a peripheral lesion will lead to retinal detachment, 
three criteria should be considered: 

(1) the quality of the retinal tissue, from which one may determine whether a 
tear will arise or spread (" cohesion ") ; 

(2) the strength of the retroretinal adhesion, which might possibly prevent detach
ment of the retina; 

(3) the force and the direction of the traction. 

Which of these criteria can be evaluated biomicroscopicalfy? As it is most diffi
cult to deduce a dynamic process from purely morphologic signs, biomicroscopic 
observations must be interpreted with caution. However, on the basis of clinical 
experience and the results of experimental research, a prognosis is nevertheless 
possible in many cases. 

Under normal conditions, topographical landmarks may provide information 
concerning "adhesion" and "cohesion", since these qualities change on either side 
of the ora serrata border. The inner" retinal" lamina (i. e. the ciliary epithelium) is 
less resistant anterior to the ora serrata, so that tears in the single-layered ciliary 
epithelium may spread more readily than in the multi-layered retina with its manifold 
intercellular connections. On the other hand, adhesion becomes stronger anterior 
to the ora serrata, since the retroretinal interstice ends at this point. From clinical 
observations it is well known, however, that this adhesion may halt an amotio 
but cannot always prevent its spreading beyond the ora serrata. 

In pathologic conditions adhesion and cohesion change with regard to degree 
and topographical distribution. The cohesion of pathological retinal tissue is difficult 
to evaluate biomicroscopically; however, it can be anticipated, for instance, that a 
white necrotic retina will tear easily. The presence of an adhesion may be suspected 
from morphological signs, as it is well known that adhesion is stronger at pigmented 
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scars. However, there is no direct correlation between pigmentation and the strength 
of adhesion, and it is well documented that even heavily pigmented foci, e. g. so
called demarcation lines, do not always prevent the spreading of an amotio. 
Tears are likely to occur even at well established chorioretinal adhesions, viz. at their 
marginal zones, where fixed layers are adjacent to those which are displaceable above 
the retroretinal interstice. 

Since it is very difficult in practice to evaluate adhesion and cohesion of the 
tissues, prognosis has to be based principally on analysis of the vitreal traction, 
especially since adhesion and cohesion are of practical interest only in relation to the 
tractional forces present. Is it possible to evaluate vitreous traction biomicroscopi
cally? Clinical and experimental research have in fact revealed that vitreous tracts of 
greater mechanical density (therefore mainly responsible for the traction) also have a 
greater optical density and can thus be made visible. It must be borne in mind, 
however, that, for optical reasons, only those tracts are clearly recognized which 
run at a large angle to the retinal surface. Tracts parallel to the surface are scarcely 
visible and their presence is recognizable only when the retinal surface is deformed 
by their traction. 

Of all the denser vitreous membranelles, the most important are the limiting 
membranes. The "whipping" movements of the vitreous are transferred to the 
retina mainly by the anterior and posterior hyaloid membranes. Other dense tracts 
may develop as a result of pathologic processes, e. g. through inflammatory foci or 
through perforations of the eye (see p. 79). These newlyformed atypical tracts do 
not follow the direction of the normal vitreal tracts (Fig. 116). They are patho
gnomic of so-called" vitreous shrinkage". Their rate of traction is slow but continu
ous, gradually tearing even strong retroretinal adhesions. 

In summarizing the various factors which determine the prognosis with regard 
to the genesis of a retinal detachment, it may be stated that, as a general rule, vitreous 
traction posterior to the ora serrata is always more dangerous than traction anterior 
to it. On the other hand, tears anterior to the ora serrata will more easily develop 
into giant tears than those situated in the multi-layered retina. This discussion 
is the basis of the following scheme of prognosis for the various locations of tears 
(Fig. 103). 

Posterior to the ora serrata in the normal eye there is no insertion of vitreous 
membranules. Only after a posterior vitreous detachment is a membrane formed 
(the posterior I(;aloid membrane) which is inserted here (Fig. 103c). If this mem
brane produces traction, this is effective above the retro-retinal interstice. Tears 
posterior to the ora serrata, which are connected to the posterior hyaloid membrane, 
are therefore the most frequent cause of a retinal detachment. This danger is 
diminished only through retroretinal adhesions, e. g. chorioretinitic scars. The 
shape of tears depends on the shape of the vitreoretinal adhesions, which in the 
region posterior to the vitreous base are usually quite small. Thus, either round 
holes are produced here with an operculum corresponding to the adhesion, or 
horseshoe tears with a raised flap. The flap is formed as the retina on either side of the 
vitreo-retinal adhesion is torn further in the direction of the traction, i. e. anteriorly. 
The original adhesion is consequently at the apex of the horseshoe, the sides ending 
at the posterior boundary of the vitreous base. 
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Anterior to the ora serrata the tears are subject to the traction of the anterior 
hyaloid membrane [213, 41]. This is usually fixed to the ciliary body (at the liga
mentum medianum or at the ligamentum coronarium), with the result that the 
direction of the traction is tangential to the surface of the eye and does not, at least 
initially, detach the edges of the tears (Fig. 103b, 108). Even if the anterior hyaloid 
membrane were to float, only a slight displacement would occur. The tears anterior 
to the ora serrata are further protected by the retroretinal adhesion, so that the slight 
vitreous traction is seldom able to detach the ciliary epithelium. In fact, if the retina 
becomes detached at all, it is through vitreous shrinkage, which, however, may 
occur only after a long period of latency, sometimes lasting several years. Correspond
ing to the shape of the vitreo-ciliary attachments at the anterior vitreous base, the 
tears are long and run parallel to the ora serrata. Because of the thinness of the 
ciliary epithelium, tears can easily spread (Fig. 110). 

Tears directly at the ora serrata are more complex (Fig. 103 d-f). The anterior and 
posterior edges of such a tear are subject to variollS degrees of adhesion, cohesion, and 
traction, which results in numerous possible combinations. 

In addition, it must be borne in mind that, among apparently similar conditions of 
traction, certain individual variations may occur, owing to the fact that the boundaries 
within the three different layers at the ora serrata do not always coincide precisely, e.g. the 
transition of the retina into the ciliary epithelium may not coincide exactly with the be
ginning of the retroretinal adhesion. Thus, if the first row of cells of the ciliary epithelium 
lies above the retroretinal interstice, there may be a predisposition to a giant tear; if, how
ever, the retroretinal adhesion extends under the retina, this suggests a greater degree of 
safety. 

The mode of traction is decisive for prognosis. Both the posterior and the 
anterior hyaloid membranes can produce traction at the ora serrata, since their 
insertion lines almost coincide at this point. According to the different conditions of 
traction, three varieties of tears can be distinguished: 

(1) prebasal ora se"ata tears: anterior to the vitreous base (Fig. 103 d); 
(2) retrobasalora tears: posterior to the vitreous base (Fig. 103e); 

(3) intrabasalora tears: within the vitreous base (Fig. 103f). 

In a prebasal tear, the rupture is anterior to the vitreous base, i. e. the entire 
traction will be behind the tear. The anterior hyaloid membrane is inserted at the 
posterior edge of the tear, whereas the anterior edge is free of traction. 

The traction produced by the anterior hyaloid membrane is much the same as in 
a tear of the ciliary epithelium above the pars plana. Nevertheless, the prognosis for 
the prebasal ora tear is less favourable, since the posterior edge of the tear, which is 
under traction, is not protected by retroretinal adhesion (Fig. 106a and b). Thus, 
even slight traction of the anterior hyaloid membrane is capable of detaching the 
retina. The detachment usually spreads slowly because initially the direction of trac
tion is parallel to the surface. If there is agiant tear prebasally, the prognosis may 
be better than for other forms of giant tears, because the anterior hyaloid membrane 
prevents the inversion of the edges and the penetration of vitreous substance into the 
retroretinal space. 

In the biomicroscopic picture prebasal ora tears may easily be confused with an 
old retinal detachment which has gone beyond the ora serrata and detached the 
ciliary epithelium (Fig. 104). The detached ciliary epithelium and a shrinking hyaloid 
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membrane may present a similar appearance: on the one hand, the detached ciliary 
epithelium may become hyalinized, losing its characteristic structure; on the other 
hand, the anterior hyaloid membrane may become densified. The two membranes 
are the more easily confused because pars plana texture may also be seen on a 
detached anterior hyaloid membrane as a cast-like relief of unknown origin. Thus, 
a retinal detachment caused by a prebasal ora tear may be misinterpreted as an arrheg
matogenous retinal detachment that has expanded beyond the ora serrata. 

What are the criteria for the differential diagnosis? Examination of the detached 
lamina is, as explained above, of little value. The necessary proof is provided by an 
examination of the still-attached pigment epithelium. In the case of a spreading 
arrhegmatogenous retinal detachment, the pigment epithelium merges from the retina 
to the pars plana without a step. In the case of a prebasalora tear, however, the pigment 
epithelium anterior to the ora is covered by the still-attached ciliary epithelium. 
Thus a step is formed at the ora serrata, where the ciliary epithelium begins. The 
region of the pars plana then still has its granular and striated surface and, even if 
intact ora processes are visible upon it, the diagnosis of a prebasal ora tear is 
established. This differential diagnosis is very important in practice, since a prebasal 
ora tear should be closed surgically, whereas an arrhegmatogenous retinal detachment 
is usually a nonsurgical condition. 

In a retrobasal tear, where the lesion is posterior to the vitreous base, the traction 
will occur anterior to the tear. The posterior hyaloid membrane is inserted at the 
anterior edge of the tear, the posterior edge of the tear thus being free of traction 
(Fig. 106e and f). The full force of vitreous traction will be exerted on the ciliary 
epithelium, which consequently becomes detached. The tears may readily expand in 
the thin epithelial layer, going on to become giant tears of nearly the whole circum
ference (Fig. 105). If no residual adhesions to the posterior edge remain, retinal 
detachment need not necessarily follow. If it does occur, it is caused by traction at 
the lateral edges of the tears, which is the more effective the shorter the tear, being 
concentrated within a small area (Fig. 113). Conversely, giant retrobasal tears may 
have a good prognosis after all. 

This is illustrated by the case of a 54-year-old man who, as a result of a contusio bulbi, 
developed a retrobasal ora tear involving almost the entire circumference. The ora serrata 
was intact in only a very narrow area (2--4 o'clock). In an observation period covering 
44 years no retinal detachment has developed. 

Residual adhesions to the retina posterior to the tear are, however, very danger
ous since the resulting traction is not neutralized by any retroretinal adhesion. Even 
weak vitreous strands may then cause a rapidly expanding retinal detachment. Giant 
retrobasal ora tears differ from other giant tears in that the vitreous is still protected 
by a membrane, viz. the posterior hyaloid membrane. If this is intact, no unformed 
vitreous will pass behind the retina. 

The biomicroscopic appearance of retrobasal ora tears is quite characteristic. 
The detached ciliary epithelium is drawn anteriorly towards the centre of the eye by 
vitreous and zonula traction, thus forming a crest upon the pars plana (Fig. 105). 
The characteristic granular and striated structure, the cristae ciliares, and sometimes 
even residual ora teeth may be recognized in the semi-opaque, greyish lamina. The 
detached epithelial leaf may appear directly behind the lens border; in retro-
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illumination it has a fine black filigree pattern against the glowing red of the 
fundus. 

Differential diagnosis between this membrane and other membranes above the 
ciliary body is usually not difficult: the posterior hyaloid membrane is inserted at 
the edge of the detached lamina. The pigment epithelium lies exposed beneath it. 
A very abundant dissemination of pigment, presumably a result of pigment epi
thelium cells being injured by the tearing of the retroretinal adhesion, is a highly 
characteristic sign of retrobasal ora tears. 

In intrabasal tears, i. e. those lying within the vitreous base, the edges are not in 
direct contact with the hyaloid membranes. The vitreous probably becomes split 
above the tear (Fig. 106a and d). This split, however, does not offer enough contrast 
to be visible and becomes recognizable biomicroscopically only when outlined by 
pigment or blood cells. 

No traction occurs directly at the edges of the tear, so that the likelihood of a 
retinal detachment depends principally on the degree of vitreal destruction. If the 
vitreous is intact, retinal detachment either never develops at all, or does so very 
slowly (Figs. 109, 112). This is well known from, for instance, ora tears in adoles
cents, which are observed predominantly in the lower periphery. 

With the vitreous liquefied, the situation is more precarious. The posterior 
hyaloid membrane then usually detaches. Although it is inserted at quite a distance 
from the ora serrata, its "whipping" movements are transmitted to the posterior 
edge of the tear. The retina then not only detaches, but the tear itself frequently 
becomes enlarged, with its edges inverting [99, 110, 127, 183]. The liquefied vitreous, 
which is then not restrained by any membrane, flows into the retroretinal space. 

This fact is most important for therapy, for attempts to re-attach the retina through 
injections into the vitreous body will only force more vitreous fluid into the retroretinal 
space. Therefore, methods of re-attaching the retina in such cases by injection of air into 
the vitreous are likely to be more successful if vitreous substance has previously been 
evacuated [134]. 

The prognosis of intrabasal giant tears is far less favourable than that of prebasal 
and retrobasal giant tears. 

The criteria for the prognosis of lesions in the peripheral fundus discussed here 
may appear to be dealt with too schematically. However, they are based on well 
known mechanical and anatomical facts. Even though not supported by extensive 
statistics, a careful analysis of individual cases has shown them to be reliable. 
Cases deviating from this schema must be examined all the more thoroughly, for 
new insights into the genesis of retinal detachments may be obtained in this manner. 
To illustrate this, we may refer to detachments in aphakia or in acute traumatic 
retinal necrosis (see p. 78). 

4. Traumatic Lesions in the Extreme Periphery of the Fundus 

There are so many possibilities of mechanical damage to the eye that the number of 
clinical syndromes anticipated may be legion. All traumatic lesions, however, may be 
explained by just two different mechanisms: 
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(a) the straining of textural elasticity in blunt trauma (contusions), 
(b) displacement of tissues (perforations). 



4.1. Contusions 

Contusions naturally deform the ocular globe. Tissue damage relates to the degree 
of deformation, i. e. to the force involved as well as to the velocity. Maximum 
deformation occurs at the point of application, i. e. generally in the anterior segment 
of the eye. Other zones of strong deformation result wherever the displacement of 
the eyeball is impeded. But it is the quality of the tissues that determines what kind of 
lesion will be caused by any given deformation. A rupture may be expected wherever 
tissues with differing distensibility are connected: during ocular deformation, the 
distensible tissues will exert traction on the less distensible-more inert-structures. 
Clinical observations and recent experiments [35,230,231] confirm these theoretical 
speculations. 

In the region of the ciliary body, contusion damage will be anticipated at the 
insertion of the ciliary body (at the scleral spur) [3, 73, 234], at the suspension of the 
lens, at the "insertion" of the retina at the ora serrata, and at the insertion of the 
anterior and the posterior hyaloid membranes. Lesions following a blunt trauma, 
despite the manifold causative agents, have thus a striking uniformity and a character
istic appearance. They occur at the site of the greatest deformation, so that nearly 
all of them are found along the same meridian. Barely visible lesions of the peripheral 
fundus are therefore to be sought in that meridian which has the most marked 
traumatic alterations in the chamber angle. 

Lesions in the area of the ciliary body are important in practice, since they are the 
source of two of the most serious late complications following ocular contusion: 
secondary glaucoma and retinal detachment [28, 38, 130]. As the latter always 
begins in a region visible only by means of scleral indentation, this examination is 
indispensable for early diagnosis and prognosis (for contra-indications see p. 11). 
In the following paragraphs contusionallesions of the peripheral fundus will be dis
cussed in detail. 

4.1.1. Post-Traumatic Vitreous Detachment 

There is no doubt that small vitreous detachments quite frequently occur after blunt 
trauma, as shown by the preretinal hemorrhages observed. These small detachments 
are usually not progressive and seem to be of little clinical importance. On the other 
hand, it is still controversial whether a large rhegmatogenous vitreous detachment 
can be caused by ocular contusion. Since such an event would induce a chain reaction 
culminating in retinal detachment, this problem is of interest, especially forensically. 
At present, however, no morphological signs are known to distinguish a post
traumatic from a degenerative, i. e. senile or myopic, rhegmatogenous vitreous 
detachment. A traumatic etiology can thus be postulated only upon the basis of a 
temporal correlation. 

This coincidence cannot be established unless the patient has been examined immediately 
before and after the injury. Otherwise one must rely upon the patient's statement that 
"muscae volantes" appeared suddenly after the contusion. It is obvious that such subjective 
statements are often unreliable: accidents so frequently create the occasion for patients to 
check the function of their eyes and to notice unilateral symptoms for the first time. Even 
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objective signs, such as recent haemorrhages, do not exclude the possibility that there may 
have been a posterior vitreous detachment prior to the trauma. 

There are other unanswered questions: Does ocular contusion worsen the 
condition of a pre-existing vitreous detachment, i. e. will new tears occur, or will 
so-called silent tears become detached? Whatever hypotheses may be brought 
forward definite proof is difficult to establish. 

4.1.2. Partial-Thickness Tears of the Retina 

From a theoretical point of view, one might assume that the inner It!Yers of the 
retina could be tom off by vitreous traction during ocular contusion. This pheno
menon, however, is exceptional and has been observed only in cases of schisis 
retinae. In the normal retina the cellular connections are presumably so much 
interwoven that they are not tom by the traction produced by blunt trauma. In a 
cystoid degeneration minute fragments from the inner layer between supporting 
pillars might indeed be avulsed, but since such small particles cannot be distinguished 
from micro-adhesions, it would be difficult to establish their traumatic nature. 

4.1.3. Full-Thickness Tears of the Retina 

The attachment of the retina to the pigment epithelium is weak and full-thickness 
tears can easily occur. Tearing is anticipated at the edges of retroretinal adhesions, 
at the ora serrata or at chorioretinal scars. Tears can also occur at vitreoretinal 
adhesions, i. e. at the anterior and posterior borders of the vitreous base and at 
pathological vitreo-retinal adhesions [49]. As a result of the retinal laceration there 
is now a free passage between the pigment epithelium and the vitreous space so that 
pigment may reach the vitreous. Tearing of the retina must be suspected if, after 
trauma, brown pigment granules are observed in the vitreous cavity. It is important 
to trace carefully the origin of this pigment. 

(a) When "cysts" at the edge of the retina are ruptured, brown pigment granules 
may penetrate into either the vitreous or the previtreal space, depending on the location 
of the rupture. Only the emerging clouds of pigment (Fig. 107) may call atten
tion to the lesion, for the defects themselves are so minute that they are barely 
recognizable in the irregular cystoid structure of the retinal edge. The pigment 
granules gradually disappear, after which the ruptured cysts are scarcely to be made out. 
They are of no clinical significance; no complications have been reported. 

(b) Tears in the region of the posterior vitreous base are usually horseshoe-shaped 
and cannot be distinguished in appearance or in location from those arising in an 
idiopathic posterior vitreous detachment. Only if there is a temporal correlation 
may a connection with trauma be postulated. Oblong and ora-parallel tears at 
the posterior edge of the vitreous base are exceptional and usually appear only in 
connection with avulsion of the whole vitreous base (see p. 77). 

(c) At the ora serrata, prebasal, retrobasal and intrabasal tears can appear. They 
are not always exactly at the edge of the retina, but sometimes slightly anterior or 
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posterior (Fig. 109). The reason for these individual variations is probably the 
dissimilar position of the ora serrata border in each of the layers (see p. 51). 
Biomicroscopic appearance and prognosis of prebasal and retrobasal ora tears are 
described on pp. 72ff. In an intrabasal ora tear the edges are initially only slightly 
detached and tend to withdraw from one another, so that the pigment epithelium 
lies exposed. As explained on p.74, a retinal detachment need not necessarily 
develop; the edges of the tear may re-attach in the course of time and be held in 
place by scar tissue, making the rupture difficult to recognize. Only the partly 
exposed pigment epithelium, which often must be traced through kinetic indentation, 
will indicate an intrabasal tear. If a retinal detachment does follow, it cannot be 
distinguished in appearance from intrabasal ora tears of unrelated etiology. 

(d) Tears of the ciliary epithelium are usually situated at the anterior border of 
the vitreous base, at the white midline (Fig. 108). Further posteriorly, tears occur 
only if the anterior vitreociliary connections have been torn. At first, the edges of 
the tear are slightly detached, the thin ciliary epithelium then appearing greyish 
(Figs. 110, 111). A distinct contrast in colour is offered by the dark brown base of 
the tear where the velvety, gleaming pigment epithelium is exposed. If the edges 
of the tear later re-attach [41, 59], the ciliary epithelium may remain slightly opaque 
as a result of fine vesiculation; mostly, though, it regains its normal appearance. 
Such tears are frequently overlooked (Fig. 108). Only very careful kinetic indentation 
will expose them. Clouds of pigment issuing from the bottom of the tear help in 
diagnosis. 

Theoretically, the onset of tears in the ciliary epithelium might be anticipated to result, 
not only from traction of the anterior hyaloid membrane, but also from zonular traction. 
Such a rupture would be at the linea serrata and would have to be serrated, not straight. 
Ruptures of this type can indeed be produced in autopsy eyes by traction on the lens, but 
it has to be borne in mind that in this case the lacerated tissue is necrotic. In the living eye 
no ruptures have been observed at this site. This might be due to unsatisfactory viewing 
conditions. Probably, however, the zonula fibres are more likely to tear than the ciliary 
epithelium, as suggested by the frequency of traumatic subluxation of the lens. 

(e) Avulsion of the whole vitreous base. If tears arise at the anterior as well as 
at the posterior border of the base, the entire vitreous base is avulsed, i. e. the vitreous 
along with an adherent strip of tissue from the ciliary epithelium and the retina 
(Fig. 103 g). The anterior hyaloid membrane is then inserted at the anterior edge 
of the strip, and the posterior hyaloid membrane at its posterior edge. In many cases 
the limiting membranes, having torn, are hard to follow. 

In short avulsions the edges of the tears may re-attach and scar spontaneously 
(Fig. 114). In long avulsions however, the strip of tissue is drawn towards the 
centre of the eye, floating freely. In the early stages, it presents the typical pattern of 
retinal and pars plana tissue, with pigment granules upon its external surface. Later, 
the strip shrinks (Fig. 115), becomes twisted and hyalinized, appearing finally as a 
greyish, fibrous and sharply delimited vitreous opacification. To prove its origin 
the points of insertion at the retinal border must be sought. Between these two points 
of insertion, there is a retinal defect which corresponds to the floating strip. The 
anterior and posterior edges of this defect, not being under traction, become slightly 
detached initially but may later re-attach spontaneously. The traction of the 
vitreous base is effective only where the detached strip is inserted at the lateral ends 
of the defect. This traction is usually not very strong, so that a retinal detachment 
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seldom follows. When it does occur, it starts from the lateral ends so that these points 
must be closely watched and if necessary coagulated. 

(f) Traumatic tears of the uvea. Tears affecting not only the retina but also the 
underlying tissue form oblong, ora-parallel defects in the pigment epithelium and the 
inner uveal layers. The white sclera, as well as large uveal vessels with their charac
teristic parallel and meridional direction, will then be seen at the bottom of the defect 
(Figs. 112, 113). The edges of the tear are sharply outlined, showing a more or 
less pronounced proliferation of pigment. While most of these scars are found at the 
ora serrata, some occur in the middle of the pars plana. Abundant haemorrhage into 
the vitreous is usually produced by these uveal ruptures (in contrast to tears in the 
avascular retinal border or the ciliary epithelium). On account of the haemorrhage 
such ruptures may be suspected early but become visible only in the late stages. 
They look like chorioiditic scars, differing from them in their form and location, and 
the absence of other inflammatory signs. Yet other traumatic lesions may be present. 

What is the mechanism involved in uveal tears? Specific anatomical weakness of the 
uvea in the periphery of the fundus cannot be the explanation, since the uvea continues 
without any definite borderline from the choroid into the ciliary body. The location of the 
ruptures points to a connection with traction of the vitreous base. Traction in this area 
will also affect the deeper layers owing to the strong connections of the retroretinal ad
hesion. Such uveal ruptures can be replicated experimentally: if vitreous traction is induced 
before fixation of autopsy eyes, uveal tears will appear at exactly the same site as after a 
contusion. 

4.1.4. Traumatic Retinal Necrosis 

As becomes apparent in the chapter on the prognosis of peripheral lesions following 
trauma, usually a retinal detachment will develop only after a long period ~f latenry. 
There is, however, a special form of "amotio retinae" which may appear within 
hours of the contusion. The picture differs in many respects from that of a rheg
matogenous retinal detachment, even though holes may be present in the retina. On 
the one hand, the difference lies in the fact that the vitreous has usually remained 
intact so that no strong traction is expected at the onset, especially not a tractional 
force sufficient to bring about detachment so precipitously. On the other hand, there 
is also a difference in the shape of the tears, which fail to develop the typical horseshoe 
picture but are usually of dendritic or round shape, or are ora tears of considerable 
length. This atypical shape of tears (if present), and even more the unexpected 
fact that, despite their considerable extent, these retinal detachments may re-attach 
spontaneouslY within a few days, exonerate vitreous traction as the culprit. 

There is little doubt that this form of traumatic detachment depends on other 
mechanisms than the rhegmatogenous variety produced by traction. The etiology, 
however, becomes evident only in the late stages: After the detachment has subsided, 
there is no retina left in the previously detached area. Only the most careful examina
tion will reveal an extremely thin membrane infiltrated by pigment proliferations. 
No vessels, only some white fibrotic strands are visible here and there. In the visual 
field there is an absolute scotoma corresponding to the entire previously detached 
area. 

This is the typical picture of retinal necrosis. The pathogenesis of the retinal 
detachment in these cases is, at present, unknown. It may be of some interest here 
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that Gloor et al. [84] produced segmental retinal detachments in cats by simultaneous 
occlusion of the supplying retinal artery and vein. 

The diagnosis of retinal necrosis presents no problem in the late stages, whereas 
in the early phase it is rather difficult. Early differential diagnosis could be made by 
examination of the visual field or by fluorescein angiography; the latter, however, is 
usually impossible immediately following trauma. A suspicion of retinal necrosis 
will therefore be based mainly on the rapid onset of detachment. 

Usually the necrosis is part of severe overall damage to the eye. However, there 
are cases where it occurs without any other signs, especially without any lesions of the 
anterior sections of eye. This at first seems surprising considering the severity of the 
retinal damage. How can it be explained? Heavy damage confined to a restricted 
area will result from the action of forces with high velocity. The affected small area 
may be situated as far posteriorly as the equator if the patient's eyes in this attempt 
to close them were rotated upwards (Bell's phenomenon). This type of isolated 
retinal necrosis posteriorly is to be suspected whenever a large (i. e. visible) object 
hits the globe at high speed as for example a shoe trown from nearby. In such a 
case the only significant finding may well be a lesion of the eyelid yet one always 
has to keep in mind the possibility of a retinal necrosis. 

4.2. Perforations of the Eye 

In perforations, in addition to more or less severe damage from contusion, there is a 
loss of tissue. Loss of vitreous affects mainly the most peripheral parts of the fundus. 
If part of the vitreous has herniated through the wound, the prolapse is amputated 
by the surgeon. If, however, some vitreous substance has remained trapped in the 
wound (Fig. 117), new zones of discontinuity (Fig. 116) are formed in atypical 
directions, converging arrow-like onto the site of perforation. 

No complications arise in the periphery of the fundus in the early stages, since the 
volume lost in the vitreous space is replaced by fluid. But later on the vitreous 
usually shrinks. The ensuing complications differ from those of vitreous shrinkage 
of non-traumatic etiology. In the intact eyeball, the vitreous generally shrinks 
between the two physiological adhesions, the anterior vitreous base and the posterior 
pole. The tractional force then works, at least at the beginning, in a direction parallel 
to the surface of the retina. Following perforation, a new and particularly strong 
adhesion is created at the globe wall by the trapped vitreous. Owing to the 
atypical position of this adhesion traction upon the retina is now exerted in atypical 
directions, which in most cases are perpendicular to the retinal surface. This leads 
to complications characteristic of perforations. 

After partial vitrectomy the remaining vitreous develops a typical configura
tion [87]. There is incarceration of either the anterior hyaloid membrane alone 
(Fig. 117 a) or of both hyaloid membranes (anterior and posterior) (Fig. 117 b). 
With the first form, vitreous shrinkage will produce an arrhegmatogenous posterior 
vitreous detachment which is similar to an arrhegmatogenous detachment of non
traumatic etiology. But where the posterior hyaloid membrane is also incarcerated, 
shrinkage will pull the vitreous base from the opposite side towards the wound 
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(Fig. 119). Thus, a retinal detachment may result when the vitreous remains 
attached to the retina. In other cases the vitreous becomes detached from its base. 
Whereas the vitreoretinal connections are hardly ever torn there, after perforation 
the force and abnormal direction of traction may be able to detach the vitreous 
even from its absolute base, the ora serrata. 

If the vitreous is detached from its anterior base only, the connecting fibres at 
the white midline and accessory lines are torn. The anterior hyaloid membrane is 
now inserted directly at the ora serrata. At the edge of the anterior vitreous detach
ment residual adhesions may remain in the region of the ligamentum medianum, 
forming equidistant fibrous fascicles (Fig. 120). In contrast to the constitutionally 
floating hyaloid membrane, the circular fibres of the ligamentum medianum can 
still be seen within the traumatically detached anterior hyaloid membrane. 

In the case of a complete basal detachment, the vitreous is detached also from the 
ora serrata (Fig. 121) so that a direct passage between the previtreal and retro
vitreal spaces is formed-a very unusual situation. The diagnosis is often difficult 
as the structures of the ora serrata, pars plana and adjacent retina are reproduced-as 
in a prebasal ora tear-on the external side of the detached hyaloid membranes. 
The picture is, therefore, easily confused with a detachment of the retina and ciliary 
epithelium. It is only by careful examination that a second retinal and pars plana struc
ture (that of the still attached, actual inner retinal layer) can be recognized under the 
detached hyaloid membrane. As a late complication retinal detachment may follow. 
Naturally, the vitreous will not exert any traction on the retina where it is detached 
but it can pull at the lateral edges of the basal detachment, where it again comes 
into contact with the retina. 

4.3. Indications for Indentation after Trauma 

The importance of examining the peripheral fundus after trauma is evident on 
account of the significant part played by the vitreous base in post-traumatic compli
cations. But, as explained on p. 11, in order to avoid additional damage inden
tation should not be attempted immediate!J after trauma. Large lesions likely to cause 
early complications are usually readily visible even without indentation. For de
tection of small peripheral lesions, one has to rely initially on indirect signs. 

Suspicion will arise, of course, in all lesions involving the ciliary region, such as 
detachment of the ciliary body from the scleral spur, subluxation of the lens, or a 
partial, circumscribed detachment of the anterior hyaloid membrane. 

Signs produced by the lesion itself are: 

- Brown granules within the vitreous space indicate a lesion of the retinal layer or of 
the ciliary epithelium. If no corresponding lesions are detected in the posterior fun
dus, the origin of the pigment must be suspected in the periphery. 

- The very pattern of a vitreous hemorrhage may indicate its origin. Blood deriving 
from retinal vessels initially remains trapped in the adjacent vitreous cortex, de
scending only later into the lower vitreous base. A hemorrhage into the pre
retinal tract in the early phase is indicative of a lesion at the ora serrata and-since 
the retina is avascular there-of uveal involvement. 
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But even if signs indicative of peripheral injury have been detected, there need not 
necessarily be rapid onset of grave complications. In most lesions of the ora serrata 
or in those anterior to it, complications will not arise until later, owing to the retro
retinal adhesion. It is only in changes posterior to the ora serrata, i. e. at the posterior 
boundary of the vitreous base, that early complications must be expected. These 
are visible without indentation. 

In conclusion, early indentation is not generally necessary. It is sufficient for 
protection and prophylaxis to examine the ora serrata and pars plana in greater detail 
some weeks after the trauma. This rule may be disregarded only if it is feared that a 
rapidly progressing cataract will later prevent proper examination and prophylactic 
procedures. 

5. Tumours 

5.1. Ciliary Body Tumours 

The great usefulness of indentation biomicroscopy in cases of ciliary body tumours is 
obvious, as it can serve to evaluate their posterior extent. Quite often, however, the 
latter may be difficult to distinguish from the protuberance produced by the indenter 
itself. Reliable conclusions are arrived at only by painstaking comparison with 
adjacent indented areas. Indentation diaphanoscopy is useful but must be interpreted 
with special caution, as melanomata may have unpigmented flat extensions which do 
not stand out in diaphanoscopy. 

5.2. Retinal Tumours 

Retinoblastomata may extend to the very edge of the retina, or be present there as 
isolated small foci. These peripheral tumours should be investigated carefully if 
conservative treatment is planned. Howard and Ellsworth [109] have shown in a 
series of seventy children that the most obvious tumours are found mainly in the 
posterior segments, but in two thirds of the cases foci were also found anterior to the 
equator; in one tenth of the cases, they were only visible by means of indenta
tion. As such peripheral tumours may nowadays be treated by coagulation or by 
X-rays, all children with suspected retinoblastoma should be examined with in
dentation. 

Small tumours, particularly intravitreal seeds, are easily confused with harmless 
developmental variations (ectopic ciliary epithelium, see p. 52) if the examination 
does not include biomicroscopy. With the biomicroscope the random agglomerations 
of tumour cells become distinguishable from the cystoid, sharply outlined tissue 
ectopies. If a cystic formation is nevertheless suspect as a tumorous focus, particular 
attention must be paid to its relation to the structures of the vitreous base (holes in 
the preretinal tract, see p. 56). If the findings are inconclusive, follow-up 
will demonstrate a progression in the suspected tumour. 
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Conclusion 

A survey of the pathology of the peripheral fundus explains the clinical significance 
of the vitreous base. Its anatomical structures determine many of the clinical syn
dromes. The interest in a morphological examination is based on the fact that the 
optically denser vitreous structures have special mechanical qualities: on the one 
hand they can exert traction on the retina and, on the other hand, they can act as 
a filter to prevent the passage of certain substances. An exact knowledge of the 
peripheral vitreous structures provides important information concerning the behav
iour of pathological processes and is consequently essential to prognostication. 

The structures of the vitreous are visible in the living eye only with the aid of the 
slit lamp. Biomicroscopy of the vitreous base provides so much valuable information 
that the additional effort is richly rewarded. 
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Illustrations 
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Fig. 1 a and b. The principle of indentation. 
a The angle of eccentricity ~ is decreased by indentation (~'), the area to be examined being 
displaced towards the optical axis. 
The angle of acceptance fJ (i.e. the angle between the observation beam and the tangent 
to the eye wall at the point examined) is changed (fJ'). In principle this angle may assume, 
at any point, values between 0° and 90°, according to the position of the indenter. 
b Decrease of the angle of eccentricity by L1 ~ when locations that in the non-indented eye 
are observed under the angle ~ are indented by 2.5 mm (after Fankhauser and Lotmar, 
1970 [58)) 

Fig. 2. Static examination. 
With indentation, normally invisible areas of 
the eye may be seen. Reducing the angle of 
eccentricity will bring the region of the ora 
serrata out of the" shadow" of the lens bor
der (right) so that it becomes visible (left) 
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Fig. 3. Change of magnification by indent:Jtio~. 
With the use of the contact glass the mag
nification depends on the angle of eccentri
city. The latter changes with indentation and 
so does, therefore, the magnification. The 
figure shows the change of magnification wi th 
an indentation 2.5 mm deep. Left, magnifi
cation on the meridional plane (M); right, 
magnification on the frontal plane (F) (after 
Lotmar [132)) 
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Fig. 4a-c. Changes in the pupillary aperture due to indentation. 
a By reducing the angle of eccentricity the perspective deformation of the pupil is diminished, 
i. e. the horizontal diameter of the ellipsis increases. Thus the visual field is enlarged. 
b Length of the shorter axis of the elliptical pupil (in mm) in relation to the angle of eccen
tricity. 
Curve a: non-indented eye with 8 mm width of pupil. 
Curve b: with 2.5 mm indentation (after Fankhauser and Lotmar, 1970 [58)). 
c Diameter of the pupil and stereopsis in biomicroscopy. 
Left: Deformation of the pupil on the vertical meridian (position of the contact glass 
mirror above or below). The width of the pupil permits the passage of the beams of the 
two objectives as well as of the slit lamp. 
Right: Deformation on the horizontal meridian (contact glass mirror lateral). The pupillary 
aperture is not wide enough for the passage of all three beams. Stereopsis is therefc·re lost. 
Circles: beams of microscope. Rectangle: Slit beam 
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Fig. Sa-d. Kinetic examination: Parallaxis. 
I. Examination on the anterior face of the indentation protuberance. 
II. Examination on the summit of the protuberance. 
Ill. Examination in silhouette. 

III 

a 

b 

c 

d 

Perspective changes are demonstrated in the example of a retinal tear with raised anterior 
border and with an operculum floating in the vitreous. The figures left show the movement 
of the indenter in a postero-anterior direction (from right to left). The figures right show 
the effect produced in the contact glass mirror. 
By examination in silhouette the anatomical structures are observed in profile, i. e. without 
perspective distortion. 
a The retinal tear is on the anterior face of the protuberance. 
b With the indenter shifted, the tear now appears in silhouette: its actual depth may be seen. 
c The anterior border is now in silhouette: its prominence becomes evident. 
d When the floating operculum is in silhouette, both its thickness and distance from the 
retina may be estimated 
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Fig. 6 a-f. Change of transparency in kinetic examination. 
In a semi-opaque medium, transparency depends on the length of the path of the trans
gressing rays. This is shortest at the anterior face of the indentation protuberance, longest 
at its summit. Examples: 
a and b With a small angle of acceptance, pigmentations underneath the retina are scarcely 
seen at the summit of the protuberance. On the other hand, with a large angle of acceptance 
(on the anterior face of the protuberance, or on the non-indented retina, respectively) they 
are seen distinctly. Two pigmented scars are depicted. In Fig. 6a, the anterior scar cannot 
be seen very well, as it lies at the summit of the protuberance; in Fig. 6 b, it appears on 
the anterior face, thus becoming clearly visible. The posterior scar, on the other hand, now 
appears at the summit of the protuberance and hence is invisible 
c and d In case of preretinal opacities, the retina and choroid are best examined on the 
anterior face of the indentation protuberance (Fig. 6d). 
e and f Partial-thickness defects of the retina can best be seen at the summit of the pro
tuberance, as the differences in transparency are accentuated here. Partial-thickness defects 
or epiretinal appositions are therefore examined at that position (Fig. 6e) 

I Indentation protuberance 
as Ora serrata 
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Fig. 6c-f. Legend see opposite page 
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Fig. 7. Liesenhoff's indenta
tion ClIff. 
A soft plastic cuff is atta
ched to the lower (corneal) 
part of a three-mirror con
tact glass with the aid of 
spring clips. A blunt instru
ment, held in the other hand, 
serves as an indenter 

Fig. 8. Fankhauser's indenta
tion contact glass. 
A special contact glass is 
fixed in a metal case in such 
a way thatit may be rotated. 
The indenter may be 
brought into various posi
tions by means of several 
screws 

Fig. 9. Goldmann's and 
Schmidt's indentation contact 
glass. 
The indenter is locked on 
the front plate of a contact 
glass specially constructed 
for the ora serrata region 



Fig. 10. Goldmann's three-mirror 
contact glass. 
Specific sections of the fundus 
may be examined with each of 
the three mirrors. Each section 
overlaps the next even when 
the contact glass is not moved. 
However, if the latter is shifted 
on the surface of the globe, the 
various sections may be extended 
(arrows). The ora serrata region 
may be examined both with the 
middle mirror (3) and with the 
gonioscopy mirror (4) 

Fig. 11. Position of the indenter ill 
examination of different sections of 
the fundus. 
The nearer to the equator in
dentation is applied, the greater 
must be the distance of the in
denter from the axis of the eye 
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Fig. 12a-c. Various types of indentation funnel with immovable indenters. 
a Simple plexiglass indentation funnel (original model) with which, depending on the 
position of the fingers, both static and kinetic examinations can be made (right). Similar 
model in steel (left). 
b Indentation funnel (model by Haag-Streit) with two additional rings: (1) additional ring 
on the contact glass for the kinetic examination, (2) screw ring for fixing the contact glass 
in the funnel for the static examination. 
c Indentation funnel with light conductor for diaphanoscopic examination 
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Fig. 13. Indentation funnel with movable indenter (Model by Huber-Stockli). 
The indenter is fixed on a flat spring. The latter is inserted along a guiding track on the 
indentation funnel and can be moved forward and backward. There are three types of 
funnel: A for normal eyes, B for narrow palpebral fissures, C for long myopic eyes 
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Fig. 14a-c. Technique ~( manipulating the indentation funnel. 
a For the static examination, the contact glass and the funnel are held firmly together with 
the finger tips and rotated simultaneously. 
band c For the kinetic examination, the funnel is held with thumb and middle finger and 
the contact glass is rotated with the index finger 

Fig. 15a-f. Technique of inserting the indentation funnel into the palpebral fissure. 

a Application of a cotton tip to the upper eyelid with slight pressure against the bony 
orbital rim. The patient looks downwards. 
b The cotton tip is rotated, thus raising the upper lid. 
c Insertion of the empty funnel into the palpebral fissure. The indenter lies laterally towards 
the temporal angle of the eyelids. 
d Now the funnel is situated correctly in the upper palpebral fissure. 
e Application of the cotton tip to the lower eyelid with slight pressure against the inferior 
bony orbital rim. 
f By rotating the cotton tip, the lower lid is pulled down. The patient looks straight ahead. 
The funnel now lies free in the palpebral fissure. Care must be taken that neither lid 
tissue nor cilia are trapped in its opening. Then the three-mirror contact glass is inserted 
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Fig. 15a-f. Legend see opposite page 
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Fig. 16. The principle of opening the lid with the aid of a cotton tip. 
The cotton tip may be compared with a cogwheel, which pushes a rack upwards by means 
of friction 
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Fig. 17a-c. Lateral movement of the indentation pro
tuberance for kinetic examination. 
A tear in the retina may be presented in various 
states of indentation by a lateral movement alone 
(in a direction parallel to the limbus). 
a Indentation protuberance in the centre of the 
visual field. In the middle of the indented area 
there is a retinal tear. 
b When a contact glass with a fixed indenter is 
used, the whole indentation contact glass is ro
tated in the kinetic examination. Thus the retinal 
tear may be shifted into "silhouette", with the dis
advantage, however, of appearing only on the 
periphery of the visual field. 
c In kinetic examination with an indentation funnel, 
only the latter is shifted, the contact glass remaining 
fixed: the retinal tear is seen in silhouette while 
remaining in the centre of the visual field 

I Indentation protuberance 
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Fig. 19a-c. Survey of the ciliary 
body. 

a Ciliary body in old age. 
The ciliary processes are depig
mented and corrugated with 
accessory processes between 
them. The anterior pars plana 
is dark, the posterior pars plana 
appears bright as a result of 
post-mortem changes (oedema 
and opacification of the ciliary 
epithelium, which is taller here 
than in the anterior pars plana). 
The anterior pars plana is equ
ally broad in the whole circum
ference, while the posterior 
pars plana is nasally narrower 
than temporally. Striae cilia res 
(bright) extend from the poste
rior pars plana anteriorly. (By 
courtesy of Dr. B. Daicker.) 

band c Ciliary body of an 
adolescent. 
b The ciliary processes are slim 
and have an even surface. The 
limit between the anterior and 
the posterior pars plana is a 
scalloped line, the linea serrata 
of the pars plana. 

c The previtreal space is filled 
with Indian ink. Its posterior 
border is at the linea serrata. 
The vitreociliary connections 
produce deep furrows at the 
cristae cilia res and above the 
posterior third of the ciliary 
processes (ligamentum coro
narium) 

LSR Linea scrratn 
OS Ora serrata 
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Fig. 21. Epiciliary zonule. Anterior to the linea serrata there are fine fibres arranged parallel 
to each other, forming a dense layer above the pars plana. The surface of the posterior 
pars plana lying behind it is irregularly granular. In the peripheral retina there are coarse 
cystoid cavities. (By courtesy of Dr. B. Daicker) 
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Fig. 22a and h. Ligamentum me
dianum. In the midst of the pars 
plana, a strand of circular fibres 
passes across the fibres of the epi
ciliary leaf. a Low magnification, 
b higher magnification 
(By courtesy of Dr. B. Daicker) 

CP Ciliary processes 
GZ Granular zone 
as Ora scrrata 
SZ Striate zone 
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Fig. 23a and h. Legend see opposite page 
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~ 
Fig. 23 a and h. Ligamentum medianum, histological section. The picture of histological sections 
through the ligamentum medianum varies according to the plane of section. 

a Insertion of the tractus medianus in the region of the ligamentum medianum (same 
specimen as in Fig. 20). 

b Vitreous processes from the ligamentum medianum to the ciliary body. The fibres of 
the circular zonule band that are sectioned at a right angle appear as black dots. From 
here loose vitreous fibres extend between the zonule fibres of the epiciliary leaf on their 
way to the ciliary epithelium. (By courtesy of Dr. B. Daicker) 

Fig.24. Vitreous body. Schematic drawini', of the divi
sion into zones: 
a Posterior vitreous cortex, ending at the ora 
serrata. 
b Central vitreous. 
c Central canal limited anteriorly by the posterior 
surface of the lens 

Fig. 25a and h. Schematic drawing of the variations 
of the tractus vitreales. 

a S-shaped course. The individual" fibres" of the 
tractus vitreales are curved in an S-shaped course, 
first sinking downwards behind the lens, then rising 
slightly upward in the centre of the vitreous body, 
then reaching the papilla. The individual fibres 
appear to be twisted spirally round the axis of the 
S-shaped tractus hyaloideus. 

b Retrolental folding. In the anterior sections the 
tractus vitreales are folded in the form of a Z 

A VM Anterior hyaloid membrane 
CE Ciliary epithelium 
PE Pigment epithelium 
TM Tractus medianus 
Z Zonule 
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Fig. 26 a-c. Development of vitreous structure. 

a Newborn. There is a relatively homogeneous 
pattern of radial" fibres". Cloquet's canal is still 
present. 

b Adolescent. In the anterior sections the vitreal 
tracts are already formed, and there is a subdivi
sion into cortex and semifluid central vitreous. 
The posterior sections have retained the infantile 
radial pattern. 

c Adult. Tractus vitreales traverse the vitreous 
space 

Te Tractus coronarius 
TH Tractus hyaloideus 
TM Tractus medianus 
TP Tractus praeretinalis 
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Fig. 27 a-d. Optical section through the vitreous body 
from the papilla towards the middle of the 
posterior surface of the lens. Non-fixed autopsy 
eyes in which the entire retina has been removed 
as far as the ora serrata. 

a 7-month-old child. The vitreous body appears 
almost homogeneous. The tractus vitreales are 
not developed and there is no division into the 
typical zones. There is a pattern of a fine parallel 
striation, the "fibres" running perpendicularly 
from the retina towards the centre of the globe. 
Cloquet's canal is a narrow, optically empty tube 
in which there is still a filiform residuum of the 
hyaloid artery. 

b 40-year-old man. Tractus vitreales with 
S-shaped course (see Fig. 26a). The vitreous 
cortex is delimited from the central vitreous by 
the preretinal tract. The tractus medianus is 
scarcely visible in the upper half of the globe; 
in the lower half it appears as an opacified strip 
above the tractus praeretinalis. The tractus 
hyaloideus contains in its anterior parts brightly 
reflecting" fibres". 

c 35-year-old man. Retrolental folding of the 
tractus vitreales (see Fig. 26 b). The framework 
of the central vitreous is destroyed in the upper 
half of the globe. The tractus median us is not a 
membranella there but forms a rather coarse 
meshwork. In the lower half, however, it is still 
a typical membranule overlying the tractus 
praeretinalis. The tractus hyaloideus runs in an 
almost straight path, except for the Z-like folding 
behind the lens. 

d 60-year-old man. Pronounced fibrous destruc
tion of the vitreous framework. The inner trac
tus vitreales form a rather coarse fibrous net
work which traverses the vitreous space in the 
typical S-shaped curve. The tractus praeretinalis 
and the vitreous cortex are still intact 
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Fig. 28. Anterior parts of the tractus vitreales in optical 
section (same specimen as in Fig. 27 b). Sagittal section 
(see diagram). The lens with a Mittendorf's dot is 
on the left of the picture. The pars plicata of the 
ciliary body is hidden from view. The slit beam 
above the ciliary epithelium is seen only in the 
region of the pars plana, which bulges slightly 
interiorly. Just below the lens, the anterior hyaloid 
membrane arches posteriorly. From the posterior 
surface of the lens the tractus hyaloideus runs down
wards. The tractus coronarius is only faintly visible. 
The tractus medianus runs towards the middle of the 
pars plana, the tractus praeretinalis to the ora serrata 

Fig. 30a and h. Vitreous cortex and tractus praeretinalis. 
Region of the equator, oblique light incidence from below (autopsy eye). 

a Optical section. At right angles to the vitreous surface (A) there are parallel" fibres" 
running perpendicularly and at regular intervals towards the tractus praeretinalis (T P); 
at that point they are deflected, continuing in the form of loose, wavy bands towards the 
vitreous centre, thus creating the spiral-shaped structures of the central vitreous. When 
observation beam and slit beam are at right angles, dispersion phenomena produce maximum 
brightness and the vitreous cortex appears as a rather opaque substance. Under biomicro
scopy conditions, however, there is a small angle between the observation beam and the 
slit beam, so that the vitreous cortex appears practically transparent. 

b Wide slit beam: plicated reflexes on the exterior surface of the vitreous (A) and on the 
tractus praeretinalis 
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a b 

Fig. 29a and b. Tractus medianus seen from above (autopsy eye). Wide slit beam, incident 
from above right. 

a The insertion line of the tractus medianus runs along the middle of the pars plana, crossing 
the teeth of the linea serrata (arrow). Since the tractus medianus, which arches anteriorly, is more 
opaque, the anterior sections of the ciliary body are veiled while the posterior pars plana 
appears more distinct in the picture. 

b When the slit beam is moved slightly anteriorly, there appear in the tractus medianus 
strands which reflect more strongly (arrows). These silky, shining strands correspond to 
the meridional axis of the linea serrata bays 

Fig. 30a and b. Legend see opposite 
page 

A surface of vitreous body 
TH Tractus hyaloidcus 
TM Tractus medianus 
TP Tractus praeretinalis 

a 

b 
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Fig. 31 a and h. Holes in the vitreous cortex at the posterior pole (autopsy eye). 

a Posterior pole of the vitreous in diffuse illumination. In the upper half the" membrana 
limitans interna" is still adherent to the vitreous body. It appears slightly opaque in diffuse 
illumination. Where it is thin, it is more transparent and the black background shines 
through. The macula region (M),the region of the papilla (P) and the vessels therefore appear 
dark. In the lower half the vitreous cortex is uncovered. 

b By an inclination of the slit beam from posterior above towards anterior below (see 
diagram) the vitreous cortex is optically sectioned in the lower half of the picture; the cortex 
holes are transparent and appear as black spots. The pre papillary hole and the prefoveal 
hole appear behind the corresponding attenuations of the "inner limiting membrane". 
The other two holes (left in picture) are enlargements of pre vascular fissures 
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Fig. 31 h. Legend see opposite page 

P Papilla region 
M l\hcula region 
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Fig. 32. Prevascular fissure in the vitreous cortex (autopsy eye). 
Parasagittal wide slit beam through the nasal equatorial region (see diagram). Left in the 
picture the slit beam forms a bright crescent on the surface of the vitreous. Attenuated 
zones, caused by the retinal vessels, appear there as dark striae. In the centre of the picture, 
the entire thickness of the cortex is optically sectioned and hence the pre vascular fissures 
can be seen penetrating into the deeper-lying parts of the cortex 
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Fig. 33. Cortex holes at developmental variations of the ora serrata (autopsy eye). Parasagittal 
wide slit beam (see diagram). 
Anomalies of the ora serrata are not visible here, since they were removed from the vitreous, 
together with the retina. The vitreous cortex here does not display its normal homo
geneous pattern, but is pierced by several circular holes corresponding to ora bays and 
meridional ridges. The most apparent hole (arrow) corresponds to an enclosed ora bay 
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Fig. 34a and b. Injuries of the vitreous cortex (autopsy eye). 

a With scissors a piece was cut out of the broad equatorial vitreous cortex. It has kept its 
shape and can be re-inserted in the defect. As long as the cortex is not cut right through 
its entire thickness, there is no prolapse of semi-fluid vitreous, and the pattern of the tractus 
vitreales is not changed. 

b In the region of the prefoveal hole, a gentle touch with a pointed object is sufficient to 
cause a large defect. The central vitreous prolapses immediately, and consequently the 
vitreous globe collapses. The formerly S-shaped tractus vitreales now run straight to the 
site of the perforation 
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Fig. 34 b. Legend see opposite page 

1\ Surface of vitreous body 

TP Tractus praeretinalis 
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Fig. 35. Cortex holes at chorioretinal scars (autopsy eye). 
In contrast to the constitutional holes, which appear to be cut out of an intact cortex, the 
surrounding cortex is condensed around the" secondary" hole shown here. The lamellae, 
normally parallel to the surface of the vitreous cortex, converge towards the edges of thf 
scar, forming an adhering" fibrosis" there 
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Presentation of drawings of the peripheral fundus in the 
following figures 
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In the pictures, the position of the indentation protuberance is, with a few exceptions, always 
at the bottom. The actual position of the area depicted is mentioned in the text. 
The incidence of the slit-beam is indicated by an arrow 
Composite drawings are presented either in a semicircle (a), or in a linear extension (b), 
the summits of the protuberances then forming a straight line (c) 
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Fig. 36a and b. Schematic drawing of the biomicroscopic aspect of a normal periphery. 

a Semi-schematic drawing of the indented peripheral fundus in the contact glass mirror. 

b Sagittal section through the indented area. a Section observed translentally,bindented area 
(indentation protuberance), c non-indented area behind the indentation protuberance 
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Fig. 36 h. Legend see opposite page 

ACh Anterior chamber LS Lens 

AL Accessory line LSB Lens border 

AVM Anterior vitreous (hyaloid) membrane OS Ora serrata 

CP Ciliary processes P Pupillary border 

CS Cystoid spaces SZ Striate zone 

DP Dentate processes of the ora serrata TC Tractus coronarius 

DR Dentate reflex TH Tractus hyaloideus 

GZ Granular zone TM Tractus medianus 

Summit or border of indented area TP Tractus praeretinalis 

ILS Iridolenticular space WML White midline 
L Light of wide slit beam Z Zonule 

LHC Ligamentum hyalocapsularc 
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Fig. 37a-c. Normal fundus periphery. Various positions of the indenter (R. K., 30 years of age). 

a Indentation of the posterior pars plicata of the ciliary body. The middle and posterior parts of 
the ciliary processes appear in the picture. They are pressed deeply against the anterior 
hyaloid membrane. The latter is stretched out over them and folded. These folds exist 
only during indentation. At the summit of the protuberance there is the anterior pars plana, 
which is covered by the fibres of the epiciliary zonule leaf (best visible at left edge of picture). 
The white midline is posterior to the indented area. Up to this point, the anterior hyaloid 
membrane is clearly visible. Posterior to the white midline it appears only as an extremely 
fine line. In the vitreous body there are the bright membranelles of the tractus praeretinalis, 
the tractus medianus and the tractus coronarius. 

b Indentation of the middle pars plana region. The white midline now appears on the silhouette 
of the indentation protuberance. The anterior hyaloid membrane is visible also further 
posteriorly, as far as it can be observed with a small angle of acceptance (tangential incidence 
of light). 

c Indentation of the ora serrata. On the silhouette of the indentation protuberance 
the retinal border with cystoid spaces appears. The anterior hyaloid membrane is no longer 
visible on the anterior face of the protuberance when seen at a large angle of acceptance. 
the tractus praeretinalis is inserted at the ora serrata. Numerous micro-adhesions are 
visible in the granular zone 

Fig.38a and h. Normalfundus in afemale Caucasian with sli,ght skin pil"mentation (D. G., 35 years 
of age). 

a Nasally: Deep indentation: The pars plana appears on the anterior face of the indentation 
protuberance. From the ora serrata two long teeth extend anteriorly. The border of the 
retina is edged with cystoid spaces. The pars plana is altogether darker than the region 
of the retina lying behind it. The very dark posterior pars plana is narrow and has a granular 
surface structure. In the striate zone the blurred outlines of large uveal vessels can be 
discerned. The white midline is clearly visible only on the sides of the indentation pro
tuberance. Of the tractus medianus only isolated striate opacities can be seen. The tractus 
praeretinalis is well developed, separating into several lamellae. 

b Temporally: The indentation is not as deep as in Fig. a. There are no ora teeth, and the 
retinal border is only slightly scalloped. The granular zone extends to the summit of the 
protuberance and is seen with a small angle of acceptance. It is broad and its surface 
has an irregular structure. The white midline is clearly visible as a white fibrous band. 
At this band there are inserted several densified strands of the tractus medianus. 
The latter otherwise appears only as an extremely delicate membranelle. At an accessory 
line, immediately anterior to the ora serrata, there are further vitreous membranelles in
serted. The tractus praeretinalis is inserted at the ora serrata 
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Fig. 37 a-c. Legend sec opposite page 
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Fig. 38a and h. Legends see opposite page 
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Fig. 39. Fig. 40. 

Fig.39. Normal fundus in a male Negro (G.K., 27 years of age, upper fundus periphery). 
Against the darkly pigmented background the zones of discontinuity of the vitreous body 
form a particularly strong contrast. The anterior hyaloid membrane extends from its lens 
attachment directly towards the ciliary processes (not visible here). It then re-appears 
upon the indentation protuberance running over the pars plana to the ora serrata. At the 
white midline and at an accessory line a fold is formed in it. Anterior to the ora serrata, 
it bends in a sharp curve towards the retinal border, a silhouette reflex occurring at this bulge. 
From the lens the tractus hyaloideus proceeds posteriorly in two fairly large membranelles. 
The tractus medianus and the tractus coronarius cannot be seen. The tractus praeretinalis 
separates into several lamellae. It is inserted together with the anterior hyaloid membrane 
at the retinal border 

Fig.40. Fundus periphery in a case of' partial albinism (A. c., 38 years of age, upper fundus 
periphery). 
The eye is not entirely free of pigment, since there is a slight pigmentation of the posterior 
layer of the iris. In the fundus there is no pigment, except for a narrow band anterior to 
the ora serrata. No retinal or vitreous structures can be discerned owing to the intense 
reflected light 
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Fig.41. Broad belt of peripheral cysts in the retina (G. R., 62 years of age, upper fundus peri
phery). 
In the entire circumference there are numerous closely packed cysts of various sizes. 
In optical section the surface of the retina bulges above the cysts (vitreous body not drawn 
in the picture) 
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Fig. 42a-c. Unilateral belt of retinal cysts with retinal defect CR. S., 36 years of age). Brown 
corpuscles accidentally discovered in the vitreous led to further investigation. A large 
retinal defect posterior to the ora serrata was discovered as the source. The etiology is 
unknown. 

a O.d., upper periphery at 12 h. Posterior to the ora serrata, the retina is thickened and 
opaque. Both on the anterior face and at the summit of the indentation protuberance it 
appears to have a whitish tinge. In it are interspersed numerous small cysts, closely juxta
posed. In the peripheral retina there is a large, elongated retinal defect with irregularly 
jagged edges. A second, small, slit-shaped defect, without operculum, is present on the 
right side. No vitreous traction is apparent at the edges of the holes. 

b O.d., lower periphery at 6 h. Here, too, the retina is thickened and exhibits cystic changes. 

c O. s., upper periphery at 12 h. Deep indentation; the ora serrata appears on the anterior 
face of the indentation protuberance. The contrast with the right eye is striking. The peri
pheral retina here is thin and transparent, containing only a few cysts. Owing to the thinness 
of their walls, they are visible only in the optical section. Examination on the anterior face 
of the indentation protuberance shows clearly the irregular pigmentation of the deep layers 
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Fig. 43a. Cystoid spaces in an autopsy eye. (By courtesy of Dr. B. Daicker.) The intraretinal 
confluent cavities are crossed by pillars 

Fig. 43 b. Schematic drawing of a flat section through cystoid cavities. 
A Belt of cysts at the extreme border of the retina. Some cysts are still delimited by walls. 
Others are open posteriorly, merging with the coarse cystoid spaces. Other cysts are con
fluent in an ora-parallel direction. 
B Coarse cystoid spaces with columns of varying thickness and shape. They are placed at 
irregular intervals. 
C Fine cystoid spaces with columns of equal size at regular intervals, circular in cross-section 
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Fig.44. Coarse cystoid spaces and reticular cystoid degeneration in an autopsy eye (lower temporal 
quadrant). (By courtesy of Dr. R. Y. Foos.) 
Owing to post-mortem tissue swelling the columns appear white. Posterior to the coarse 
cystoid spaces there follows an area of reticular (inner) cystoid degeneration. This is typi
cally delimited by branched vessels (arrow). The individual columns are much finer there and 
arranged at regular intervals. The pattern of the fine vessels is retained in the areas of 
reticular cystoid degeneration. 
At the border of the retina there is a deep, heavily pigmented ora bay, such as can occasion
ally be seen in the lower periphery as a developmental anomaly 
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Fig. 45. Histological section through an area of typical cystoid and reticular-cystoid degeneration. 
(By courtesy of Dr. R. Y. Foos.) 

A Reticular cystoid degeneration : The nerve-fibre layer is disintegrated, the ganglion 
cells have nearly all disappeared. The fibrous columns are partly sectioned obliquely. 
The inner plexiform layer (arrow) and the exterior layers of the retina are preserved, 

B Transitional zone between reticular and typical cystoid degeneration. The two systems 
of cavities are separated by a membrane composed of the preserved inner plexiform layer. 
The reticular cystoid degeneration ends at an arteriole (arrow). 

C Typical cystoid degeneration affecting predominantly the inner plexiform layer (arrow) 
and the outer parts of the retina. The cavities are traversed by a delicate membrane (mem
brana limitans media) 
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Fig. 46. Coarse cystoid spaces at ora teeth 
(nasally). 
In an area almost symmetrical to the axis 
of an ora tooth, there are columns of 
varying thickness at irregular intervals 

A VM Anterior vitreous (hyaloid) membrane 

DP Dentate process of the ora serrata 

I Summit or border of indented area 

L Light of slit beam on retina and ciliary body 

as Ora serrata 

SC Scar 

TP Tractus pracrctinalis 

WML White midline 

Fig. 47 Broad belt of coarse cystoid spaces 
(temporally). (A. N., 43 years of age). 
The coarse cystoid spaces form a broad 
band posterior to the ora serrata. The 
columns are arranged in meridional rows 
extending anteriorly as far as the border 
of the retina. There the individual columns 
are clearly recognizable, since they are ex· 
amined in silhouette. The surface of the 
retina is smooth and even in optical section 

Fig. 48. Coarse cystoid cavities adjacent to a foreign body (K. S., 32 years of age). 
Perforation by a splinter of aluminium. Initially the foreign body floated in the vitreous. 
A few weeks later it moved towards the site of perforation, where it remained fixed. The 
picture illustrates the appearance two years post trauma. Around the foreign body a scar 
has developed in the pars plana, with an irregular pigmentation and an atrophy of the 
ciliary epithelium. The scar extends beyond the ora serrata and into the retina. At either side 
of the scar there are coarse cystoid spaces, which had slowly developed during the 
two years. These are the only cystoid areas in this eye, since the remaining peripheral 
fundus shows only a narrow band of small cysts at the retinal border 
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Fig. 49. Coarse cystoid spaces, fine cystoid spaces, and schisis retinae (B. Z., 70 years of age). 
The indentation protuberance is situated at the bottom of the picture. The pars plana can 
be recognized as a dark half-moon, posteriorly is the retina. At the ora serrata there are 
one or two rows of cysts behind which a broad area of coarse cystoid spaces follows. The 
individual columns are thick and of irregular shape. With focal incidence of light the 
insertion points of the columns on the inner layer reflect brightly. Their surface pattern is 
best seen in reflected light. Towards the summit of the protuberance, owing to perspective 
distortion, the cystoid area seems to consist of "cysts". 
Posterior to the coarse cystoid spaces there are fine cystoid spaces. They are delineated 
anteriorly by a clear-cut, wavy boundary. Their columns are fine and cannot be identified 
individually. With focal illumination the retina seems to be normal. Only with reflected 
light does the anomaly become apparent in the form of typical meridional striation. Here, 
too, a "cystic" picture is formed towards the summit of the protuberance. Posteriorly the 
transition to the intact retina is without a clear-cut boundary. 
On the left in the picture, the margin of a high schisis cavity is represented. Near the edge 
the pattern of the cystoid spaces first continues, the columns of the coarse cystoid spaces 
being extended in length. There follows a zone where the same pattern is produced by naps on 
the inner layer. Then the wall of the schisis cavity becomes thin and completely transparent. 
Only in reflected light does a honeycomb structural pattern appear. The vessels on the 
schisis are sheathed 
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Fig. 50. Marginal schisis (M.W., 55 years of age). 
This patient has a typical bilaterally symmetrical vesicular schisis. This is not visible in the 
picture, for the schisis cavities do not extend as far as the ora serrata. They are separated 
from it by a belt of normal coarse cystoid cavities. At the border of the retina itself, there is 
in the same sectors also an intraretinal splitting, but of a different pattern: The retina border 
is not easily identifiable here. At a superficial glance the ora serrata would be located where 
the typical coarse cystoid cavities end (OS'). Immediately anterior there is a broad band 
with a brown bottom, from which numerous "columns" protrude towards the vitreous 
body. This zone might be interpreted as the posterior pars plana with epithelial prolifera
tions; however, it is remarkable that these "proliferations" are all of equal size and at 
regular intervals-intervals that correspond to those of the columns in cystoid areas. More 
precise examination demonstrates the presence of the inner layer of the marginal schisis, 
which is delicate and completely transparent, forming a fine line in the optical section. 
In silhouette an extremely fine striation appears in it, connecting the columns at the posterior 
border of the marginal schisis (OS') with those of the actual retinal border (OS) 

I Summit or border of indented area 
L Light of slit beam on retina or ciliary body 
as Ora serrata 
OS' Posterior boundary of marginal schisis 
Seh Schisis retinae 
TP Tractus pracrctinalis 
WML White midline 
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OS Ora serrala 
Sch Schisis retinae 

Fig. 51a-c. Schisis and retinal detachment (schematic drawing) . 

a In a case of retinal detachment the fluid is in the retroretinal space, i. e. external to the 
cystoid degenerated retina. 

b In the case of schisis the fluid is intraretinal. In the marginal areas of the schisis there 
are elongated columns of cystoid cavities. 

c Schisis of the inner layer (" retinal cyst "). The cystoid spaces are still present underneath 
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Fig. 52a-d. Holes in the externall(1]er ~f a schisis (schematic drawing). 

a The cavity is bridged by a strand of tissue extending from the edge of the hole to the 
inner layer, where it adheres. 

b The external layer is detached. Through the hole there is a communication between the 
schisis cavity and the subretinal space. 

c Holes in the outer and in the inner layer of the schisis. 

d Through the holes free communication exists between the vitreous space and the sub
retinal space 
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Fig. 53a-d. Equatorial degeneration in an unfixed autopsy eye. 
a The retina is removed from the vitreous surface except for the equatorial degeneration 
and an adjacent strip of normal retina. 
The planes of the optical sections b-d are marked. 
b Optical section through the normal vitreous cortex. 
c In the vicinity of the equatorial degeneration the cortex becomes narrower. 
d Above the equatorial degeneration the regular cortex pattern is interrupted. There is a 
large fissure, giving free passage towards the central vitreous 

Fig. 54a. Paravascular attachments (autopsy eye). ~ 
Posterior to the ora serrata there are irregularly outlined areas of coarse cystoid spaces 
with a continuation into fine cystoid areas (left in the picture). The detached posterior 
hyaloid membrane is perceived as a delicate veil, which is sharply defined posteriorly. 
In the bifurcation of vessels there are areas with full- and partial-thickness defects of the retina, 
which are anteriorly delineated by the insertion line of the posterior hyaloid membrane. 
(By courtesy of Dr. R. Y. Foos) 

~ 
Fig. 54b. Paravascular attachments after a posterior vitreous detachment (H. E., 61 years of age). 
At the summit of the indentation protuberance there appear circular retinal partial-thickness 
defects in groups near vessels. The posterior hyaloid membrane is detached and near its 
retinal insertion it is bent anteriorly. There are stripes of higher density on it, appearing 
like a cast of the retinal vessels. In their vicinity there are circular opacities corresponding 
to the para vascular partial-thickness defects (" opercula") 

~ 
Fig. 54c. Schematic drawing of the course of the posterior hyaloid membrane in sagittal section. 
In Fig. b only that part of the posterior hyaloid membrane is visible which is bent, whereas 
the vertical part is not in focus. Arrows : Partial-thickness tears; corresponding" opercula" 
onPVM 
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L Fig. 55. "Angioids" (F. P., 37 years of age). 
Upper temporal fundus periphery. Indentation of 
pre-equatorial region. The "angioid" originates from 
an irregularly formed retinal protrusion. At its base, 
there are two partial-thickness holes: abnormal vessels 
penetrate the protrusion and seem to anastomose 
there. The "angioid" is surrounded by a "hole" in 

- I the vitreous cortex. From the top of the retinal 
protrusion, the "angioid", a fibrous, very shiny, 
clearly defined vitreous strand, extends towards the 
centre of the vitreous cavity 

- TP 

-,\ 

Fig. 56. "Angioids" in an autopsy eye. 
The retina has been removed from the vitreous body, except for the retinal protrusions 
connected to the" angioids". The vitreous is illuminated with a wide slit beam (for direction 
of incidence see schematic drawing). The obliquely sectioned surface of the vitreous resemb
les a crescent, the cortex forms a grey half-moon, which is limited interiorly by the reflecting 
tractus praeretinalis. The "angioids" are fine whitish fibres that start from the retinal 
protrusions, traversing the cortex in a straight line. On entering the central vitreous they 
curve sharply, joining the twisting corkscrew course of adjacent "fibres". The angioids 
are surrounded by holes in the cortex, which do not stand out in this picture. But there are 
corresponding defects in the tractus praeretinalis, which appear as dark discs in the whitish 
reflecting surface of this tract. (The arrows indicate the retinal protrusions from which the 
angioids originate) 
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Fig. 57. Microcysts on the pars plana 
(autopsy eye). 
Anterior to the ora serrata, in the 
granular zone, there are numerous 
small vesicles of various sizes. The 
striate zone is normal. In the retina 
there are coarse cystoid spaces. (By 
courtesy of Dr. B. Daicker) 

Fig. 58. Macro~ysts all the pars plana 
(autopsy eye). 
The large vesicles fill the space 
between two striae ciliares. In the 
striate zone they are oval. In the gra
nular zone they are narrower, a con
striction occurring at the linea serrata. 
Posterior to the ora serrata, coarse 
cystoid spaces. (By courtesy of Dr. 
B. Daicker) 

A Surface of vitreous body 
CS Cystoid spaces 
GZ Granular zone 
I Summit of indented area 
J., Light of slit beam on retina 
OS Ora scrrata 
52 Striate zone 
TP Tractus praerctinalis 
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Fig. 59. Pars plana cysts in histological section. 
In the posterior pars plana there is a small microcyst; in the anterior pars plana a macrocyst, 
both of which are formed by a separation between the ciliary epithelium and the pigment 
epithelium. The meshes of Muller's reticulum are clearly developed, and between them the 
pigment epithelium seems to proliferate into the deeper parts. Posterior to the ora 
serrata are cystoid spaces. (By courtesy of Dr. B. Daicker) 
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Fig. 60a and b. Schematic drawing of "pars plana 
cysts" and "pars plana detachment". 

a Microcyst in the granular zone (1). macrocyst 
in the striate zone (2), with a constriction (3), 
where it encroaches on the granular zone. In the 
inner wall of the vesicle there are small intra
epithelial cysts (4). Cystoid degeneration at the 
border of the retina (5). 

b Detachment of the pars plana. Through 
accumulation of fluid in the subchoroidal space, 
the retina and the intact pars plana are detached 
from the wall of the eye 
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Fig. 61. Pars plana cysts (biomicroscopic 
appearance, H. H ., 69 years of age). 
On the pars plana there are several macro
cysts, whose walls are completely trans
parent and practically structureless. The 
cysts can therefore best lbe detected in 
optical section. In the granular zone there 
are small microcysts. At the ora serrata 
cystoid spaces; posterior to it an atrophic 
attenuation of the retina 



Fig. 62. Extent of the vitreous base (schematic drawing). 
a Anterior (variable) basco 
b "Absolute" vitreous base (ora serrata) . 
c Posterior (variable) base 

C Cysts of the pars plana 
CE Ciliary epithelium 
I Border of indented area 
L Light of slit beam on retina 

and pars plana cyst 
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Fig. 63 a-f. Variations of the course of the anterior hyaloid membrane (schematic drawing). 
Drawn in an interrupted line are those parts which are invisible in the normal eye even with 
indentation (their course is taken from observation of aphakic eyes). 
a Normal course : the anterior hyaloid membrane is closely apposed against the zonule 
and the ciliary body. 
b The most anterior part of the hyaloid membrane floats between the ligamentum hya
loideocapsulare and the ligamentum coronarium. 
c The hyaloid membrane floats between the ligamentum hyaloideocapsulare and the white 
midline. 
d The hyaloid membrane floats between the ligamentum hyaloideocapsulare and an acces
sory line. 
e The hyaloid membrane floats between the ligamentum coronarium and the ora serrata. 
f The hyaloid membrane floats between the ligamentum hyaloideocapsulare and the ora 
serrata 
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Fig. 64. Anterior hyaloid membrane in an aphakic eye. "Posterior limiting membrane 0/ tbe zonule" 
(R.S., 62 years of age). 
The drawing was made three months after an intracapsular cataract extraction with chymo
trypsine. (On the other eye a similar finding was observed after the cataract extraction, with 
the difference, however, that the holes in the "posterior limiting membrane of the zonule" 
were larger.) 
Lower periphery at 6 h: The anterior hyaloid membrane is extended by two belts of zonule 
fibres into circular folds towards the ciliary processes. These zonule fibres are not connected 
into fascicles, but stand singly at regular intervals. Stretched between the zonule fibres 
there is a delicate membrane. Here we find a hole (arrow). The connection of this membrane 
with the ciliary processes is hidden by fibrous meshwork. Posterior to the belt of zonule 
fibres the hyaloid membrane takes on an S-shaped course towards the white midline. 
A silhouette reflex appears at the point of sharpest angulation. Posterior to the white midline 
the anterior hyaloid membrane is no longer seen. The lamellae of the tractus praeretinalis 
and the posterior hyaloid membrane are inserted at the ora serrata 
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Fig. 65. Floatin/!, anterior hyaloid membrane. 
Connections with the ciliary body (E. N., 25 years 
of age). 
Large previtreal space. Marked pigmentation 
on the posterior surface of the cornea (Kru
kenberg's spindle), on the trabeculum, 
zonule fibres, hyaloid membrane and in the 
hyalocapsular si"nus. No glaucoma. 
The floating anterior hyaloid membrane is 
drawn into folds at two places by zonule 
fibres (F). In the hyalocapsular sinus (at the 
ligamentum hyaloideocapsulare) and in the 
zonulocapsular sinus (at the dentate reflex
line) pigment has been deposited, forming 
two concentric rings in the periphery of the 
lens 
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Fig. 66. Cystoid alterations in the rex,ion of the 
white midline (F. H., 26 years of age, advanced 
myopia). Upper periphery at 12h. 
The anterior hyaloid membrane is inserted 
at the white midline. There is a ridge of 
cystoid tissue, whose histological nature is 
unknown. There are two fine accessory lines. 
The tractus praeretinalis is split: one part 
following the typical direction parallel to the 
retina, the other one arching anteriorly, 
approaching the tractus medianus 

Fig. 67. Deposition of blood at the white midline (autopsy eye). 
Blood is deposited at the white midline. (Notice: the position of the linea serrata is further 
posterior.) Anteriorly, the ciliary body is blurred by the opacities in the previtreal space. 
(By courtesy of Dr. B. Daicker) 
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Fig.6Sa-c. Rhegmatogenous posterior 
vitreous detachment (detachment with co/
lapse). 
Slit-lamp examination of an unfixed 
autopsy eye in which the retina has 
been removed. Appearance with var
ious slit-beam widths. 
a In diffuse illumination the prefoveal 
hole is readily recognizable. 
b With a narrow slit beam the pre
foveal hole is difficult to identify. 
c In optical section the hole can 
scarcely be discerned 



Fig. 69. Rhegmatogenous posterior vitreous detach. 
ment (schematic drawing). 
The exchange of fluid between the vitreous 
body and the retrovitreal space takes place 
through the prefoveal hole. The main mass 
of the vitreous body rests on the lower half of 
the globe. The posterior hyaloid membrane 
falls steeply down from its upper insertion and 
is covered in the lower half of the globe by 
the prolapsed vitreous substance. The vitreal 
tracts run- as in every vitreous perforation
straight to the hole (prefoveal hole) 

Fig. 70 a-c. Arrhegmatogenous posterior vitreous 
detachment (schematic drawing) . 
The S-shaped course of the vitreal tracts IS 

retained here. 

a Partial posterior vitreous detachment. 

b Subtotal arrhegmatogenous posterior vit
reous detachment including the area of the 
prefoveal hole. The posterior boundary of the 
vitreous remains a niveau in the region of the 
hole. Such situations are exceptional at the 
prefoveal hole, but are predominantly met with 
at holes where the vitreous cortex is relatively 
broad, i.e. in the periphery (e. g. at chorio
retinitic foci). 

c Prolapse through the prefoveal hole. Here 
the prolapse is caused by a weakness in the 
vitreous wall, and not by an exchange of fluid 
into the retrovitreal space. The size of the 
prolapse does not correspond to the retro
vitreal volume 
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Fig. 71a-m. Legend see opposite page 
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Fig. 71a-o. Variations of shape of the ora serrata. 
a Long teeth: upon the striae ciliares long processes extend anteriorly from the retinal 
border. 
b Short ora teeth: at the striae cilia res the retinal border is stretched only slightly anteriorly· 
c The retinal border has a smooth course and is not deformed at the striae ciliares. 
d Among several short teeth, there is a single longer tooth. 
e Confluent teeth: the retinal border is displaced anteriorly, not only at the striae ciliares 
but also in the intervals, and is irregularly serrated. 
f Ramified tooth and isolated tooth. 
g Abnormally deep ora bay : adjacent to confluent teeth, the retinal border is displaced 
posteriorly in the space between two striae cilia res. 
h Abnormally deep bay: in contrast to Fig. 71 g, the very deep bay is not situated between 
two striae, but opposite a stria ciliaris, i. e. where a tooth would normally be expected. 
i Incompletely enclosed bay. 
k Enclosed ora bay. An "island" is formed in the retina, made of pars-plana tissue, posterior 
to the ora serrata. 
I Curved ora teeth. 
m Two curved, converging ora teeth. 
n Formation of a "pars-plana island" by confluence of curved ora teeth. This type of 
"island" is situated anterior to the ora serrata, in the pars plana. 
o Tear in an abnormally broad confluent ora tooth. This is a tongue-like protrusion above 
a normal pars plana; therefore, if a hole occurs in the" tongue", the normal ciliary epi
thelium is exposed at the bottom 
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1. ] .ight of slit be.lm (In retina 

and ciliary hody 
as Ora serrata 
'IP Tractus pracretinalis 
WML \X/h ite midline 

Fig. 72. Enclosed ora bay eM. G., 50 years of age). 
Superficial examination might lead to the retinal defect being mistaken for a round retinal 
hole. It is distinguished from the latter, however, by the brown granular surface of the 
pars plana, seen at the bottom of the" hole". The edge of the" hole" exhibits, as does the 
ora serrata, coarse cystoid spaces. The tractus praeretinalis is a transparent, folded membrane 
inserted at the edges of the" hole", in the same way as at the ora serrata. Above the enclosed 
ora bay, there is thus a defect in the vitreous cortex 
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Fig. 73 a-c. Schematic drawing of retinal defects. 

a Full-thickness retinal defect caused by 
traction of the posterior hyaloid mem
brane. At the bottom of the hole the pig
ment epithelium lies exposed. 

b Partial-thickness defect as a result of trac
tion of the posterior hyaloid membrane. 

c Enclosed ora bay: in contrast to Fig. 73a 
and b, the bottom of the retinal defect is 
covered by normal ciliary epithelium. The 
edges have the same configuration as at the 
ora serrata, and the tractus praeretinalis is 
inserted there 

Fig. 74. Meridional ridges and meridional complexes at the ora serrata (autopsy eye). 
Meridional ridges appear as protrusions of the retinal surface at ora teeth. Their axis there
fore is the same as that of the ciliary valleys. Meridional complexes have basically the same 
structure but may be distinguished from single meridional ridges by an abnormally long 
ora tooth which is not extending into ciliary valleys but to an abnormally large ciliary 
process. Posterior to the meridional complex there is a patchy attenuation of the retina 
("peripheral retinal excavation"). (By courtesy of Dr. B. Daicker) 
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Fig. 75a and h. Histological section through meridional ridges. (By courtesy of Dr. B. Daicker.) 

a In the child the meridional ridge is an epiretinal apposition of epithelial tissue similar 
to ciliary epithelium. 

b In old age the epithelial cap is still present; however, the cells are more irregular in shape, 
though still in a single row. In the retina underneath there are numerous cyst-like spaces 
and a marked gliosis 

eE Ciliary epithelium 
FE Pigment epithelium 
PVM Posterior vitreous (hyaloid) membrane 
R Retina 
TP Tractus praeretinalis 
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Fig. 76a-f. Meridiona! ridges and their variations (schematic drawing). 

a Meridional ridge at an ora tooth. 

TP 

TP 

PVN 

b Meridional ridge interrupted by intact retina. The tractus praeretinalis is also inserted 
at the small isolated patch. 

c Rudimentary meridional ridge: on the axis of an ora tooth there is a small patch of tissue 
of a structure similar to that of a meridional ridge, where the tractus praeretinalis is inserted. 
Atypical vessels penetrate the patch, probably forming a chorioretinal anastomosis. 

d Partial-thickness defect at the posterior edge of a meridional ridge, the tractus praeretinalis 
inserting at the" flap". 

e Floating particle of tissue at the posterior edge of a meridional ridge (" Pseudo-oper
culum "). 

f Horseshoe tear posterior to a meridional ridge. There is a full-thickness retinal horseshoe 
tear in an eye with a posterior vitreous detachment. At its operculum the posterior hyaloid 
membrane is inserted 

Fig.7Sa-c. Variations of meridional ridges and ora teeth (S.l., 22 years of age). 

a O.s., upper periphery at 12h. In the temporal and superior periphery, the ora serrata 
has a smooth edge with slight coarse cystoid degeneration. On the pars plana there are 
oblong cystic agglomerations in a meridional direction, which are probably ectopic retinal 
tissue (isolated ora teeth) 

b O. s., nasal periphery at 9 h. In the centre, confluent ora teeth with a ridge-like protrusion 
of irregular shape. The retinal vessels do not penetrate it but pass over its surface; consequently, 
this might be a genuine retinal fold. The nature of the striate structure at the ora bay 
on the left is not known. 

c o. d., nasal periphery at 3h. Moderate coarse cystoid degeneration along the retinal 
border. Several long ora teeth at regular intervals. Two meridional ridges at ora bays; 
one of them following a meridional, the other one an oblique direction. 
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Fig. 77a and b. Vascular anomalies, chorioretinal anastomosis (M.O., 36 years of age). 

a O.s., nasally at 9h. A single meridional ridge passes across the ora serrata. Under the 
ridge vessels of varying calibres disappear; the relation between their branches on either 
side of the ridge is indefinite. Presumably this is a case of retinochoroidal anastomosis. 

b O. d., nasally at 3 h. From the ora serrata spindle-shaped meridional ridges of a cystic 
structure run anteriorly and posteriorly at regular intervals. One of the ridges is penetrated 
by retinal vessels, all of which emerge obviously unchanged except for one that does not 
reappear. In the marginal retina there is a coarse cystoid degeneration. In the equatorial 
retina there are several drusen-like granules 
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Fig. 78a-c. Legend see opposite page 
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Fig. 79. Zonular traction tuft (autopsy eye). (By courtesy of Dr. R. Y. Foos.) 
An extremely long "zonular traction tuft" protrudes from the peripheral retina into the 
vitreous space, At its posterior end the retina is attenuated and partially infiltrated with 
pigment. The arrow points to a full-thickness retinal tear. In the living eye the "zonular 
traction tufts" are difficult to identify, as they lie closely along the indentation protuberance. 
For this reason they may be mistaken for long ora teeth or meridional ridges 

/' 

Fig. 80. Hole in the vitreous cortex above an isolated meridional ridge (see Fig. 76 c). Autopsy 
eye, slit-lamp observation of an unfixed vitreous body. (Parasagittal section). 
In the wide slit beam the vitreous cortex appears greyish, the tractus praeretinalis has a 
plica ted, strongly reflecting surface. The preretinal tract is inserted at the edges of the 
meridional ridge (seen left in the picture as a white "column "). Owing to the defect in 
the vitreous cortex, the loose fibres of the central vitreous come into direct contact with 
the surface of the meridional ridges 
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Fig. 81 a and b. Detachment of the posterior hyaloid membrane at a meridional ridge (H. B., 42 years 
of age). 
Arrhegmatogenous posterior vitreous detachment in a case of periphlebitis. 
a Upper periphery at 11 h. The posterior hyaloid membrane is drawn back tightly towards 
a periphlebitic scar in the posterior fundus (not visible in the picture). Its insertion line 
crosses the meridional ridge. The vitreous body is still attached in the anterior section of 
the meridional ridge. In the detached posterior hyaloid membrane there is a defect, the size 
and position of which correspond to the meridional ridge. In this defect no vitreous bound
ary is visible; the edges are densified. The defect in the hyaloid membrane must be distin
guished from a defect in the cortex, which is present even when the vitreous is attached 
(Fig. 80). 
b Schematic drawing of the defect in the hyaloid membrane 
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Fig. 82a and b. Micro-adhesions (U. U., 33 years of age). 

a b d cb 

a The attached adhesions on the retina, right, are scarcely visible; only zonula-like vitreous 
fibres inserted there are recognizable. On the pars plana, however, owing to the better 
contrast, the micro-adhesions appear as greyish small protuberances, at which the typical 
vitreous fibres are inserted. When micro-adhesions are elongated, they form small" columns" 
on the retina and the pars plana. Freely floating micro-adhesions may be confused with small 
floating opercula; their edges are slightly thickened. The attached vitreous fibres are here 
twisted like corkscrews. 
b Schematic drawing of various forms of micro-adhesions on retina and pars plana. 
(a) Micro-adhesion adherent to the retinal surface. (b) Elongated micro-adhesion. (c) Freely 
floating micro-adhesion. (d) Extrusion of a micro-adhesion, with adherent retinal tissue, 
producing a partial-thickness defect in the retina 
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Fig. 83. Drusen in ora teeth; vesicles of unknown ori,gin at the ora scrrata (H, P., 37 years of age, 
normal eye). 
Nasal upper periphery, Several long ora teeth and a branched ora tooth are infiltrated by 
pigment. In two of the teeth there is a "drusen" with a crystal-like gleam, The" drusen" 
are surrounded by a fine band of pigment. A further, fortuitous finding was a "cyst" with 
irregular edges. The surface of the" cyst" exhibits, like a cast, the pattern of the underlying 
tissues: coarse cystoid spaces in the posterior section, a clearly defined ora serrata boundary, 
marked striation over the pars plana. Close by, there is another, smaller cyst with less 
clearly defined wall structure. The midline of the pars plana is detached on both sides of 
the cyst but is invisible on its summit. The type of cyst remains undetermined. Since it 
has not changed in the course of time, and owing to the absence of other pathological 
findings in this eye, it is considered as a developmental variation 

Fig. 84. Ascension phenomenon of the tractus vitreales (optical section of an unfixed autopsy eye). 
The tractus vitreales are forced upwards by soluble substances of higher specific gravity 
which accumulate in the lower half of the vitreous body. In experimental studies the centre 
of gravity of this eye proved to be shifted towards the bottom 
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Fig. 85. Ascension phenomenon of the 
tractus vitreales (schematic drawing). 
In chronic inflammatory processes 
the tractus vitreales are shifted up
wards. The tractus hyaloideus and 
the tractus medianus rise steeply 
from their anterior insertion, passing 
through the upper half of the globe 
towards the posterior pole. The in
ferior previtreal space becomes en
larged by the ascension of the ante
rior hyaloid membrane 
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Fig. 86a and b. Ascension phenomenon of the tractus 
hyaloideus (slit-lamp observation without contact 
glass). (By courtesy of Professor Dr. H. Goldmann.) 
a Normal course of the tractus hyaloideus; the 
superior plica drops after leaving the lens; the 
inferior plica first rises slightly and then also drops 
sharply towards the bottom. 
b Inverse course of the tractus hyaloideus in diffuse 
uveitis. There is a distinct Tyndall phenomenon 
and marked cell content in the vitreous. Posterior 
to the lens the central canal, which appears to be 
optically empty, first runs upwards, instead of 
downwards. The inferior plica thus rises steeply; 
the superior plica first drops slightly, then turns 
abruptly upwards 

Fig. 87 a and b. Pattern ~r cell deposits in the vitreous body (schematic drawing). 

a Adult eye. Insoluble particles invading the vitreous body remain in the vicinity of their 
point of entry as long as they have not traversed the cortex (top of picture). After pene
trating into the central vitreous they sink towards the bottom along the tractus vitreales, at 
whose lowest-lying parts they accumulate. Between the tractus praeretinalis and the tractus 
medianus they advance as far as the wall of the globe, thus forming an epiciliary hyphaemia 
or hypopyon. Those between the tractus medianus and the tractus hyaloideus remain 
within the vitreous, thus forming an intravitreal hyphaemia or hypopyon. 

b In children's eyes the penetrating corpuscles follow the radial" fibres", accumulating in 
oblong sacs perpendicular to the retinal surface and in Cloquet's canal 
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Fig. 88. Haemorrhagic sediment in the lower fundus periphery 
(L. Sch., 65 years of age). 
Clouds of erythrocytes in the layers of the tractus vitre· 
ales. Those within the tractus median us come into con· 
tact with the wall of the globe in the region of the white· 
midline. In the centre of the picture are two large pars 
plana cysts, which are crossed by the white midline 
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Fig. 89a-c. Origin of exudates in the outermost periphery (schematic drawing). 
a Precipitates in the previtreal space as a concomitant sign in uveitis anterior. 
b Inflammatory foci of the uvea of the pars plana: true cyclitis posterior (" pars planitis "). 
c Exudates from the vitreous space accumulate in the lower vitreous base as a concomitant 
sign of posterior inflammation 
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Fig.90. Precipitates on the pars plana in iridocyclitis (N. G., 
17 years of age). 
Anterior uveitis of unknown aetiology with numerous 
mutton-fat precipitates on the posterior corneal surface. 
Posterior uvea unaffected. 
In the whole circumference of the pars plana there are 
numerous mutton-fat precipitates of the same size and 
shape as the corneal precipitates. In the region of the 
midline they form a slightly denser girdle, anterio rly 
and posteriorly they are more scattered. The pars plana 
itself has the same normal structure as the unaffected 
right eye. In the anterior vitreous body no zones of 
discontinuity can be seen. At the retinal border there is 
a drusen-like body 
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Fig. 91 a-d. Inflammatory changes of the pars plana in a case of iridocyclitis (J. B., 34 years of 
age). 
Unilateral iridocyclitis due to leptospirosis, which healed within 2 weeks. 
a to c Right eye in various stages of inflammation. d Left (normal) eye. 

a Acute phase: the pars plana has a greyish tint, its structure is blurred. In the optical 
section it appears to be thickened. Cells and precipitates are scattered all over the pars plana. 
The cells are too fine to be drawn in the picture. Above the ora serrata the precipitates 
accumulate in a narrow band which, on account of the perspective, appears in the picture 
to lie slightly posterior to the retinal border. In the anterior vitreous body no zones of 
discontinuity, hence no anterior hyaloid membrane, are visible. 

b Healing phase: after the other clinical inflammatory symptoms subsided (retinal oedema 
and exudates in the anterior chamber), the oedema of the pars plana has also disappeared. 
The normal striate surface structure of the pars plana is visible again, but residues of pre
cipitates are still there. The hyaloid membrane is floating, but only in the lower periphery, 
forming a wavy line there in optical section ("ascension phenomenon", see Fig. 85). 

c Six months after the inflammation has healed, the last precipitates have also disappeared. 
Posterior to the ora serrata a more strongly reflecting zone remains ("pseudo-white with 
pressure"). The hyaloid membrane now lies quite close to the ciliary body. However, no 
white midline is to be seen. 

d Unaffected left eye: Here the white midline is present. Moderate cystoid degeneration of 
the peripheral retina. Posteriorly, slight irregularity in pigment epithelium 
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Fig. 92a and h. Focal cyclitis anterior and posterior (D. D., 50 years of age). 
Bilateral chronic cyclitis of unknown aetiology. Mutton-fat precipitates in the anterior 
chamber, cystic macular oedema. In both eyes there are no other focal lesions than those 
on the ciliary body. 

a Observation without indentation through the iridolenticular space. The ciliary body is 
tumified, the zonula has relaxed, and there is a deformation of the lens border. The ciliary 
processes are covered by a whitish, sharply defined cap of exudate. Anteriorly, the ciliary 
stroma lies exposed. Above the processes there are fibres of the ligamentum coronarium, 
from which single zonule fibres extend into the ciliary valleys (right). The same structures 
appear, more magnified, also in translental view. 

b Indentation of the pars plana, translental observation. Sharply defined exudates cover 
large parts of the pars plana. Posteriorly, they are irregularly defined. The exudates are 
situated exclusively in the previtreal space. The anterior hyaloid membrane is intact, the 
tractus vitreales are normal; only at the site of their insertion is there a slight cellular infil
tration of the anterior hyaloid membrane 
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Fig. 93. Diffuse scarring of the pars plana after severe 
panuveitis (S. P., 27 years of age). 
Bilateral extremely severe chronic recurrent panu
veitis of unknown aetiology. Bilateral aphakia. 
Phthisis developed in the right eye; in the left eye, the 
heavily infiltrated vitreous body would clear occa
sionally, the fundus thus becoming visible. The 
retina then appeared diffusely thickened, but cir
cumscribed foci were not found. The whole pars 
plana is a yellow scar without any surface structure. 
The processes, on the other hand, are apparently 
normal. In the vitreous body there is a striking 
Tyndall phenomenon, and no zones of discontinuity 
can be seen 
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Fig. 94a-e. Foca! uveitis of the pars plana (" cyclitis posterior") (R.A., 30 years of age). 
Bilateral recurrent fibrinous iritis lasting for many years. Each time the anterior chamber 
had cleared, inflammatory exudates with surrounding pigmentation could be observed upon 
the pars plana. The posterior sections of the eye were also affected by an oedema of the 
macula and of the papilla. 
a Fresh inflammatory foci on the pars plana among old pigmerfted scars. Accumulation of 
cells in the region of the white midline. 
b The exudates are dissolved and form small isolated patches. 
c Exacerbation with formation of new foci. 
d Resorption of old and new foci. 
e Healing with the formation of pigmented scars. The infiltration at the white midline has 
disappeared. Later on, pars plana cysts and a schisis retinae developed in the previously 
affected area 
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Fig. 95a-d. Legend see opposite page 
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Fig. 96a and h. Cellular infiltration of 
the vitreous in uveitis posterior (5.1.,50 
years of age). 
Acute chorioretinitis at the posterior 
pole. Aetiology unknown. 

a Slight infiltration of the tractus prae
retinalis and of the tractus median us 
by cells and precipitates (lower peri
phery at 6 h). At the edge of the retina, 
there is a vascularized scar probably 
due to an earlier attack. 

b Fundus photograph of the chorio
retinitic focus 
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Fig. 95a-d. Focal inflammation of the pars plana (cyclitis posterior) (R. c., 23 years of age). 
Unilateral subacute fibrinous iritis with haemorrhagic hypopyon. The posterior section 
of the globe was not affected. After clearing of the anterior chamber an examination of the 
peripheral fundus was possible. Anterior to the ora serrata at 1 and 6h, dense exudates were 
found whose topographical relation to the boundaries of the vitreous base could not be 
discerned initially. In the course of one year the exudates were resorbed. After the re
appearance of the white midline the position of the exudates within the previtreal space 
could be distinctly made out. Later on, pigmented scars became visible on the pars plana. 
Our picture shows various stages of the exudative foci at 6 h. 

a Acute phase: the vitreous base above the pars plana is infiltrated with inflammatory 
exudates. On the surface of the exudates there are small haemorrhages (black in the picture). 
In the vitreous body no distinct structures are identifiable. 

b The haemorrhages have disappeared. Scars begin to form at the edge of the large exudative 
focus. This is covered by the white midline and by the tractus medianus, which are visible 
again. The exudation at the small adjacent focus has increased. 

c Further regression of the focus. All of the white midline is now again visible, as well as 
the membranelles of the tractus medianus. The adjacent exudative focus has scarred. 

d The focus is surrounded by a pigmented scar. In its centre there are still exudates 
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Fig. 97. Exudative sediments in uveitis posterior 
(K. M., 24 years of age). 
Unilateral chronic uveitis of unknown aetio
logy. The anterior chamber remained un
affected. The vitreous body, however, was 
clouded by opacities consisting of exudates, 
cells, and pigment. Four months later, the 
vitreous body had slightly cleared, but in 
the lower periphery a large exudative sedi
ment remained. In translental view its po
sition erroneously might have been located 
upon the pars plana. But seen through the 
iridolenticular space, the opacity was clearly 
delimited by the anterior hyaloid membrane, 
the ciliary body being entirely free from any 
inflammatory changes 
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Fig. 98. 5 earring of the vitreous base in the 
lower periphery (F. B., 23 years of age, no 
ocular complaints). 
In the course of a routine examination 
sheathing of the peripheral vessels was 
observed as well as some single cells and a 
moderate vitreous destruction. In the inferior 
periphery, there is a sharply defined fibrous 
condensation of the tractus praeretinalis. 
Anteriorly, upon the pars plana coarse 
clumps of pigment 
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Fig. 99. Fundus periphery in severe panuveitis (E. E., 21 years of age). 
Unilateral severe inflammation, affecting all sections of the eye: nodules on the iris and 
in the chamber angle, massive exudation in the vitreous body, disseminated chorioretinitic 
foci. In the tractus praeretinalis and on the pars plana there are large quantities of exudative 
deposits, some of which have become vascularized by retinal vessels. At the right edge 
of the picture there is a greyish inflammatory focus with poorly defined boundaries, which 
probably originates in the pars plana itself. Following intravenous injection of fluorescein 
there was a rapid and very intense staining of the focus, whereas the other exudates fluoresced 
neither in the early nor in the late phases 
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Fig.l00a and h. Exudative sediments after a posterior vitreous detachment (hypopyon praeretinale) 
(L. Sch., 46 years of age). 
Recurrence of a unilateral chorioretinitis juxtapapillaris. 
a Hypopyon-like sediment at the lower boundary of the retrovitreal space. Within the 
vitreous, there is a slight infiltration also into the tractus vitreales. Exudative sediments at 
the ora serrata and at the white midline. 
b Schematic drawing of the hypopyon praeretinale and of the infiltration of the tractus 
vitreales 
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Fig. 101 a and h. Heavy infiltration of the retrovitreal space (E. H., 54 years of age). 
Bilateral panuveitis with slight symptoms of inflammation in the anterior sections, but with 
complete clouding of the posterior fundus. 

a The retrovitreal space is entirely filled with opaque exudates. The retina is visible only 
in the outermost periphery, in the region of the posterior vitreous base. 

b Schematic drawing of the infiltration of the retrovitreal space 
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Fig. 102 a-e. Inflammatory sediments in the 100l'er periphery,. organization of the vitreous base (S. G., 
8 years of age). 
At the first examination of this child a scarcely distinguishable chorioiditic focus was found 
posterior to the equator. This focus healed completely after a short time, leaving practically 
no traces. In the lower periphery, however, exudates had accumulated and an inflammatory 
process kept smouldering there for several years. The picture shows the periphery at 6h. 
a Early phase. At the ora serrata the retina has increased in thickness, and cysts of different 
sizes are interspersed there. Anteriorly, at the vitreous base, there are fibrous condensations, 
at some places of which fresh cloudy exudates are superimposed. Through gaps in these 
opacities the unaffected pars plana can be recognized. With observation through the irido
lenticular space, a similar picture as that in Fig. 97 is seen. The posterior hyaloid membrane 
is not yet detached. 
b Status of Fig. a in schematic drawing. 
c Posterior vitreous detachment. A posterior vitreous detachment having developed sub
sequently, the intravitreal exudates are displaced anteriorly. 
d Organization and shrinking of the vitreous base. The posterior hyaloid membrane has 
been drawn so far anteriorly that it appears to be inserted anterior to the ora serrata. 
e With the next recurrence, the posterior hyaloid membrane being displaced anteriorly, 
the preretinal hypopyon now overlies even the ora serrata 
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Fig. 103a-g. Amotio retinae. Various types of tears. 
a Vitreous base and retroretinal interstice in a normal eye. 
b Tear in the ciliary epithelium at the pars plana (in the region of the retroretinal adhesion). 
c Tear in thc rctina at the posterior boundary of the vitreous base (in the region of the 
retroretinal interstice). 
d Prebasal ora tear: the anterior hyaloid membrane is inserted at the posterior edge of the 
tear. The site of rupture is above the retroretinal interstice. 
e Retrobasal ora tear: the posterior hyaloid membrane is inserted at the anterior edge of 
the tear. The traction works in the direction of the zone of retroretinal adhesion. 
f Intrabasal ora tear. The hyaloid membranes are not in direct contact with the edges of 
the tear. 
g Avulsion of the vitreous base. The tears are situated at the anterior and the posterior 
edges of the vitreous base. A strip of tissue containing ciliary epithelium and retina is 
torn out. Thus a defect is formed, where no hyaloid membranes are attached at the anterior 
and posterior edges. Traction may be expected, if at all, at the lateral edges of the defect, 
w here the extruded strip is re-inserted in the retina 
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Til Tractus pracrctinalis 

Fig. 104a-c. Prebasalora tear (V. M., 34 years of age). 
Temporal upper quadrant. Decrease of vision as a result of retinal detachment. No indi
cation of previous trauma. 
a With the ophthalmoscope and with the three-mirror contact glass, a retinal detachment 
with atrophy of the retina was diagnosed. In the detached lamina there is still the pattern 
of the ora serrata region with cystoid spaces, dentate processes, and a granular and striate 
structure of the pars plana. Anterior to the ora serrata there are two round holes. These 
findings might be interpreted as a retinal detachment extending beyond the ora serrata 
into the ciliary body. 
b Indentation shows, however, that the ciliary epithelium is still attached to the ciliary 
body. This can be ascertained in optical section from a step at the ora serrata between the 
uncovered pigment epithelium and the ciliary epithelium. On the still attached ciliary 
epithelium there is the typical granular and striate pattern of the pars plana and even an 
intact ora tooth is still there. This is a typical prebasal ora tear. The anterior hyaloid mem
brane is condensed, and the surface structures of the pars plana are cast onto it. It is per
forated in two places. As regards treatment, closing the two "round holes" would not 
have sufficed. The entire ora tear, comprising almost half the circumference, had to be 
treated. 
c Schematic drawing 
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Fig. l06a-f. Effect of traction and adhesion in ora tears. 
a and b Prebasal tear. 

PVM 

b 

d 

f 

a The anterior hyaloid membrane is still fixed at the ciliary body, inducing only a slight 
traction. 
b The anterior hyaloid membrane is floating. The vitreous is destroyed, the posterior 
hyaloid membrane is detached. There is now a stronger traction at the edges, and the retina 
becomes detached. 

c and d Intrabasal ora tear. 
c Vitreous structure intact. Minimal effect of traction. 
d Vitreous destroyed. The traction of the posterior hyaloid membrane is transferred to the 
edge of the tear. Large quantities of destroyed vitreous penetrate into the retroretinal space. 

e and f Retrobasal ora tear. 
e In the absence of retinal adhesions, no amotio retinae develops. Traction, however, must 
be reckoned with at the lateral edges of the tear. 
f A small residual adhesion on the retina is sufficient to cause detachment 
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Fig. 107 a and h. Rupture oj ~ysts at the retinal border (W. B., 40 years of age). 
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Contusio bulbi with hyphaemia, tears in the ciliary body band, and Berlin's oedema at 
the posterior pole. Two months post trauma, brown pigmented granules were still found 
posterior to the lens, at the insertion of the anterior hyaloid membrane, between the zonular 
fibres, as well as in the vitreous body. 

a In the temporal upper periphery some cysts at the retinal border are ruptured, with 
pigment leaking out in clouds. Here, the anterior hyaloid membrane, along with the white 
midline, is detached from the ciliary epithelium. The previtreal space is enlarged posteriorly 
as far as the ora serrata. 

b Migration of pigment from ruptured cysts of the retinal border (schematic drawing). Depend
ing on the position of the rupture, the pigment may leak either into the previtreal space 
or into the vitreous body 

A YM Anterior vitreous (hya loid ) membrane 
CE Ciliary epithelium 
CP Ciliary processes 
I Border of indented area 
L Light of slit beam on retina anJ ciliary body 
OS Ora serrata 
PE Pigment epithelium 
PP Pars plana 
P VM Posterior vitreous membrane 
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R Retina 
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TP T ractus pracrc linalis 
l j Uvea 
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Fig. 108a-c. Traumatic tear of the ciliary epithelium (B. M., 17 years of age). 

b 

6 years before the examination, the patient suffered from an ocular contusion with hyphae
mia, tears in the ciliary body band, subluxation of the lens, peripapillary choroidal rupture, 
secondary glaucoma. 

a A gaping tear is clearly visible on the anterior surface of the indentation protuberance. 
At the bottom of the tear, the pigment epithelium lies exposed. 

b With the indenter shifted the tear may disappear from view. Only diligent examination 
in optical section may reveal its presence. 

c Schematic drawing of the ciliary epithelium tear 
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Fig. 109. Tear of the ciliary epithelium (W. Sch., 9 years of age). 
Contusio bulbi, with hyphaemia, massive vitreous haemorrhage, and lesions at the posterior 
pole. Brown pigmented granules are dispersed in the vitreous body. The ciliary epithelium 
is torn from 8-11 h immediately anterior to the ora serrata. The bottom of the tear is visible 
only in the centre of the picture; on either side it is hidden by the detached anterior edge 
of the tear. The tractus praeretinalis is inserted at the posterior edge of the tear 

Fig. 110. Ramified tear of the ciliary epithelium (F. Sch., 39 years of age). 
Contusio bulbi with slight hyphaemia, Berlin's oedema. Pigmented cells in the vitreous. 
On the pars plana at 12 h there is a large ramified tear of the ciliary epithelium. In the early 
stages, the edges of the tear were slightly prominent, later they became re-attached. Pre
retinal haemorrhage in the pre-equatorial retina 
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Fig. ll1a-c. Tear in the ciliary epithelium and the zonule (E. E., 18 years of age) 
Status after two contusions inducing a disturbance of pupillary motility and a recession 
of the angle. Slight deformation of the lens, hypotonia. Brown pigmented granules in the 
vitreous. 

a From 8-11 h on the pars plana there is a rupture of the ciliary epithelium, with raising 
of the anterior edge of the tear. In the same meridian, zonule fibres are interrupted, those 
running to the lens as well as those which attach the hyaloid membrane to the ciliary body. 
The anterior hyaloid membrane has therefore retracted here towards the centre of the eye. 
(Recognizable by the curvilinear course of the silhouette reflex.) 

band c Schematic drawings of a meridional section at the points 1 and 2 of Fig. a 
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Fig. 112a and h. lntrabasal tear with choroidal rupture CA. M., 9 years of age). 
Contusio bulbi with detachment of the ciliary body band from the scleral spur. Transitory 
macular oedema; brown granules in the vitreous. 

a At 12h, at the ora serrata, the ciliary epithelium is torn. The edges of the tear have already 
slightly re-attached. At the bottom of the tear, there are two zones: anterior, the evenly 
brown pigment epithelium; posterior, a choroidal defect, with the white sclera covered 
by some large choroidal vessels. Posterior to the ora serrata, slight retinal scarring. In the 
vitreous there are pigmented, precipitate-like deposits. 

b Schematic drawing of a rupture of the ciliary epithelium and the choroid 

AVM Anterior vitreous (hyaloid) membrane PE Pigment epithelium 
CE Ciliary epithelium R Retina 
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Fig. 113a and b. Retrobasalora tear with choroidal rupture (J.j., 34 years of age). 
By the time symptoms appeared, the detached retina had already undergone marked atrophy. 
The amotio had obviously spread gradually. Although no trauma could be elicited in the 
history, a previous contusion must be postulated, since choroidal ruptures are present. 

a The retina and the ciliary epithelium are detached. There is an oblong tear at the ora 
serrata, with some connecting strands from the retina towards the pigment epithelium. 
At the bottom of the tear the ora serrata boundary may be recognized by the transition 
from red to brown colouring. At this site there are several elongated choroidal defects 
in which the sclera lies exposed, with large choroidal vessels overlying it. The posterior 
hyaloid membrane is inserted at the anterior edge of the tear first running in a curve 
towards the centre of the globe and then re-approaching the retina. 

b Schematic drawing of the sagittal section through the tear 
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Fig. 114a and h. Incomplete avulsion of the vitreous base (B.H., 36 years of age). 
Ocular contusion with parapapillary choroidal ruptures. Two months post trauma, the 
periphery of the retina was examined, and a small avulsion of the vitreous base from 9-11 h 
was discovered. The adjoining areas could not be examined because of vitreal haemorrhages. 

a Five months later, the avulsed vitreous base had re-attached and tears were no longer 
apparent. The edges of the anterior tear form an irregularly pigmented band. Posterior 
to this, a strip of pars plana epithelium and retinal tissue is slightly raised. The vitreous 
base adheres to this strip. Posterior to the raised strip the posterior tear is closed by pigmented 
scarring. Examinations during the next 5 years showed no traces of retinal detachment. 

b Schematic drawing of sagittal section through the raised strip 
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Fig. U5a and h. Complete avulsion of the vitreous base after contusio bulbi (P. H., 18 years of 
age). 

a Three weeks post trauma, following resorption of the vitreous haemorrhage, an amotio 
retinae was diagnosed. There is a peripheral circular hole, at whose edges, however, no 
hyaloid membrane is inserted. The main cause of the amotio is a large defect at the 
ora serrata extending from 5-7h. From the nasal edge of this defect a strip of retinal 
and ciliary tissue, densely covered with pigment granules, projects into the vitreous space. 
Temporally, this strip has torn loose from the ciliary epithelium and is connected with it 
only by a densified fibrous strand. At this strip the anterior and posterior hyaloid mem
branes insert. 

b Schematic drawing of sagittal section through the avulsed strip 

A VM Anterior vitreous (hyaloid) membrane 
CE Ciliary epithelium 
L Light of slit beam on pigment epithelium and ciliary body 
L/R Light of slit beam on detached retina 
LS Lens 
OS Ora serrata 
PE Pigment epithelium 
PVM Posterior vitreous (hyaloid) membrane 
R Retina 
S Sclera 
Til Tractus praeretinalis 
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Fig. 116a-c. Change of the vitreous structure after perforation. (By courtesy of Professor Dr. 
H. Goldmann.) Examination without contact glass. 

a Translental view. The membranelles of the tractus hyaloideus situated immediately post
erior to the lens follow their normal course. In between there are irregularly dispersed 
erythrocytes. Further posteriorly new vitreous membranelles have been formed, starting 
perpendicularly from a normal tractus vitrealis. In the folds of the newly formed mem
branelle system, the sedimented blood forms" hyphaemia". 

h Translental observation in reflected light. Blood deposits in the newly formed vitreal 
tracts. In the sectors behind the lens they are almost parallel, laterally they converge to the 
site of the perforation (" arrows" pointing to the site of the perforation). 

c Schematic drawing 
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Fig. 117 a and h. Incarceration of hyaloid membranes in a perforation near the limbus (schematic 
drawing after Goldmann [58]). 

a Only the anterior hyaloid membrane is incarcerated in the wound. 

b Incarceration of the anterior and posterior hyaloid membranes following abundant los 
of vitreous. In case of vitreous shrinkage, the retina becomes detached by traction of the 
posterior hyaloid membrane, on the side opposite the perforation (arrow) 
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Fig. USa and h. Vitreous traction at the edges of a pars plana tear after perforation. fJevelopment 
of an amotio retinae (F. Sch., 20 years of age). Horizontal slit beam. 
Rupture of the globe at the temporal limbus from 12-5 h with traumatic aphakia and 
aniridia. The vitreous body is characteristically (see Fig. 117) incarcerated in the perforation 
wound. Gradually, a schisis developed in the peripheral retina on the side of the perforation. 
One year later, a retinal detachment developed, spreading under the schisis. It was caused 
by a pars plana tear. 

a The ciliary epithelium is torn. The vitreous base is inserted at the posterior lip of the tear. 
In the detached layer there appear the typical surface patterns of the ciliary epithelium 
and of the ora serrata. Posterior to the ora serrata is a schisis. Its inner wall is thin and 
transparent in the anterior sections, but further posteriorly, beyond a sharp boundary, it 
appears opaque. The retinal detachment produces two folds posterior to the schisis. The 
extension of the retinal detachment behind the schisis is clearly demonstrable in optical 
section. b Schematic drawing of a horizontal cross-section through the globe 

AR Amodo retinae 
A VM Anterior vitreous (hyaloid) membrane 
CE Ciliary epithelium 
L Light of slit beam on retina and ciliary 

body 
as Ora serrata 
PVM Posterior vitreous (hyaloid) membrane 
Sch Schisis retinae 
VM Tractional vitreous membranules 
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Fig. 119a and h. Amotio retinae due to traction by newly formed vitreous strands (I. E., 64 years 
of age). Horizontal slit beam. 
Four years previously, perforation of the globe by wood splinters piercing the eye nasally in 
the region of the pars plicata of the ciliary body. Several operations for secondary glaucoma, 
later cataract extraction. Six months post trauma, after the vitreous haemorrhages had 
resorbed, a detachment of the ciliary epithelium was seen on the side opposite the perfora
tion. Diagnosis of a retrobasal ora tear was then made (see Fig. 115). After removal of 
the lens the traction of the vitreous increased. Thus the stretched ciliary epithelium became 
atrophic and transparent; the retina behind it was discovered to be detached. Contrary 
to the former diagnosis there was no tear, but the retina and the ciliary epithelium had been 
drawn up into a fold. 

a Temporal periphery at 3h. The crest of the fold lies at the ora serrata. The anterior surface 
is formed of ciliary epithelium, the posterior surface of retina. The vitreous traction 
responsible for the fold is not, as usually, produced by the posterior hyaloid membrane, but 
by a newly formed intravitreal membrane (tractional vitreous membrane). 
At a superficial examination, this picture might be mistaken for a retrobasal ora tear with 
detachment of the ciliary epithelium. The crest of the fold might be misinterpreted as the 
anterior edge of an ora tear . Yet a correct diagnosis can be made even without the ciliary 
epithelium becoming transparent: the crest of the fold runs in a straight line and is not 
serrated as in an ora tear. The ora teeth overlap the crest anteriorly, the ora bays, on the 
other hand, posteriorly. The main clue for differential diagnosis, however, is provided by 
the insertion line of the posterior hyaloid membrane. In a retrobasal ora tear this line is at 
the ora serrata. In the present case, however, the site of insertion lies further posteriorly. 

b Schematic drawing 
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Fig. 120a and b. Partial detachment of the vitreous body from its anterior base (R. S., 63 years 
of age). 
Perforating iniury with traumatic aniridia and vitreous prolapse 46 years previously. Since 
then no complications. The anterior hyaloid membrane is dragged towards the site of the 
perforation (not visible in this picture) and has therefore become detached from the ciliary 
epithelium in the area of the anterior base. 
a The lateral edge of the anterior vitreous detachment is shown. The white midline is 
detached from the ciliary epithelium, but there remain connecting strands at regular inter
vals. The tractus medianus is not visible. New vitreous membranelles have been formed' 
b Schematic drawing of sagittal section 

A VM Anterior vitreous (hyaloid) membrane 
OS Ora serrata 
WML White midline 

Fig. 121. Complete detachment of the vitreous body from its base. Retinal detachment caused by a 
tear in the pars plana (M.M., 31 years of age). 
Perforatio bulbi by an intra-ocular foreign body. After resorption of the haemorrhage, 
vitreous strands are seen converging to the site of the perforation. Three years later a flat 
retinal detachment, unnoticed by the patient himself, is detected in the inferior periphery. 
It was caused by a long tear in the ciliary epithelium, whose posterior edge was inserted 
at the hyaloid membrane of the detached vitreous body. 
Left, the vitreous body is entirely detached from its base (I). The surface patterns of the pars 
plana and the ora serrata underneath are cast upon the membranous vitreous surface. 
From this membrane dense fibres extend towards the ciliary body; some of them are 
torn and twisted like corkscrews. 
The hyaloid membrane approaches the ciliary body in the right side of the picture (III). At the 
white midline there are bright spots probably formed by connecting strands like those in 
Fig. 120. 
In the centre of the picture (II) there is a tear in the ciliary epithelium at the white midline. 
The posterior edge adheres to the detached hyaloid membrane. The retinal detachment 
extends posteriorly beyond the ora serrata. 
I, II, III Schematic drawings of sagittal sections whose sites are indicated by the corresponding 
numbers in the figure 
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oedema of disc 64 
of macula 64, 67 
of the pars plana 152 
of the retina 67 

opacities, pre-retinal 5 
operculum 57f., 71, 87, 149 
ophthalmoscope, binocular indirect 2 
-, direct 1 
ophthalmoscopy 11 
optical effects 3, 8, 85 ff. 
ora serrata 13ff., 19,22,38,45, 47f., 50ff., 

61, 69ff., 75f., 98, 101, 119]., 142ff. 
-, bays 52, 54f., 142/ 
-, dentate processes 19,52,55,69, 73, 
141ff., 146ff., 162 
-, drusen 54 
-, irregularities of the border course 52 
-, meridional complexes 57, 144 
-, meridional folds see meridional 
ridges 
-, meridional ridges 55f., 58, 144ff. 
-, ora bays, enclosed 52, 55, 142/ 
-, retinal fold 56, 147 
-, spiculae of 53 
tear see tears 
teeth see dentate processes 

papilla 18 
parallaxis 4, 87 
paraproteinemia 41 
paraproteins 41 
para vascular attachment 33, 132 

retinal rarefactions 33 
- tears 33 
- vitreo-retinal attachments 33 
pars plana, anatomy 14, 22 

-, anterior 15, 98 
see also striate zone 
-, cysts 39ff.,52, 101, 135/, 152 
-, detachment of 42 
- island = enclosed ora bay 
- linea serrata see ciliary body 
-, posterior 15, 98 
see also granular zone 
planitis see inflammation, cyclitis 
posterior 

partial-thickness tears of the retina 76, 144 
paving-stone degeneration 37 
pearls see drusen 
perforations of the eye 11, 42, 79, 173 ff. 
- of the vitreous 46, 61, 79 
perimetry 31, 78 
peripheral uveitis see inflammation 
pigment 50, 54, 74, 76f., 80, 165, 172 
- epithelium 14f., 31, 36ff., 50f., 69, 

73ff., 101, 169/ 
pigmentation 37 
pillars 26ff., 31, 53, 58, 124, 128 
plica 60, 151 

see also vitreous, tractus hyaloideus 
posterior cyclitis see inflammation 

hyaloid membrane see vitreous hyaloid 
membrane, posterior 

- vitreous detachment see vitreous 
precipitates 63, 152]. see also exudates 
pre-equatorial schisis see schisis 
prefoveal hole see vitreous cortex 
preretinal tract see vitreous, tractus prae

retinalis 
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previtreal space see space 
proliferations of tissue 58 
prophylactic coagulation see coagulation 
protein 41 
pseudo-exfoliation see lens, pseudo-

exfoliation 
pseudo-holes 55 
pupil, deformation of 3, 85 
pyramids 53 

radial striation see vitreous, radial striation 
reflex, dentate 44, 119, 139, 154, 168 
-, silhouette 23, 44, 120, 138, 168 
retina, anatomy 14 
-, atrophy 35 
-, cyst 31, 130, 150 
-, demarcation lines 66 
-, detachment of 27, 30ff., 36, 38f., 41£., 

47, 57ff., 65f., 68, 69ff., 74ff., 130, 161j., 
170, 172,174ff. 

-, detachment, arrhegmatogenous 70 
-, detachment, rhegmatogenous 70 
-, embryonic stages 19 
-, glial cells 14 
-, glistening dots 34 
-, holes 30, 32f., 55, 57ff., 66, 70f., 131 
-, horseshoe tears see tears, horseshoe 
- lesions see holes 

see tears 
-, margin 14 
-, marginal cysts see cystoid degeneration 
-, micro-holes 59 
-, necrosis 70, 78f. 
-, operculum 57f., 71, 87, 149 
-, peripheral retinal excavation 57, 144 
-, pseudo-holes 55 
-, rosettes 53, 59 
-, schisis 29ff., 69, 128ff., 174 
-, sensory cells 14 
-, tears of see tears 
-, traumatic lesions 74ff. 
-, tumours 81 
-, vessels see vessels 
retinoblastoma 81 
retraction of the eyelids 10 
retrolental fascicle 24 
retrovitreal space see space 
rosettes, retinal 53, 59 
routine examinations 7 

scars 35, 37, 48, 64 ff. , 68, 71, 77 f., 116, 
154j., 157j. 

schisis 29ff., 69, 128ff., 174 
- marginal 29 f., 128 
scleral brim 8 
- plate 8f. 
secondary vitreous see vitreous, secondary 
sedimentation 61 
-, layer of 61 
sediments 61£., 65ff., 151j., 158ff. 
senile atrophy 35 
- schisis see schisis 
serrations see ora serrata, dentate processes 
silhouette, examination in 4, 87 
-, reflex see reflex 
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sinus, hyalo-capsular 44, 139 
-, zonulo-capsular 139 
slit lamp, principle of 2 
snail-tracks 33, 35 
space, intra-zonular 16 
-, iridolenticular 22, 38, 119, 154, 158, 

168 
-, perilenticular 101 
-, previtreal 16, 49f., 63, 76, 80, 98, 101, 

154, 165 
-, retroretinal 70, 74 
-, retrovitreal 45,66,80, 140j., 159 
static examination 7, 85 
stereoscopic field 3 
striae ciliares see ciliary body 
striate zone see ciliary body, striate zone 
surface anaesthesia 10 

tears 71ff., 76ff., 161 
-, choroidal 78, 169j. 
-, ciliary epithelium 72,77, 161, 166ff., 

176 
-, giant tears 42, 72ff. 
-, horseshoe tears 32,58, 76, 78, 146 
-, ora serrata 72, 161, 164 
-, ora tear, intrabasal 74, 76, 161, 164, 

169 
-, ora tear, prebasal 69, 72f., 76, 161 j., 

164 
-, ora tear, retrobasal 73, 76, 161, 163j., 

170, 175 
-, partial thickness 76, 144 
-, retinal 59, 71 ff., 161 
-, traumatical 76ff. 
- uveal, traumatic 78, 169j. 
-, zonule 168 
technique see manipulation 
traction tufts see zonule 
tractus vitreales see vitreous, tractus 
transparency, change of 4f., 88 
trauma 74ff. 

see contusion of the eye 
see perforation . 
see retinal necrosis 
see tears 
see vitreous base avulsion 

tumour 38, 81 
- of ciliary body 81 
-, retina 81 
Tyndall's phenomenon 60, 64 

uvea tears see tears 
uveitis see inflammation 

variations, developmental 25, 51, 81 
vasa hyaloidea 20, 107 
vessels 14, 18, 20, 28f., 33f., 36, 38, 54, 56, 

65 ff. , 146j. 
-, anastomosis chorioretinal 56f., 146j. 
-, anomalies vascular 34, 146j. 
-, arteria ciliaris longa 14 
-, circulus iridis major 14 
-, hyaloid artery 20, 107 
-, periphlebitis see inflammation, periphle-

bitis 



vessels raphe, inter-vascular 14 
-, recurrent arteries 14 
- short, posterior ciliary arteries 14 
-, uveal 14, 120 
-, veins 14 
virtual ventricle see interstice, retroretinal 
visual field 3, 6, 31, 78f. 
vitreo-retinal adhesions see adhesions, 

vitreo-retinal 
- degeneration 32, 35, 48, 132 
vitreo-vascular adhesion 36 
vitreous abscess 66 
-, anatomy 16ff., 100ff. 
-, anomalies 30 
-, ascension phenomenon 60f., 63f., 

150j., 153 
-, attachments 18, 20 

base 13, 15, 19 f., 28, 48 f., 51, 66, 70 f., 
79, 137, 161, 171j. 
-, absolute 48,80, 137 
-, anatomical 42,48 
-, anterior 76, 137 
-, avulsion 76f., 161, 171j. 
-, definition 42 
-, detachment of 47f., 80,176 
-, functional 43,48 

vitreous base, posterior 76, 137 
central 18, 105j. 

- - canal 18, 106, 151 
- -, prolapse of 45, 114, 140 
-, Cloquet's canal 18, 106j. 
-, connections 18,20 
- cortex 17,24,34,47,49, 59ff., 101, 

106ff· 
- -, anterior 18, 101 

--, injuries of 114 
- cortex-holes 17,35, 110ff., 116, 134, 

143, 148 
-, holes at choroiditic scars 18, 116 
-, holes at equatorial degenerations 
18,32,132 
-, preanomaly holes 17,113,134,143, 
148 
-, prefoveal 17f., 45ff., 60, 110j., 
140j. 
-, pre papillary 17, 47f., 60, 110f. 
-, pre-vascular fissures 17,60, 110ff. 
destruction 20,62, 74, 107 
detachment, anterior ciliary 43 
-, anterior retrozonular 43 
-, posterior 35f., 45ff., 61, 66, 71, 79, 
132j., 140j., 159ff., 173]. 
-, posterior arrhegmatogenous 46f., 
49, 141 
-, posterior rhegmatogenous 45ff., 75, 
140j. 
-, traumatic anterior 77, 165, 168, 
176 
-, traumatic posterior 75, 172, 174ff. 
embryonic development 20 
fossa pa tellaris 23 
hemorrhage see hemorrhage, intravitreal 

- histological interpretation 16 
vitreous hyaloid membrane 17 

vitreous hyaloid membrane, anterior 18, 
23, 43f., 49f., 63,69, 71f., 77, 79f., 101, 
120, 137ff., 162, 164j., 168, 172, 173ff. 

- ---, posterior 33, 45ff., 58, 71 ff., 77, 
79, 138, 149, 163j., 170, 173ff. 

- hyaloid vessels 20, 107 
-, loss of 79 
-, mechanical features 17 
-, membrane-concept 17 
- membranes, newly formed intra-vitreal 

62, 79, 173 ff. 
-, optical phenomena in 16 
-, perforation tracts 62,79, 173j. 
-, perforations of 46, 61, 79 

posterior detachment see detachment 
preretinal tractus see tractus praeretinalis 
primary 20 
processes 53, 104 
radial striation 20,61, 106(., 151 

-, secondary 20 . 
- shrinkage 66, 72, 79, 173 ff. 
- strands newly formed 173 ff., 176 
-, tertiary 20 
-, traction of 21,47,68, 70ff., 77f., 174ff. 
- tractus 18,20,24,49,60, 105ff., 114, 

150j. 
- -, ascension see ascension phenomenon 
- -, coronarius 18,24,49,118,120,138, 

154 
-, hyaloideus 18,24, 108, 118, 120, 
151 
-, medianus 18,24,44,49,101, 104f., 
1 07ff. , 120, 152, 157 

vitreous tractus, praeretinalis 18, 24, 34, 
48f., 56, 58, 67, 81, 107j., 118ff., 138, 
143j., 148, 157f. 

- -, tractional 62, 79, 173 j. 
- vitreoretinopathies, hereditary 49 

white midline 24, 44, 49, 120, 138j., 152, 
155ff., 176 
see also ligamentum medianum 

white-with-pressure 36 
- - -, pseudo-phenomenon 63, 152 

zonular lamella 16 
- traction 21, 41 
- - tufts 53, 148 
zonule, anatomy 15 
-, anterior zonular leaf 16, 101 
-, cilio-capsular leaves 15f., 23, 49 
-, circular fibres (belts) 13, 15f., 103, 105 

see also ligamentum coronarium 
see also ligamentum medianum 

-, epiciliary leaf 16,39,49, 101j., 105, 120 
- fibres 13,22,39,44,52, 55f., 77, 101, 

138,154 
-, main layers 15 
-, meridional fibres 15, 102j. 
-, orbiculociliarv system 15 
-, posterior lim[ti~g membrane of the 

posterior zonula leaf 50, 138 
--, posterior zonular leaf 16, 101 
-, tensing fibres 101 
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